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Abstract
Ruwatan is the Javanese term that comes from the word ruwat, to
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cleanse or release from curse or misfortune. A ruwatan ceremony
involves a sacred wayang kulit (shadow puppet) play that is performed
as a form of exorcism for people (sukerta) who have fallen victim to
personal disaster and are considered magically vulnerable to the evil
god Bathara Kala. Ruwatan is an established, conservative tradition of
performance on which current changes are working and will, in the
future produce certain effects. Prior to the 1600s ruwatan were
performed as paper scroll plays (wayang heber), but in 1630 wayang
kulit became the accepted medium for ruwatan ceremonies. Wayang
kulit ruwatan plays have been performed in Central Java for over
three centuries. The cultural tradition of ruwatan survives in modern
Java despite a rapidly changing society. Changes in education, politics,
the economy, religious beliefs, social relations, moral beliefs and
lifestyles influence the tradition of ruwatan. The adaptation and
innovation of this cultural tradition has ensured its enduring meaning
and function in a changing society. Various elements of the ruwatan
ceremony have changed, including the duration of performance, the
wayang figures used, the music of the performance, the number of
sukerta people believed to be impure, the number and variation of
offerings, the criteria for dhalang ruwat (ruwatan puppeteers) and the
chants performed.
The purpose of the dissertation is to examine not only the
tradition of ruwatan that has remained largely unchanged over the last
century, but also to describe the changes that have occurred in ruwatan
ceremonies. 'Thick description' is the method of research used to
scrutinise the various perspectives on ruwatan and perceptions of
change. Geertz explains in his article 'Thick Description: Toward an
Interpretve Theory of Culture' (1973, 4) that thick description is "a
'
narrowed specified and theoretically more powerful concept of
culture." The fieldwork in Indonesia involved interviews with
several dhalang ruwat, traditional arts lecturers, ruwatan hosts, sukerta
people, ruwatan audiences, and traditional arts students.
The introductory chapter discusses the significance of wayang
kulit performance in Central Java and provides definitions for the
terms: wayang kulit, wayang purwa, ruwatan and ritual.
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The education of the dhalang, Javanese religions and the genres of
wayang kulit performance are described. A section attends to social
and cultural change in Central Java followed by a statement describing
the argument of the writer. The final section of the chapter discusses
the methodology used in the dissertation and provides a review of the
literature followed by a statement of purpose. The second chapter
examines the types of ruwatan performance, stories of ruwatan, stories
of Bathara Kala, sukerta, criteria for dhalang ruwat, sacred offerings,
chants, beliefs surrounding ruwatan performances, and the differences
between ruwatan and all-night wayang kulit performances. The third
chapter examines the three hour ruwatan performance of Ki. Toyo
Carito. The following chapter discusses the diverse interpretations of
ruwatan in Java. In chapter five change in ruwatan performance is
discussed in relation to social and cultural change in Central Java. The
concluding chapter examines the forces that have influenced the
cultural arts including ruwatan performance in Central Java. The
appendices include fieldwork questionnaires, the tonal systems of
slendro and pelog, a description of patet, a certificate of puppetry,
figures (photos of a ruwatan performance and wayang characters),
genealogies of the gods and Javanese kings, a description of the
gamelan instruments, maps of Java and a transcript of the ruwatan
performance of Ki. Toyo Carito (22 August 1996). A video recording of
the ruwatan performance of Ki. Toyo Carito is referred to in the text.
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PREFACE
Wayang kulit has long been one of the most admired forms of
theatre in Java. There is a wide range and variety of performing arts in
Java, although shadow puppet performance is one of the most flexible.
Wayang kulit is a multi-media genre that is performed to live
audiences, on radio, audio cassette and television. Performances may
be 8 to 9 hours or a mere 2 hours in duration. Wayang kulit is
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dramatised using both Indonesian and Javanese language. Many other
forms of traditional theatre that were once performed in Java have
faded into obscurity as newer, more adaptable and innovative creative
arts have been developed or reformed in accordance with social
cultural change.
Shadow puppet theatre in Java is not restricted to dramatising the
stories of one specific religion, standard wayang kulit dramatises
Hindu stories, wayang wahyu dramatises Christian stories and wayang
menak dramatises Muslim stories. The standard all-night shadow
puppet performance incorporates elements from several different
religions while dramatising Hindu stories. Shadow puppet theatre
patrons adhere to a variety of religious doctrines such as Islam, Hindu,
Buddhism and Christianity. Perhaps the survival of shadow puppet
theatre and ruwatan in Java can be partly attributed to the tolerance of
the Javanese people to religious beliefs that differ from their own.
Ruwatan is another variation of Javanese shadow puppet
performance, a sacred and powerful ritual that is performed to exorcise
the demon god Kala. The ruwatan play is performed during the day
and dramatises the popular Javanese myth 'Murwakala' (the origin of
time). In the story of Murwakala the god Bathara Guru and his fellow
gods descend to earth in disguise as gamelan players and a puppeteer in
order to exorcise, through a particular chant spoken during the
performance, the dreaded god Bathara Kala and prevent magically
vulnerable people (sukerta) from being eaten by him. Although the
character of Bathara Kala is borrowed from Hindu mythology, the
ruwatan ceremony is local animistic ritual (Brandon 1970, 10).
Ruwatan shadow puppet performance is bound up with the
Javanese ritual tradition; the sacred, magical nature of the ruwatan
play is still strongly felt. It is believed by ·many in Java that a ruwatan
play performed correctly will prevent illness, prevent danger, prevent
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epidemic, and will protect people from bad fortune caused by
supernatural influences. The interviews indicated that although
people generally had firm religious beliefs, they accepted and tolerated
the beliefs of others without prejudice. The dhalang (puppeteer) Ki.
Toyo Carito believes that all people worship the same God, although
have different methods of worship according to their culture and
_fa]_Il_ily <:_O!ll1_e~ti~nls~ l:leb~li_eye~ thatL in_esse11ce'- diffe!'e11t pa_ths leacl_ to
the same destination (pers. comm. Ki. Toyo Carito, 2 September 1996).
The change in ruwatan performance has been relative to sociocultural change in Central Java; perhaps the religious element of the
performance is no longer as important as it once was as a result of the
wider range of religious beliefs that the members of the audience
adhere to. Ruwatan performance has been adapted over time to
ensure that it has meaning and function in Javanese society.
Generally, ruwatan performances last three to four hours and are
performed during the day. The stories of the ruwatan plays are a
unique combination of Javanese and Indian mythology. Ruwatan are
performed with a seriousness and care unlike that of the all-night
shadow puppet plays. A ruwatan performance is part of an event in
which hundreds of people participate, the whole village begins to
gather together to prepare for the event two months before the
perforrrlarlce. The puppeteer is cl1oserL carefully for a ruwatan
performance as only a few accomplished, pure and highly respected
puppeteers perform ruwatan. Brandon (1970, 14) says:
-J

The animistic ruwatan ceremony to exorcise the dreaded Kala
requires a speciat and magically sacred, wayang performance:
only one play, The Birth of Kala of the animistic cycle, may be
performed, and it takes place during the day with screen and
lamp, although a shadow cannot be seen in the daytime. Only an
old, experienced, and spiritually pure dhalang is considered
capable of carrying out the ritual act of performance. [My italics]
The information presented in this dissertation was gathered from
Javanese literature, interviews, and by attending ruwatan ceremonies
and many all-night wayang kulit plays that were performed during my
fieldwork in Indonesia in August-November 1996 and August-October
1999. The discussions and interviews carried out with ruwatan
enthusiasts during my fieldwork in Central Java show evidence of an
underlying need to maintain the traditional religious and cultural
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beliefs emphasised in ruwatan ceremonies, thus indicating a struggle
for a sense of security and stability in a rapidly changing world.
My interest in wayang kulit evolves from my own experiences as
a Javanese puppeteer. Having come from a family of puppeteers,
singers and dancers, I had the opportunity to study the art of wayang
kulit with my puppeteer father from a very young age. Ki. Toyo Carito,
an important informant as a dhalang ruwat and wong tuwa is my
father, friend and teacher. He began performing the sacred ruwatan
plays during the 1970s. The seriousness of the performance and the
magical atmosphere of ruwatan ceremonies have always fascinated
me. I have watched the ruwatan plays of my father change in the three
decades that he has been performing them. I became interested in the
process of change and the forces that contribute to change in this
cultural tradition of ruwatan performance while observing Ki. Toyo
Carito use innovation and creativity to adapt his performances for the
audiences of modern Java.
Although, few studies on ruwatan performance in Central Java
have been carried out, Dr. Soetarno (1995) describes ruwatan
performance, the offerings presented, and the criteria for sukerta.
Subalidinata (1985) gives an overview of the history of the story of
Murwakala using Javanese literature as a source. Mrazek (1998), Keeler
(1987), Clara Van Groenendael (1992) briefly mention ruwatan in their
studies of traditional cultural art forms. Murtiyoso (1996), Istadianto
(1996), Trimodoroempoko (1996), Yosodipuro (1996) discussed present
day ruwatan (at the one day seminar on ruwatan at the University of
Sebelas Maret Surakarta).
Mulyadi (1985) describes the
Mangkunegaran style ruwatan of the performance of the late dhalang
Ki. Rangga Wignya Sutarno. Kamajaya (1986) translated Serat
Centhini, a Kasunanan palace ruwatan source. Reina (1989),
Suhartoyo (1996), Teha (1989) published newspaper articles about
ruwatan ceremonies. Further study on the influence of modern life on
ruwatan performance would help us reach a fuller understanding of
ruwatan performance in relation to social and cultural change in
Central Java.
The term dhalang is sometimes referred to with the male
pronoun as most dhalang in Central Java are male. The Indonesian
and Javanese terminology is generally that used in Surakarta, and
when terms are first introduced common synonyms are given. The
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aspirant "h" in some words such as dhalang and gendhing is optional
and is used in this thesis. A glossary of Indonesian and Javanese terms
is also given. Current Javanese and Indonesian spelling is used and
terms such as dhalang, gendhing and suluk refer to both singular and
plural forms.
I am greatly indebted to Dr. Henry Johnson (Department of
Music), Dr. Malcolm McLean (Religious Studies) and Dr. Erich Kolig
(Department of Anthropology) at the University of Otago for their
expert advice and consultation. Also to Ki. Toyo Carito and his family
who spent many hours sharing information. I thank Bapak Jaya
Pawira Pardi and his family who spent many weeks before and after
the ruwatan performance sharing their views about ruwatan. I also
thank the people in Brumbung Kaunderan, members of the audience,
lecturers and students from STSI Surakarta, and the gamelan players
who were informants: their time and efforts have been greatly
appreciated. I also thank any other informants in Java who I have not
mentioned in the dissertation. As a recipient of the University of
Otago Postgraduate scholarship I owe a debt of gratitude to the
University and the Department of Music for all the financial support
that I have received during my studies. I also offer a special thankyou
to the staff and students of Sekolah Tinggi Seni Indonesia (STSI) in
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goes to my wife Kath who spent many hours helping me with the
English texts, my son Daru and my daughter Deina and to my parentsin-law for their continued help and support.
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CENTRAL JAVANESE GAMELAN NOTATION
Javanese cipher notation (kepatihan notation) is used in each
musical example. Cipher notation is read from left to right and the
numbers represent pitch levels. A rest is indicated by a dot and a
prolongation of a note is indicated by a dash. A dot below the number
indicates the lower octave and a dot above the number indicates the
upper octave. The following is an example of the ascending progression
of the slendro tuning system.

.,

2

ro (lora)

1
ji (siji)

6
nem (enem)

5
ma (lima)
/

3
lu (telu)

I

2
ro (lora)

1

ji (siji
6
nem (enem)
1

"

·;,

Sequences of notes and rests are grouped into fours and are termed gatra.
Horizontal lines over the numbers indicate that the notes' length is
halved. The more horizontal lines there are .the quicker the notes are
sung. An example from Pratt Walton (1987, xvi) is:
.233.53.22
A line under a group of numbers indicates that all the notes are played or
sung to one syllable.
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The kendhang symbols are as follows:
Symbol

Sound (onomatopoeic)

tong (left hand: one finger at the
edge)
tak (left hand: slap with all fingers at
the middle)
ket (right hand: tap with one finger
at the middle)
dung (right hand: bounced stroke
with all fingers at the middle)
dah/bem (bounced stroke with all
fingers near the edge)
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The symbols of the punctuating instruments are:
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Symbol

Instrument

X

Ketuk
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IKempyang
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or )

Kenong
Kempul
Gong (Ageng or Suwukan)
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1. The Significance of Wayang Kulit Performance.
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The term wayang kulit means "shadow hide" (wayang : shadow
and kulit: hide) and refers to the genre of shadow theatre seen during the
hot season (generally May to October) in Java. Hazeu (cited in Kayam
1994, 1), traced the term wayang back to its root in both Javanese and
other Indonesian dialects and came to the conclusion that wa means
walking to and fro, irregular and hazy, a meaning which appropriately
describes the shadows of puppet figures projected onto a screen. Wayang
kulit is also called wayang purwa which means among other things, "the
traditional Javanese shadow puppet performance" (Pausacker 1996, 10), or
as Kayam (1994, 3) says, "the original wayang."
Timoer (1988, 77) cited in Kayam (1994, 6), mentions that there are
five significant elements of the shadow puppet performance: the
narration (carita), the musical accompaniment (laras), the manipulation
of the puppet figures (sabet), the plot (pakeliran), and the bodily features
of the puppet figures (wanda). The puppeteer (dhalang) manipulates the
puppets, supplies the dialogue, performs the narration (carita or
janturan) and sings the mood songs (suluk) during the performance.
The dhalang also directs and cues the gamelan musicians and female
singers (sindhen).
The puppets are made of water buffalo or cow hide and are
beautifully inlaid to represent humans, gods, and objects. The handle
(gapit) is made from either water-buffalo horn or bamboo. The handles
on the arms of the puppet (tuding) are made from shorter sticks of waterbuffalo horn and are attached to the hands by thread 1.
The wayang kulit purwa plays are performed in the light of an
electric lamp and dramatise episodes of the Hindu epic the Mahabharata,
or occasionally the Ramayana. The characters in the Mahabharata are
considered to be Java's oldest mythological figures despite the borrowed
Indian source of the epic (Holt 1967, 131). The plays have become
1 See R. M. Sulardi (1953), Printjening Gambar Ringgit Purwa (detailed Illustrations of
W a yang, 12 - 38).
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uniquely Javanese and both reflect and absorb Javanese culture. The
Javanese believe that the twentieth-century Javanese royal family can be
traced back to the wayang gods (see Appendix 9). The Javanese believe
that the plays of wayang kulit dramatise the "legitimate descent of
Javanese kingship from the earliest gods, through some sixty generations
of Javanese kings, down to rulers of the twentieth century" (Brandon
1970, 16).
The eight to nine-hour wayang kulit performance is held at night,
beginning at approximately 9 pm and ending at dawn. The dhalang and
musicians (niyaga) sit cross legged on a low platform or stage behind a
screen that is generally 1.5 by 7 metres set in a frame with two horizontal
banana tree trunks (debog) placed at the bottom. The top trunk is the
debog simpingan which extends longer than the length of the screen and
displays in orderly rank the evil characters on the dhalang 's far left and
the good characters on the far right. The bottom trunk is the debog seban
which is shorter than the top trunk. The puppet figures are placed in the
trunks when the characters are considered to be standing still or sitting.
A lamp is suspended above the head of the dhalang and casts the
shadows of the puppets. On the right of the dhalang the puppets that
appear in the story are placed in position. The puppet storage box, which
is on the left of the dhalang, holds evil characters that are involved in the
story. The storage box is also used as a sounding board and the dhalang
taps on the box with a wooden mallet (cempala) or strikes bronze plates
(keprak) hanging on the box with his foot. These sound effects are used
as cues to the musicians and signify the beginning or end of a scene.
If the performance is held at a house, the invited guests sit on
chairs on the shadow side of the screen and members of the public sit or
stand on the fringes watching the performance from behind the dhalang.
Members of the audience talk, eat, drink, smoke, move about, and even
sleep during the long performance.
A variation of the wayang kulit performance is the ruwatan, a
sacred and powerful ritual that is performed to exorcise the demon god
Kala. The ruwatan play is performed during the day, dramatises the
popular Javanese myth 'Murwakala' (the origin of time) Becker (1993,
165) and belongs to the wayang purwa cycle of stories. The mutual trends
and differences of several versions of the Murwakala myth that may be
heard throughout Java will be discussed in Chapter 2.
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The Javanese believe that wayang kulit theatre is "the greatest
among the other works of their creativity" (Kayam 1994, 147). The
wayang kulit tradition is part of the 'ritual tradition' in Java and, as
Keeler (1987, 142) says, Javanese people speak of ritual celebrations as a
realisation of all they find distinctive and admirable in their own culture.
Ritual celebrations are held regularly in Java and the hosts enjoy a
temporary position of authority and importance during these rituals. In
hosting a grand event a family's status and impression of wealth is
maximised despite the mutual assistance from neighbours and family. A
host's status in the village may increase with an elaborate and expensive
ritual· celebration (Susilo 1996, 4). Wayang kulit theatre and gamelan
music are closely associated with the festivals and rituals in which all
Javanese participate. Circumcisions, weddings, births, national holidays,
anniversaries, house building, exorcising evil spirits and many other
ceremonies are occasions for wayang kulit performances. Walton (1987,
5) acknowledges that: "Indeed, entertainment and ritual are not as clearly
separated in Javanese culture as in our own."
As Mulyono (1975, 45-60) maintains, wayang kulit has confronted
endless changes over time.
During the eighth century wayang
enthusiasts were converted from animism to Javanese-Hinduism and
the function of wayang changed from the ritual art of ancestor worship
to a means of promoting the Hindu religion through the dramatisation
of the Mahabharata and the Ramayana. Other important changes
occurred during the fifteenth century when the people of Java began to
accept the religion of Islam. Javanese religions will be discussed further
in Chapter 1.3.
The long life of wayang kulit theatre and its existence in many
remote areas of Java, determines its significance to Javanese society and
culture. Wayang kulit theatre survives and prospers all over Java and,
as Koentjaraningrat (1984, 288) cited in Kayam (1994, 2) says, the art of
wayang kulit "unites the Javanese society as a whole - horizontally
covering the geographical regions of Java, and vertically covering all the
social groups of the Javanese society."
The survival of wayang kulit theatre in modern Java may be
partly due to the fact that it is a multi-media dramatic art form. When
following the events of the major scenes of a wayang kulit performance
Sumarsam (1984, 111) says:
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We can see that music sometimes predominates, with the
dramatic action receiving minimal attention from the spectators,
while at other times the plot of the play takes precedence. During
the times when the action is least important, the harmony of
music with literary art creates deeper experiences for the listeners.
However, Kayam (1994, 106) argues that it is the auditive medium that is
predominant in building the aesthetic taste of wayang kulit theatre when
it is seen in the context of its ritual functions. Wayang kulit theatre has
developed within the setting of an oral culture emphasised by the
unspoken rule that a good dhalang does not read the text. In addition to
being essentially orat the ritual nature of wayang kulit theatre ensures
that plays are performed on a variety of important and significant
occasions and becomes "strongly internalised within the cognitive and
affective realms of all members of Javanese society" (Kayam 1994, 106).
Wayang kulit performances are broadcast on radio and television
regularly in Central Java. Wayang enthusiasts also enjoy listening to
audio cassette recordings of their favourite dhalangs' performances.
However, Keeler (1987, 15) says it is puzzling that wayang kulit fascinates
the Javanese people but most individual performances do not. The
Javanese audience watches the performance in a casual manner, they do
not remain attentive throughout the entire performance. The audience
listens simultaneously to the sounds of the performance and each other.
Some wayang kulit enthusiasts attend a performance to become
aesthetically fulfilled, to listen to the music and become involved in the
dramatic plot. Other members of the audience attend the performance to
enjoy the crowded festive atmosphere and participate in the mutual
assistance of neighbours and family. The term 'traditional' all-night
performance refers to the existing standard, older form of wayang kulit
theatre; and the term 'contemporary' refers to the modern, altered form
of all-night performance.
Wayang kulit ruwatan performance is bound up with the Javanese
ritual tradition; the sacred, magical nature of the ruwatan play is still
strongly felt by the Javanese people and, as Brandon (1970, 10) maintains,
although the character of Bathara Kala is borrowed from Hindu
mythology, the ruwatan ceremony is a local animistic ritual. It is
believed by many in Java that a ruwatan play performed correctly will
prevent illness, prevent danger, prevent epidemic, and will protect
people from bad fortune caused by supernatural influences (W.H Rassers
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in Soetarno 1986, 14). Soetarno (1986, 5) suggests that the function of
ruwatan is that of a religious ceremony, namely, to bring the ancestors'
souls to the heavens. Although, today ruwatan plays are not performed
exclusively for people with Hindu beliefs. The wayang kulit ruwatan
play is part of a culturally meaningful ritual that is performed to
influence supernatural phenomenon that are regarded as being beyond
the average person's control. The dhalang ruwat is perceived as having
the necessary skills and knowledge to help individuals who are
considered vulnerable to the evil demon Bathara Kala.

1. 2. The Education of the Dhalang (Shadow Puppeteer).

Dhalang in Java generally wish that all or one of their children
will, one day, become a dhalang (pers. comm. Ki. Toyo Carito, 1 October
1996). Children of dhalang parents are encouraged to accompany their
parents to wayang kulit performances from an early age. It is not unusual
to see a child of the dhalang lying asleep behind his father or sitting with
the sindhen (female singers) during the all-night performance. As the
young child attends each performance the various elements of the
performance become deeply ingrained in his/her mind. Such as the
story-lines, the stylised language of dialogue (ginem), the narration
(janturan), the elaborate language of recitation (pocapan or cariyos), the
names and backgrounds of the characters, the direction of the gamelan
(the musical ensemble that accompanies a wayang kulit play), the various
gendhing (instrumental gamelan melodies) and puppet manipulation.'
As the son of a puppeteer, I was taken by my father to many of his allnight performances and later, during the 1970s, began attending his early
ruwatan performances. As a three year old I began performing the
'flower battle scene' (perang kembang) prior to my father's performances:
this is called mucuki (the Javanese term used when an apprentice
performs prior to his/her teacher). When I was ten years of age my father
was double booked one night and I performed my first all-night wayang
kulit play.
Most dhalang are able to trace their genealogies back through
several generations of dhalang. Those dhalang who have a long line of
descent are believed to possess ngelmu pedhalangan (the esoteric
knowledge of the dhalang). Keeler (1987, 184) says:

6

The different lines of dhalang families in Java are expected to
inherit variants in the tradition, and any member of such families
retains at least a little of his father's style, as well as eventually
adding his own variations. [My italics]
Years of training and practice are required to master puppet
manipulation and attain the knowledge and techniques of the dhalang.
It is generally accepted that a dhalang should be a skilled singer to sing
the suluk (mood songs), he must be able to manipulate the puppets
skilfully (sabetan), and he must be at least a moderately skilled musician
in order to direct the gamelan orchestra. The dhalang must have
knowledge of the characters' genealogy as well as the stories of the
Mahabharata and Ramayana epics in order to perform successfully.
Becker (1993, 7) maintains:
Quality craftsmanship, careful execution have always been highly
valued; inferior products or performances are routinely rejected.
Javanese dancers, musicians and critics can and do talk endlessly
about technique, about execution and about the degree of polish of
a performance, and they do so with an extensive technical
vocabulary. In Java and Bali it is a given that performances,
especially ritual performances, will be of as high a quality as
possible given the skill and experience of the performers and the
monetary resources of the sponsors.
Kayam (1994, 105) says, one of the most important factors for the
popularity and extension of the dhalang is his auditive power. Important
elements of the performance that increase the auditive power of the
dhalang are: the appropriate characterisation of the various characters
(antawacana), the use of refined language (udanegara), gendhing
accompaniment, and the timing as well as the intensity of keprakan (the
clanging of the keprak against the wayang box on the left of the dhalang).
Other elements that increase the auditive power of the performance are
the word play and humour of the dhalang. His ability to produce
refinement, dignity and excitement in his characterisation of the puppets
is important. Ki. Anom Suroto, one of the most popular and well paid
dhalang in Central Java admits that the role of Radio Republik Indonesia
(RRI) was vital in supporting his growth and popularity. RRI imposed
strict standards on wayang kulit performances and it was necessary for
Ki. Anom Suroto to improve his skills and knowledge of pedhalangan
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(the study of puppetry) in order to perform at the radio station. As
Kayam (1994, 112) says, to qualify for performance a dhalang had to first
pass a strict test and vigorous selection. The dhalang had to be precise in
choosing the right gendhing and sabet for any particular scene or
character. RRI does not record ruwatan plays, as they are performed
specifically as an integral part of the sacred, exorcism ritual. Thus
ruwatan performances have not been standardised in the same fashion as
all-night wayang kulit performances. Wayang kulit dhalang may listen
to the performances of their colleagues over the radio, they may watch
wayang kulit plays on television and attend live performances. They will
adopt or copy any humour, manipulation techniques, music and any
other elements of style that they like for their own performances.
However, a ruwatan ritual is a rare and important event that another
ruwatan dhalang will not attend unless invited (pers. comm. Ki. Toyo
Carito, 28 August 1999). A comparison of ruwatan performance styles is
given in chapter 4.
A dhalang who wishes to refine his skills, may choose to live with
and become apprentice to an admired older puppeteer. The apprentice
dhalang accompanies his mentor to performances (nyantrik) and may
learn the unique style of the older dhalang. The apprentice puppeteer
becomes a servant to his mentor during the rainy season when the
dhalang does not perform and learns from his wisdom and experience.
For those wayang kulit enthusiasts who wish to become dhalang
yet have no genealogical connection, public schools and universities that
specialise in the traditional performing arts are considered to be ideal
places in which to study the art of the dhalang (pedhalangan). However,
the non- dhalang student is disadvantaged in that most of his fellow
students are already accomplished dhalang and are not dependent upon
book learning. The royal courts attempt to provide a formal education
for dhalang. In the city of Surakarta a dhalang student may study at
Pasinaon Dhalang Mangkunegaran (the palace of Mangkunegaran school
for puppeteers). A dhalang student may also study at the Pasinaon
Dhalang Kasunanan (the palace of Kasunanan school for puppeteers)
where they learn the Kasunanan style of performance. Both palaces
compile and publish books of wayang performance directives (pakem).
There are differences in the styles of performance of the two palaces,
including distinctive styles of suluk and dhodhogan (knocking the
cempala on the puppet box to signal the musicians). The people of
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central Java are able to recognise a dhalang who is a descendant of
another dhalang by the quality of his performance. Keeler (1987, 184)
says:
... a dhalang can and should introduce his own variations in
performance. Otherwise he is scornfully labelled a student dhalang
(dhalang pelajar), presumably not descended from dhalang and
still dependent on book learning when he performs. [My italics]
The government funded schools for puppeteers are accessible to
wayang enthusiasts and dhalang who wish to learn more about gamelan
music, Javanese dance and wayang kulit. The Sekolah Menengah
Karawitan Indonesia (High Schools of Karawitan) are situated in
Surakarta, Jogyakarta, Surabaya, and Banyumas for formal study in the
Javanese arts (see Appendix 12 for a map of Java). The Sekolah Tinggi
Seni Indonesia (Universities of Performing Arts) that are situated in
Surakarta, Jogyakarta and Bandung provide dhalang with a higher level
of general learning.
The spiritual training of a dhalang is not standardised and depends
upon his teacher's style. There are many different ways for a dhalang to
learn strength of batin (spiritual strength).
Among the many types of asceticism Javanese value are fasting,
going without sleep, sexual abstinence, doing vigil at the site of a
holy man's grave or under a large tree, soaking in a stream after
mid-night, eating no salt on Monday and Thursday, and walking
about without any goal. (Keeler 1987, 41)
The spiritual training laku 2 (step) of the dhalang continues throughout
his life. The dhalang must have great stamina to be able to sit in one
position for an eight to nine hour period without a break while
manipulating the puppets, directing the orchestra and using his voice
throughout the night to dramatise the story. The spiritual training of a
ruwatan dhalang is discussed in greater detail in chapter 3.
Prior to the 1960's the children of dhalang parents were forbidden
to play with or touch any wayang figures. It was believed that wayang
figures (made while the carver was fasting and meditating) had powers
that could disrupt children's lives (pers. comm. Ki. Toyo Carito, 1 October
1996). Today the young children of dhalang are encouraged to play with
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Further discussion about laku can be found in Keeler (1987, 38- 44).
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wayang figures from an early age and some dhalang parents make small
child sized figures for their children to practice with.
The dhalang is considered the 'king' of the wayang kulit
performance. The dhalang is not only the playwright and actor in each
performance, but is also the director. As Keeler (1987, 15) has mentioned:
His [the dhalang's] authority over the performance is total. He
crafts the story, manipulates all the puppets, takes all their voices
and directs the gamelan, all at the same time. In the course of the
performance, as dhalang are fond of putting it, the dhalang is
king.
The ruwatan dhalang is not only the 'king' of the performance but is
perceived to have esoteric knowledge and power. He serves as an
'exorcist' with an ability to heal and prevent disaster.
Prior to the Second World War the Javanese looked to their king
for control and authority. The prestige of Javanese royalty has declined
since the 1945 revolution and attainment of independence. There has
been a shifting of power and economy in Java. Keeler (1987, 86)
maintains that today, the Javanese depend on their lurah (village head)
for protection and authority. The role of the dhalang is also one of
authority. The dhalang has ascetic knowledge but is not linked to
political control. He enjoys a higher status in Java today than was the
case before as he is no longer seen as a servant of the king.

1. 3. Javanese Religions.

The term agama has come to mean 'religion' in Indonesia,
although the Sanskrit term means 'revealed Scriptures'. Becker (1993, 12)
says the use of the term agama indicates the importance of the ancient
religious texts.
The religion of ancient Java is generally described as HinduBuddhist which is an imprecise term. The ancient Javanese texts
mention Tantric, Saivite orders and the Buddhist, Vajrayana order.
From the fourth century Indian religious ideas were spread throughout
the archipelago. Hinduism and Buddhism were adapted to befit Javanese
society. Becker (1993, 12) maintains that the medieval doctrines remained
distinctive until the end of the medieval period in the sixteenth century.
The Hindu epics of the Mahabharata (The Great Battle of the
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Descendants of Bharata) and the Ramayana (The Journeys of Rama) are
told and retold in wayang kulit and dance performances today. Two
important concepts of Hinduism are those of ritual purity and the
division of society into a caste system. As Geertz (1960, 11) says, ritualism
remains at the centre of the whole Javanese religious system, but the
Javanese never rigidly applied the caste system although it was present in
some form. Rituals of the life cycle such as weddings, marriages and
circumcisions remain important occasions for artistic display and
religious expression in Java today. However, the religious practise of
Hinduism is mainly confined to Bali. Frederick and Worden (1993, 93)
found that in the early 1990s ninety three percent of the Hindu believers
of Indonesia lived in Bali, the remaining seven percent were spread
throughout the archipelago.
Tantrism was practiced in Java from the eighth through to the
sixteenth century. Becker (1993, 6) says the Tantric ideology in Java was
an integrated element of Saivism and Buddhism. The Tantric philosophy
involved aesthetic appreciation with a focus on perception (of the present
moment). Muslim Sufi missionaries came to Java in the fourteenth
century and made many conversions. The system of commercial law and
egalitarian philosophy appealed to traders and the Indian-influenced
culture accepted Islam. Islam was accepted by both the elite and the
masses in Sumatra. As Geertz (1960, 125) says, the religions of Hinduism,
Buddhism and animism had:
... held the Indonesians enthralled for almost fifteen centuries.
Although it [Islam] spread - peacefully for the most part- through
almost all of Indonesia in a space of three hundred years and
completely dominated Java except for a few pagan pockets by the
end of the sixteenth century ...

{
)

In Central Java the doctrine of Islam was gradually accepted by the elite,
although only as a formal religious context for Javanese spiritual culture.
Cribb and Brown (1995, 4) mention that the Javanese kings took the title
of sultan while retaining their status as god-like rulers. Their followers
paid repect to Allah while retaining their beliefs in the old gods and
spirits of the landscape. The mystical practices the Muslim missionaries
taught were not unlike those of their Tantric predecessors3. Bali
~f
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A detailed description of the medieval Javanese religious orders can be found in Becker
(1993, 171-201).
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remained essentially Hindu although Christianity was introduced both by
the Portuguese in the sixteenth century and the Dutch in the seventeenth
century. In the late eighteenth century the prestige of the older Sufi
ideology began to decline and became a more orthodox mysticism. In the
twentieth century Islam in Indonesia became less mystical and more
orthodox. The teachers began to study the Scriptures rather than
emphasise meditation. During the 1940s the nationalists placed high
priority on unity of the Indonesian people rather than on the dominance
of Islam; thus followers of non-Muslim minorities such as Kejawen (a
distinctive belief system blending Islamic doctrine with Hindu and
animistic elements), Christianity, Hinduism and Buddhism were not
alienated, and Islam was not recognised as the national religion.
The Preamble to the 1945 constitution noted that the Republic of
Indonesia was based on the principle of Belief in the One Supreme
God, the first of the Five Principles of the Pancasila. The God
referred to, however, was not just the God of Islam, and the state
was not to be an Islamic one. (Cribb and Brown 1995, 38)
Tensions between the more orthodox Muslims and the believers of
kebhatinan/ Kejawen still remain in Java today. Geertz (1960, 121-131)
discusses the tensions between the Javanese santri (orthodox Muslims)
and abangan (followers of kebatinan) who are nominally Muslim.
The stories of wayang kulit express the Javanese philosophy which
emphasises the importance of understanding the working of natural
laws. This philosophy is exemplified in the form of the dhalang 's
teaching which reflects Buddhist influence. As Sumukti (1990, 92) says,
the underlying message in wayang kulit stories is that:
... people have to realise that their behaviour has both negative
and positive consequences. These consequences will eventually, if
not immediately, come back to them. If the purpose of the people
is to live in harmony with nature, they must act wisely.
The Kejawen philosophy is that humans are placed at the roots of
the tree of life in order to preserve it and be in harmony with nature.
Kejawen teaches that the natural environment is sacred as it provides for
all human needs and thus gives life. Becker (1993, 17) points out that:
Modern-day Javanese mystical sects, called kebatinan or Kejawen,
are repositories of the faith of former times. Simultaneously,
Javanese contemporary mysticism exists in the present and
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inevitably is influenced by any number of more recent
philosophical trends of which Islam is the dominant one.
The term Kebatinan is deiived from the root batin (a term
introduced by the Islamic Sufis meaning 'inner'). Becker (1993, 35) says,
the beliefs and practices of the Kebatinan groups conform with the
'inner' practices of the Tantric Scriptures. The ruwatan performance is
essentially Tantric as the story reverses in time in an attempt to
understand the origin of Kala. Becker (1993, 167) explains that returning
to the source:
.. .is also the Tantric way in which one prepares in dhyana
meditation for becoming the deity. By playing Time backward and
then re-creating it again one becomes ritually pure and gains the
possibility of divinity in this life.
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The mysticism and pantheistic worship of Kebatinan supports the
practise of the ritual ruwatan. Followers of this current of Kebatinan
believe that ancestral and local spirits inhabit human beings, natural
objects, inanimate objects and cemeteries. Sacrificial offerings are
presented to placate the spirits and when misfortune or illness can be
traced to the spirits, a dukun (curer) is sought4. It is difficult to estimate
numbers of Kebatinan follmvers in Java as many are registered as
Muslim although their beliefs are only nominally Islamic. Frederick and
Worden (1993, 89) argue:

Kebatinan, although it connotes a turning away from the militant
universalism of orthodox Islam, moves toward a more
internalized universalism. In this way, Kebatinan moves toward
eliminating the distinction between the universal and the local,
the communal and the individual. [My italics]
Cribb and Brown argue that despite the depoliticisation of Islam,
Indonesians are becoming more dedicated followers of Islam.
Cc

Muslim teachers, often members of Golkar5, have been
inculcating more orthodox principles into the children of the
followers of Kejawen, encouraging them to see the old mystical
)

4

A detailed discussion on Dukuns, curing, sorcery, and magic is found in Geertz (1960, 86112).

5

The political party 'Golongan Karya' ('Task Group') no longer in office.
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practices as undesirable and primitive superstition. [My italics]
(Cribb and Brown 1995, 52)
However, the Kebatinan/Kejawen traditions remain strong in the
villages of Java. The traditions of Kebatinan/Kejawen have received
Government sponsorship through the Department of Education and
Culture. The Government also recognises both the established religions
and the beliefs of the people (the constitution refers to agama dan
kepercayaan 'religion and belief'). The tradition and practice of the
ruwatan ritual has endured as there are many Kebatinan/Kejawen
followers in the village communities of Java.

1. 4. Javanese Language.

There are four styles or levels of Javanese language, these are:
ngoko ('low' Javanese language), krama madya ('middle' Javanese
language), krama andhap
(the 'humble' level of 'high' Javanese
language), and krama inggil ('high' Javanese language). All the styles of
Javanese are used in every day life and mediate social interactions.
Vocabulary, sentiment, gesture, timing - all must be adjusted
carefully in view of responses they are liable to arouse among the
people present, and in view of one's own social status relative to
theirs. Such issues matter in encounter everywhere, certainly, but
in Java the degree to which they have been organised in a
repertoire of vocabulary sets and conversational strategies is quite
awesome. (Keeler 1987, 25)
When conversing with a close friend, someone considered inferior or a
younger person, a Javanese person will use ngoko. Ngoko is the first
language style a child learns to speak and, as Errington (1988, 49) says:

Ngoko is the "basic" language one thinks in, speaks to intimates
and inferiors in, looses one's temper in; it is the most natural and
spontaneous form of verbal expression. [My italics]
Krama is considered to be more polite than ngoko and is used on
formal occasions. A Javanese person will use krama inggil (high krama)
when speaking to someone they are not familiar with or owe deference
to. Krama madya is slightly more formal than ngoko although it is less
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refined than krama inggil. Krama madya is used when a person has
known another for a while but is not intimate, or by one who is close to
another but has reason to show respect. As one is unable to translate
many ngoko words into krama madya, krama andhap or krama inggil, a
prefix or suffix is added to the ngoko word to change it to the krama
form.
Krama andhap (low krama) is used to indicate a humbler status
and serves to:
... mark an asymmetric status relation between someone spoken of
inferior in some type of transitory coordinate relation to a
superior. (Errington 1988, 99)
The use of krama inggil indicates great respect and may be used by people
conversing with older people, parents, a person in a high position, and
with people whom one has never met.
The following is an example of the different language used in each level
of Javanese to express the sentence 'When did you come?'
Ngoko: Kapan kowe teko?
Krama madya: Kapan sampeyan/sliramu rawuh?
Krama andhap: Kapan anggen sampeyan rawuh?
Krama inggil: Kala menapa anggen panjenengan rawuh?

Ngoko is a more flexible form of communication in Java as it is
the first language of many Javanese people. Krama inggil however, is no
longer spoken by all Javanese. Javanese language is taught at school and
university in Central Java, although the younger generation do not speak
krama inggil as well as their parents and this presents a problem when
they wish to communicate with a person they respect (in this situation
many young Javanese prefer to use Indonesian rather than use Javanese
incorrect!y).
The ancient Javanese texts have been written in krama inggil or
basa kuna (literally 'old language'). The language of wayang kulit is a
combination of old Javanese (basa Kawi), the stylised language of palace
address, Sanskrit and colloquial language. Brandon (1970, 31) describes
the language of wayang kulit as:
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... sophisticated and complex. As many as seven levels of
politeness can be spoken by wayang characters, determined by the
relative status of the character speaking and the one being spoken
to. The most esoteric of these levels are spoken to the gods, and to
the highest of kings. [My italics]

N goko, Indonesian, English and Arabic languages are generally only
spoken during the clown scenes.
fanturan (narration accompanied by music), pocapan (narration
not accompanied by music), ginem (the dialogue of the characters that
must be appropriate to social status), and antawacana (the characterisation
of the figures through dialogue) are used to dramatise the story (carita).
The opening janturan of a wayang kulit play consists of a combination of
archaic Sanskrit and Kawi words that describe the kingdom and the
characters within it. The average person may find this language difficult
to understand. The monotonous rhythm of the janturan creates a mood
of serenity which is accentuated by the burning of incense. The janturan
contains many formula phrases and standard expressions. In Surakarta
the language and style of wayang kulit performance maintains a sense of
courtesy that is close to that of the Kasunanan and Mangkunegaran
palaces of Surakarta. Kayam (1994, 69) says, in terms of the cakepan or the
content of the sulukan, this particular wayang kulit has taken advantage

of the rich literature of the Kraton and Mangkunegaran palaces. The
traditional lyrics for suluk may be difficult to decipher and have little
relevance, although the mood that the song creates is important. As
Brandon (1970, 32) says:
Modern-minded dhalang tend to revise suluk lyrics to make
them more understandable. Conservative dhalang say the mood
of the music is what counts, whether or not the lyrics are
understood. [My italics]

1. 5. Genres of Wayang Kulit Performance
1. 5. A. Wayang Beber (paper scroll play) came into existence in Java prior

to the tenth century and was connected to ancestor worship. The
ruwatan story of The Birth of Kala (Murwakala) was originally
dramatised in wayang heber performances. Vetter (1984, 38) claims that
the name wayang for this genre is inappropriate as it was unlikely to
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have been taken from wayang kulit.
Anderson (1974, cited in Vetter
1984, 38) believes that wayang beber was used to accompany kekawin
(ancient Javanese epics) and kidung (a genre of Javanese sung poetry)
singing in the royal Javanese courts. Brandon (1970, 5) mentions that
wayang beber was performed in Java at the "successive East Javanese
kingdoms of Mataram-Kediri (929-1222), Singosari (1222-1292), and
Majapahit (1293-ca. 1520)."
The wayang beber dhalang would narrate
while rolling a paper scroll with painted illustrations. The painted scroll
of wayang scenes illustrates the story. When Central Java became the
political power of Java during the eighteenth century wayang beber
gradually faded from existence as the more sophisticated wayang kulit
theatre gained popularity. Brandon (1970, 5) says:
Traditional accounts say that in 1630 the King of Mataram, in
Central Java ruled that wajang beber might no longer be used as
the medium of performance for the magically powerful play The
Birth of Kala (Murwakala or Purwakala). Monopoly rights to its
performance passed to wajang kulit. [My italics]
1. 5. B. Wayang Topeng (masked play) was popular in the East Javanese
courts. Wayang topeng involved dance pantomime and may have
originated as ancestor worship. There are no direct references to wayang
topeng in the court literature although Pigeaud (1938, 44) cited in Vetter
1984, 39) says that wayang topeng was popular in the Surakarta courts in
the eighteenth century. When the political power shifted from east to
Central Java in the sixteenth century, both wayang beber and wayang
topeng lost their former popularity as wayang kulit was becoming
increasingly sophisticated. Wayang topeng is still performed in some
villages of central and east Java today.
1. 5. C. Wayang Gedhog is believed to have been created by the Sunan of
Giri in 1553 to dramatise the stories about Java's Prince Panji. The
shadows of the wayang gedhog were said to be more detailed and differed
in details of dress. Wayang gedhog is rarely performed today, and can be
found only in East Java.
1. 5. D. Wayang Wahyu (Christian wayang) came into existence in the
1960s created by Father Temotheus to portray the stories of the bible. The
leather figures are more realistic than those of wayang kulit purwa and
the characters are Christian.
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1. 3. E. Wayang Kancil: (the mouse-deer wayang) came into existence in
the early twentieth century. Wayang kancil were created by Bo Liam in
Surakarta to portray Javanese folk tales. A wayang kancil play was
accompanied by a gamelan orchestra but was not an all-night
performance. Pausacker (1996, 28) mentions that wayang kancil may
have been used as. a form of education.
1. 5. F. Wayang Wong/Orang (the Javanese and Indonesian terms for
'person'). Wayang wong is a classic style dance that came into existence
in the courts of Java in the nineteenth century. Susilo (1984, 117) explains
that wayang wong is "a collective production which incorporates music,
dance, dramatic and verbal arts." As in wayang kulit, wayang wong
dramatises the events in the epics Mahabharata and Ramayana. The
language of wayang wong is not as complex or beautifully composed as
the language of wayang kulit, although wayang wong is fast moving and
visually exciting. Wayang wong was performed during state rituals and to
entertain guests in the courts in the 1800s. The emphasis was on
presentation. The rehearsals of the actors and musicians began well in
advance of the perfornlance. V\fayang wong dance dramas that focus on
entertainment are performed nightly by wayang wong companies in
Jogyakarta and Surakarta today. The T;Vayang vVong Sriwedari company
in Surakarta performs every night with virtually no preparation .
... only the outline of the story is given to the performers and the
choice of music, choreography, detailed elaboration of dialogue
and narration are left almost completely to the actors and
musicians themselves. (Susilo 1984, 118)
In a performance there are stereotyped movements and speech patterns,
although the sequence of such patterns takes shape only during the
performance. Few performers practice prior to the show.
There is no school or university department that teaches the art of
wayang wong.
However the techniques of certain elements of
performance are taught at STSI (the University of Performing Arts in
Surakarta) such as voice characterisation, singing and movement.
Students are occasionally given the opportunity to perform with the
Sriwedari performers. Musicians who are sufficiently competent to
accompany an all-night wayang kulit performance are more than able to
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accompany a wayang wong performance. The music that accompanies
wayang wong is generally played in the slendro6 scale because of the short
performance time.
The dhalang in a wayang wong performance is not the director of
the performance but merely a member of the production team. The
dhalang sings the suluk to create or emphasise the mood and provides a
narration in certain parts of the performance to clarify the story. The
dhalang selects certain gendhing and accentuates the movements of the
actors by using the kepyak or dhodhogan. Wayang wong performances
are enjoyed by foreign tourists and city dwellers. However the wayang
wong companies of Central Java struggle to survive as other theatrical
forms become more popular.
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was created in the 1870s by the ruler
Mangkunegara IV. It is believed by many Javanese that Mangkunegara
IV is a descendant of the Pandhawa brothers and the events in the lives
of his ancestors were dramatised to increase his prestige in the eyes of the
people (Moertono 1985, 74). The stories of wayang madya were written
by Ronggowarsito in Pustakaraja Madya. The term madya means
'between' or 'middle' as the story acts as a bridge between the cycles of
wayang purwa and wayang gedhog (Sumanto 1992, 1). The wayang
purwa cycle of the lvlahabharata ends with the death of King Parikesit,
son of Abimanyu and grandson of Arjuna. The cycle of wayang gedhog
dramatises the stories of Prince Panji in the kingdoms of Singasari,
Jeng gala, and Kedhiri. The wayang madya cycle depicts the stories of King
Gendrayana, grandson of Abimanyu, and ends with the death of King
Jayalengkara (see Appendices 8 and 9).
The puppet figures of wayang madya are similar to those of
wayang gedhog from the waist down, however from the waist up they
are similar to those of wayang purwa. All male characters carry a keris, (a
traditional Javanese dagger) and the legs are placed wide apart
(jangkahan).
The wayang madya stories written by Mangkunegara IV form the
texts Pakem Purwa (18 stories) and Serat Lelampahanipun Prabu
Yudayaka (4 stories). These texts are complete with accompanying
gendhing and story-lines (balungan lakon). Wayang purwa plays are
frequently performed for the general public in Java. However wayang
6 Slendro: The gamelan tuning scale with five notes to the octave.
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madya
plays are only occasionally performed at the palace of
Mangkunegaran, STSI, Taman Budaya and at the Radio Republic

Indonesia (RRI) in Surakarta today.
1. 5. H. Wayang Menak plays dramatise stories of Islam that originate
from Persia. The stories . of Quissa i Emr Hamza were translated into
Javanese language in 1717 by Narawita7 who changed the names of the
characters to Javanese names (for example, Emr Hamza became Amir
Hamzah and Omar bin Omayya became Umarmaya). There are
differences in the various versions of wayang menak stories. The most
popular version in Java is Serat Menak, published in 1925. Serat Menak
consists of 48 episodes in Javanese tembang (Javanese sung verse) by
Raden Ngabehi Yasadipura I and Raden Ngabehi Yasadipura II
(Ranggawarsita). The stories of wayang menak are dramatised in wooden
puppet performances (wayang golek), kethoprak (traditional Javanese
drama) and occasionally wayang kulit8 performances.
The puppet figures for wayang menak are made from buffalo hide.
These figures wear shoes and have human-like faces.9 The royal
characters of wayang menak wear shirts and a keris and the warrior
princesses carry arrows on their backs. A wayang menak puppet box
contains approximately 350 puppets. Wayang menak plays are
occasionally performed in the palaces of Central Java today.
1. 5. I. Wayang Purwa wayang kulit performances generally begin with
several gendhing bonanganlO at approximately 8 pm in the evening,
followed by several gendhing talu.ll The first part of the performance is
Pathet Nem (lowest register mode), and generally begins at 9 pm. Pathet
7

Translation from Arabic to Javanese language ordered by Kanjeng Ratu Mas, the queen
(wife of King Pakubuwana I) of Kartasura (Wijanarko 1991, 16).

8

A detailed discussion on wayang menak can be found inWijanarko (1991).

9

It is interesting that the wayang figures used to dramatise the stories of Islam are

more human-like in form than their wayang purwa counterparts which were adjusted
during the sixteenth century to circumvent the Islamic proscription that human form
must not be portrayed in art.
10 Instrumental genre of compositions in which the bonang instrument is principle
melodic leader.
11 Gendhing talu: an overture medley made up of at least seven pieces.
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Nem generally continues until approximately 1 am.l2 The first part of
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the performance raises issues that will be contended with later in the
play. The gendhing played in the low register create an impression of
lack of form and direction.
Pathet Sanga is the second part of the performance that begins at
approximately 1 am and continues to approximately 4 am. The central
issues of the story are discussed and the gendhing played represent fiery
passions that are out of control.
Pathet Manyura is the final part of the play and the meaning of the
story becomes clear. The gendhing played during Pathet Manyura
represent the elimination of trouble and the knowledge of one's
destination:

v

The rise in musical pitch at these major dividing points creates a
growing sense of tension and excitement. Selections are played
with ever greater liveliness. Also typical melodic patterns are
different in each pathet and induce feelings of increasing tension.
(Brandon 1970, 53; [My italics])
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The dhalang cues the musicians to change the pathet by singing
the suluk (mood song) of the appropriate pathet (the pathet that will
follow), and by changing the position of the kayon (the diamond shaped
figure used to indicate the beginning or end of a scene). During Pathet
Nem the kayon is tilted to the right of the screen. To begin Pathet Sanga
the dhalang sings Suluk Pathet Sanga Wantah and the kayon is placed
upright. To begin Pathet Manyura the dhalang sings Suluk Pathet
Manyura Wantah and the kayon is tilted to the left.
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1. 5. J. All-night Contemporary Wayang Kulit Performance.
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In contemporary performance the musicians and dhalang have
the opportunity to demonstrate their talents both in creating beautiful
musical pieces which have replaced the traditional pieces, and in skilfully
playing the instruments. In the past a dhalang could move from village
to village using different musicians in each area, but today each dhalang
has his own unique collection of musical pieces and usually prefers to be

t
'}

12 Pathet refers to the sub-mode of music; nem, sanga, and manyura, are the keys used
during the three parts of the performance and, as Brandon (1970, 20) maintains, patet
is applied to both the music and the section of the play in which it is played. A
comprehensive discussion on patet is given in Walton (1987, 23-93).
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accompanied by his own group of musicians. Many contemporary pieces
focus on the important instruments such as the Gendhing Rehab,
Gendhing Gender, Gendhing Bonang and Gendhing Vokal. Today there
are many types of melodies played during the battle scenes rather than
the two pieces (Srepegan and Sampak) of traditional all-night
performances.
In contemporary wayang kulit performances, the
dhalang creates his own suluk to introduce some gendhing and scenes.
In traditional all-night performances, there are three types of suluk,
those that introduce battle scenes, those that introduce sad scenes and
those to identify or change the pathet. The function of gamelan music in
contemporary wayang kulit is to complement the mood of each scene,
give meaning to the story and contribute to the success of the
performance. The music provides "abstract but commonly understood
aural metaphors that represent the various moods and movements
associated with certain scenes and characters" (Wong and Lysloff 1991,
317).
Contemporary all-night performance is less structured than
traditional all-night performance. Not only have new musical pieces
been introduced but there is more freedom in the use of pathet. The
music of contemporary wayang kulit performance adapts to the needs of
the story and the content of the scenes. The contemporary performance
may not necessarily begin with the court scene, but could begin with a
forest scene, pre-battle scene or battle scene. The dhalang or musicians,
create special musical pieces to accompany the scenes that do not follow
the normal structure of an all-night performance. Gendhing styles that
previously have been unique to certain areas and villages are used in
contemporary all-night performances. For example, a gendhing may be
in Surakarta style but use Sundanese style drum patterns; or a gendhing
may move from Surakarta style to Jogyakarta style to Semarang style to
Banyumas style, for instance. These types of musical pieces are often
heard during the introduction section of contemporary performances.
Musical pieces are played in either the slendro or pelog scale during the
introduction of contemporary performances, whereas traditionally only
the slendro scale was used.
In contemporary all-night performances the Gara-gara scene
(clown scene during Patet Sanga) is performed in the early hours of the
morning (about 1:30 am), half way through the performance. Wayang
kulit enthusiasts wait for the Gara-gara scene, as there is a variety of
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entertainment pieces (gendhing dolanan) played during this scene.
Many gendhing that are played at the beginning of the Gara-gara scene
have been created by the dhalang or have been borrowed from the areas
of Banyumas or Jogyakarta. While the characters are travelling during
the scene, popular gendhing are performed. Some are adapted from
other forms of music in Java such as dangdut, (a genre inspired by Indian
film music), keroncong (a genre influenced by Portuguese, often
sentimental songs and accompanied by Western instruments), and
Indonesian pop. The dolanan gendhing are not only didactic in content,
many are also very humorous and entertaining. During this scene the
dhalang has the opportunity to communicate with the audience and the
host using dolanan gendhing. The language used during the Gara-gara
scene is not the stylised, poetic bahasa kawi (generally used during the
other scenes of the play), but everyday Javanese used in both the dialogue
and the gendhing.
Some dolanan gendhing use the Arabic language
(especially if the dhalang is a Muslim or the members of the audience are
known to be devout Muslims). The duration of the Gara-gara scene is
often longer than the other scenes, and its content does not does not
necessarily relate to the story. Likewise the gendhing performed do not
adhere to the rules of pathet - not only have both slendro and pelog scales
been introduced into the Gara-gara scene in contemporary wayang kulit,
non-traditional instruments such as the viola, guitar, piano and bass
drum are occasionally introduced. These instruments are generally only
added to the Gara-gara scene and the bass drum is often used for
emphasis during battle scenes. The use of Western instruments in the
gamelan orchestra is welcomed by many young wayang kulit enthusiasts
but is not appreciated by traditionalists.
Another scene that does not follow tradition and uses dolanan
gendhing is Adegan Kedhaton. In this scene the characters Limbuk and
Cangik (servants of the female court) perform a humorous dialogue and
communicate with the audience. Wooden puppets (wayang golek) may
appear in this scene to introduce the host and communicate with the
audience.l3 Traditional dance music (iringan tari) and village dance
music (kesenian tayub) are played to accompany the movements of the
wayang golek figures.

J

13wooden puppet performances (wayang golek), most commonly seen in West Java, are
also performed in Central Java. The repertory consists of plays based on the Arabian
prince, Amir Hamszah. Wayang golek are described in Holt (1967, 125-128).
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instrument that accompanies the movements of the puppet figures and
acts as a signal for the balungan (the central melody of the gendhing).
During the dance music the kendhang and the balungan are the most
important instruments.
However, the traditional pieces used in
contemporary performances are often changed. For example, a piece with
a soft smooth ending is changed to become a piece with a loud, abrupt
ending; or a traditional piece may have male group singing added to
change the mood of the music.
A dhalang
may sing a s u l u k
accompanied by not only the gender, rebab, suling, and gambang, but also
the kendhang, gong, kempul, kethuk, bass drum and cymbals to change
the mood of the music (see Glossary for descriptions of instruments).
Some suluk ada-ada are given a hard, dramatic ending by the use of the
loud sounding instruments such as the demung, saran barung, saran
penerus, slenthem and bass drum.
The role of the kendhang is to indicate the change in pattern or
speed in the music and change the form of the piece. The keprak and
movements of the wayang characters also act as cues for the pattern of
music or gendhing to change. Contemporary all-night wayang kulit
performances are seen in Java more commonly than traditional all-night
performances. However, village audiences as opposed to urban audiences
generally prefer to watch a performance that follows the traditional
structure with a traditional story and characters. Village audiences know
the stories and puppet characters well. Despite the preference for
traditional type all-night performances, village audiences also enjoy new
musical pieces, especially the dolanan gendhing. Dhalang often include
many musical pieces in their performances to please the village
audiences. During the Gara-gara and Kedhaton scenes the audience may
request favourite pieces, especially those that are well-known to the
dhalang. Many village audiences of Central Java still believe in the spirit
watchers of the village (dhanyang) and request that the special
pedhanyangan gendhing for that village be played prior to the
performance.
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1. 5. K. The Condensed Wayang Kulit Performance.
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There are two condensed forms of wayang kulit performance
known as pakeliran ringkas and pakeliran padat. Pakeliran ringkas
(pakeliran: means performance and ringkas: means shortened) is a
condensed wayang kulit performance that continues for a duration of
approximately two to four hours. This type of performance came into
existence in the 1970s at the Akademi Seni Karawitan Indonesia (The
Academy of Music Arts Indonesia), more recently called Sekolah Tinggi
Seni Indonesia (The University of Performing Arts) in Surakarta.
Pakeliran ringkas remains strongly influenced by the traditional all-night
wayang kulit performance. Pelog scale instruments are generally not
played in a pakeliran ringkas performance as the dhalang sings suluk in
the slendro scale only. The number of instruments played in a pakeliran
ringkas performance differs from that of an all-night performance. For
example there are two demung slendro rather than one, four saran
barung rather than two and two saran panerus rather than one. The
greater number of 'hard instruments' creates a more dramatic and
dynamic, shortened performance.14
The arrangement of pathet in pakeliran ringkas is the same as in
an all-night performance beginning with Pathet Nem, followed by Pathet
Sanga, then Pathet lv1anyura. However, the number of scenes is less, the
scene length shorter, and the number of wayang figures used fewer.
The pakeliran ringkas performance begins with the Tal u
(introduction) in which traditional pieces are played as in traditional allnight performances. The rules of wayang protocol have been modified
slightly for pakeliran ringkas. For example, in the first scene of a
traditional performance the two female servants of the court enter onto
the screen before the king and sit behind the king after he has seated
himself. In pakeliran ringkas the parekan enter with the king and sit
opposite him.
The language of pakeliran ringkas is chosen carefully by the
dhalang. It has to be beautiful and flowery in order to provide the
audience with aesthetic enjoyment, but must also be succinct to portray
the events of the story in full force. The dhalang will write the script for
14 The demung, saran, saran penerus, kenong, kethuk, bonang, bonang penerus, gong and
kendhang are the hard, loud sounding instruments of the gamelan ensemble. The soft
sounding instruments are the rebab, gender, gender penerus, gambang, siter, suling and
slenthem.
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the pakeliran ringkas play long before the performance and will either
learn the script or read it during the performance. Unlike in an all-night
performance there is little spontaneity in pakeliran ringkas.
Pakeliran padat recently came into existence following the creation
of the pakeliran ringkas performance in the 1970s at the Akademi Seni
Karawitan Indonesia. A pakeliran padat performance lasts for thirty
minutes to two hours. Like the pakeliran ringkas performance the
structure of the pakeliran padat performance is not as rigid as traditional
all-night performances. The dhalang is free to create and arrange the
scenes as he chooses. The dhalang may use modified or newly-created
wayang figures and musical pieces. The arrangement of the three pathet
registers is not rigid. Both slendro and pelog scale instruments may be
used during the performance.
Instruments from areas other than
Central Java are commonly played for variation, such as the Balinese
gender. Instruments that are generally only played in certain ceremonies
may be played in a pakeliran padat performance such as the Bonang
Sekaten that is played in Sekaten ceremonies or the Kenong Bangen )5
Many wayang figures are specifically created for pakeliran padat
performances to allow a more direct portrayal of the characters to the
audience. For example, the character Kunti (the mother of the Pandhawa
brothers) may be shown in her pregnant state or carrying a tiny baby
rattter tl1arl tP. e dhalang r1arrating tl1is to the audience.
The terms wadah and isi (wadah meaning place and isi meaning to
fill) were developed to enable dhalang students to understand the
concept of pakeliran padat performance.
The pakeliran padat
performance must be concentrated and full of meaning as the same story
that is portrayed to an audience in an all-night performance is portrayed
to the audience in only two hours or less. The dhalang may take longer
than two months to write the poetry for the condensed narrations and
dialogues. He must arrange the scenes and music for the performance
while rehearsing with the musicians to create a fine-tuned dramatic play.
Every aspect of a pakeliran padat play must be a necessary feature of the
overall performance. The dhalang may have difficulty choosing the
many suluk for the pakeliran padat performance as he is free to choose
from any pathet register or area. The dhalang attempts to prepare a
15 Sekaten is the term used for the week of exhibitions held in the kraton (palaces) of
Jogyakarta and Surakarta every year to honour the Islamic Prophet Nabi Muhamad.
The Kenong Bangen is twice the size of the usual kenong.
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performance that is appropriate to the occasion or celebration and to the
audience. He may censor or adapt some parts of the story to avoid
offending the host and audience. For example, in the play Kumbakarna
Gugur ('The Death of Kumbakarna'), Kumbakarna is killed by Rama.
Kumbakarna's hands and legs are cut off and finally his head is cut off. In
a pakeliran padat performance Kumbakarna is killed by an arrow piercing
his heart.16
In a pakeliran padat
performance the various moods and
emotions of the major characters may be expressed by different wayang
figures. For example, there are several different figures that represent the
character Bima (the second eldest Pandawa brother) when he is
meditating, unhappy, angry, when he jumps and when he meets with the
gods. Despite the short duration of the performance the dhalang may use
many more wayang figures than he would in an all-night performance.
A gamelan musician may find it more difficult to participate in a
pakeliran padat performance than in an all-night or pakeliran ringkas
performance. The players must learn and rehearse all of the musical
pieces for the performance. They must learn the various pieces, the
movements of the wayang figures, the narration and the dialogue signals
that the dhalang has devised. Music accompanies almost the entire
pakeliran padat performance and the gamelan musicians do not have the
opportunity to rest, have a cigarette and a chat as they would in an allnight performance. The players must have a good ear for music as some
pieces may be played in one scale but the male or female singing is in
another scale or a foreign instrument may be introduced during a musical
p1ece. Dhalang often take the opportunity to experiment with musical
pieces during pakeliran padat performances. A piece that is being played
softly with a slow tempo in the slendro scale may suddenly become loud
and quick in tempo with the introduction of a Balinese gender. The
gamelan musicians must be able to move expertly from one piece to
another or from one scale to another.
In a pakeliran padat performance a gendhing is not necessarily
completed and may be interrupted by a suluk, narration, dialogue or
another gendhing. The dhalang may choose to use only some cengkok
(a musical unit between two strokes of a gong, melodic style, melodic

16 A detailed description of the wayang characters and their life stories is given in
Hardjowirogo (1955).
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pattern) from a gendhing, those that are congruent to the mood of the
scene. The dhalang may sing only part of a suluk and continue with a
narration or dialogue. The gender, rebab, suling and gambang players
will continue to play the suluk until it is completed and occasionally the
dhalang will begin singing another suluk before the players have
completed the previous suluk.
The audience of a pakeliran padat performance must concentrate
on the performance or they may miss the plot of the story. A good
pakeliran padat performance is succinct and non-repetitive, yet
aesthetically beautiful, entertaining and polished.
A pakeliran padat performance may begin with any scene or any
pathet and the gendhing played is chosen according to the mood of the
scene and the characters present. The first scene of the performance may
be a dream or flashback and may introduce the conflict in the story,
therefore, the climax of the story may be introduced into the plot as early
as the first scene. The number of wayang characters that appear in the
first scene is not pre-arranged as in traditional all-night performances and
the way in which the dhalang places the wayang figures in the banana
log (tanceb wayang) is not pre-determined.
The dhalang may be as
creative as he wishes in both scene content and wayang manipulation in
the first scene of a pakeliran padat performance.
Adegan Kunduran and Kedhatonl7 are generally disregarded in a
pakeliran padat performance. However, Adegan Paseban Jawi18 is often
present and is generally followed by a battle that is a continuation of the
conflict focus of the first scene. The music that accompanies the first part
of the pakeliran padat performance involves female, male and dhalang
singing to create a mood of tense anticipation. During Adegan Paseban
Jawi several wayang figures may be used to portray the various moods
and emotions of one character and some members of the audience may
become confused if they are not watching carefully.
In the following scene the plot of the story begins to flower. The
major characters must make decisions based on several alternatives
available to them and the decisions made during this scene determine the

~

17 Adegan Kunduran is the scene in which the king leaves the audience hall and walks
towards the inner chambers. During the Kedhaton scene the king enters the inner
chambers of the palace to meet the queen or qu eens.
18 Adegan Paseban Jawi is the outer audience scene in which the minister meet with the
warriors to inform them of the king's commands.
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content of the following scenes. In a pakeliran padat performance the
dhalang may surprise and confuse the audience by modifying the story to
differ from the original traditional story. In a good performance the
surprised audience becomes entranced as the familiar plot takes several
unexpected twists and turns. The general mood is of confusion and
suspense as the audience tries to establish which turn the plot will take.
The music that accompanies this scene adds to the confusion by going
against tradition and surprising the audience. Some of the Punakawan
or antagonist clowns may appear and the dhalang has the opportunity to
enter humorous dialogue into the scene. The dialogue does not deviate
from the storyline as in contemporary all-night performances. Gendhing
dolanan are only played to accompany the clown characters' movements
onto the screen during pakeliran padat performances.
In the following scene the climax begins to unfold. The major
characters generally have two or more choices to make. In the pakeliran
padat performance of Sukeksi the character Danapati must choose
whether to kill his father or not. Danapati's father is sleeping with
Danapati's fiance Sukeksi, yet Danapati chooses not to kill his father who
then marries Sukeksi. In another lakon, the son of this union then kills
Danapati. Complex situations in the plot provoke the audience into
contemplating the choices made available to the characters. The choices
relate to human beliefs, values and morals.
Traditional performance enthusiasts have severely criticised
pakeliran padat performances. Traditional enthusiasts believe that this
type of performance opposes every aspect of the art of wayang kulit that
reflects a continuum of cultural growth that began centuries ago. The
unspoken rules of the wayang kulit art that have been in existence for
generations are being intentionally disrupted to create a dramatic effect.
For example, gendhing are suddenly stopped or changed before they are
finished. However, pakeliran padat enthusiasts argue that this form of
performance reaches an audience that would not usually watch a wayang
kulit performance in modern society, such as business men and women,
school children, and those who live in the city. According to Becker
(1980, 29), traditional enthusiasts believe that the art of wayang should be
preserved rather than reinterpreted and the musician should carry
forward an inheritance from his ancestors. Traditional enthusiasts
oppose the changing attitudes of the younger generations and believe that
the "cultural past should not be overthrown in a senseless, headlong rush
toward modernisation" (Becker 1980, 36).
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At the Sekolah Tinggi Seni Indonesia, a pakeliran padat
performance is performed by each wayang kulit student for practical
assessment as part of their SKar degree (seniman karawitan: music arts
degree). This type of performance is only performed at university
examinations, dhalang competitions, at the opening of new buildings
and national holidays. The general public continue to prefer all-night
performances for ceremonies such as weddings and circumcisions.
While the pakeliran padat play is currently only performed for a limited
number of occasions, the contemporary all-night performance has been
influenced significantly by this type of performance.

1. 6 Social Cultural Change in Central Java
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In the early centuries A.D. both Indonesian and Indian traders
brought elements of Indian culture into Java, although scholars disagree
as to how the cultural transfer took place. Frederick and Worden (1993, 8)
mention that the principal agents of Indianisation were priests who
ensured the power and prestige of local rulers by preaching that the ruler
was an incarnation of a god or was a future Buddha. This exalted status of
the ruler contrasted with the prior belief that the ruler was merely a
leader among equals.
Hinduism and Buddhism encouraged the
development of a highly organised society in Java and literacy was
brought into the courts in the form of Sanskrit. Despite the eagerness of
the Javanese elite to accept the culture of India many Indian concepts
were not accepted by the Javanese. Frederick and Worden (1993, 8-9)
mention that:
Nowhere was Indian civilization accepted without change; rather,
the more elaborate Indian religious forms and linguistic
terminology were used to refine and clothe indigenous concepts.
The state of ancient Mataram (now Jogyakarta) became part of the
Buddhist Sailendra kingdom during the eighth century and the great
temple 'Borobudur' was built during this period. Other rivalling states
emerged in the centuries to come although the 'golden age' of Javanese
Hindu-Buddhist kingdoms was during the thirteenth and fourteenth
centuries. Prince Vijaya and his prime minister Gadjah Mada established
a new state with Majapahit (Mojokerto, East Java) as the centre. Both
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Shivaite Hinduism and Mahayana Buddhism were cultivated during this
period. Frederick and Worden (1993, 11) argue that many of the
Indonesian islands became subordinate to Majapahit. The art of wayang
became more sophisticated in portraying the Hindu epics during this
period. Wayang kulit supported the current philosophies of the Javanese,
that their rulers were the god-like kings. The royal families were
perceived as being a link between heaven and earth. However the late
fourteenth century saw a decline in power in the kingdom of Majapahit.
Economic competition with the Malay trading network whose rulers
were Muslim led to the decline of the kingdom of Majapahit in the early
sixteenth century.
Conversion to Islam in large numbers began in the late thirteenth
century. There is disagreement as to why large scale conversion to Islam
did not begin until the late fourteenth century when Muslim merchants
were present in Indonesia much earlier. As Becker (1993, 15) mentions,
the Sufi tradition of Islam was more mystical and did not differ greatly
from the Tantric practices that had preceded it. The Sufi tradition of
Islam was more easily accepted by the Javanese than the more law-bound
versions of Islam that were introduced earlier. Some parts of Java and
the island of Bali retained their Hindu beliefs and practices. Evidence of
the presence of Islam in Java can be found on fourteenth century
gravestones situated near the Iviajapahit court. Sultan Agung (1613-46)
managed to gain permission from Mecca to take the Islamic title of sultan
in 1641 while retaining the Hindu-Buddhist attributes of kingship.
The Dutch became interested in Java in the early seventeenth
century. More trading ships belonging to the United East India company
(VOC) were sent to Indonesia. The port of Jayakarta (Jakarta) was seized
from the sultan of Banten. It was not originally intended that the Dutch
would become involved in Javanese politics and, as Frederick and
Worden (1993, 17) say, the company was to be a maritime power protected
by forts. However, in the seventeenth century the VOC began collecting
revenue from the rulers of Java and raised armies to protect their
interests. Java was politically unstable as the Sultan Agung of Mataram
conquered rival states from the east Hindu-Buddhist state of
Balambangan to Cirebon in the early seventeenth century. Sultan Agung
attempted to extend his rule to Jakarta (then known as Batavia) but was
unsuccessful and was forced to accept the VOC's presence in Java. Sultan
Agung's successor Amangkurat I (1646-77), befriended the Dutch and
sought assistance to quell local rebellion against harsh policies.
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Amangkurat II (1677-1703) then exchanged monopolies in textiles, rice,
sugar and opium for military assistance in his quest to regain the throne.
The complete loss of political independence for the East Javanese came
when the prince of Bantan (west of Jakarta) sought Dutch assistance in the
revolt against his father in 1684 (Frederick and Worden 1993, 19). The
1700s were volatile political years for the people of Java. There were three
major wars for succession and power, the first beginning in 1704-08 and
resulting in Pakubuwana gaining the throne in exchange for concessions
to the Dutch such as the building of forts in Java and a grant for large
amounts of rice for twenty-five years. In 1719 the second major war in
Java began resulting in Amangkurat IV gaining the throne in 1719 in
exchange for yet more concessions for the Dutch. The third Javanese war
1746-55 resulted in the kingdom of Mataram (Central Java) being divided
into two separately ruled states. In 1745 a rebellion against the Dutch led
by the Javanese Prince Mangkubumi began a ten year war that ended
with a treaty in 1755 that recognised Pakubuwana II as the ruler of
Surakarta and Mangkubumi as the ruler of Jogyakarta. In 1757 the state of
Mangkunegara was created in Surakarta. In 1811 the British occupied
Java and seized Jakarta. Thomas Raffles was appointed lieutenant
governor and reforms that were more kind to the Javanese were made.
However, in 1816 the Dutch were re-established in Java. Frederick and
Vvorden (1993, 21) say:

~

Nineteenth century Indonesia experienced not only the
replacement of company rule by Dutch government rule but also
the complete transformation of Java into a colonial society and the
successful extension of colonial rule to Sumatra and the eastern
archipelago.
l
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Anderson (1972, 1-69) argues that modern Indonesia is simply a
descendant of the Dutch colonial state. In 1825-30 the Javanese elite put
up a final resistance against the Dutch led by the son of the sultan of
Jogyakarta (Pangeran Diponegoro). Diponegoro had spent his younger
years in a village with his grandparents and was sympathetic to both the
elite and the common people of Java. Diponegoro was a Muslim with a
belief in mysticism and was upset when the Dutch built a road through
his property that contained a sacred tomb. In 1930 Diponegoro was
captured and sent into exile. The Dutch created a fortress system to
immobilise the Javanese rebels.
In modern Java Diponegoro is
considered a national hero for his anti-colonial stance. Frederick and
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Worden (1993, 22) estimate that 200 000 Javanese were killed during this
war. Following the Java war the Dutch attempted an 'indirect rule'
method similar to that of the VOC period excluding the area of Central
Java which had lost all political independence. However, as Frederick
and Worden (1993, 24) say, the regents of Jogyakarta and Surakarta played
an important role in preserving the traditional arts. A 'cultivation
system' was devised by Governor General Johannes van den Bosch
forcing the Javanese to grow crops such as sugar, coffee, tobacco, cotton
and silk to be exported to the Netherlands. The harsh exploitation
resulted in famines and epidemics during the 1840s. In the 1860s a liberal
Dutch government began to abolish the monopolies over crops and free
trade was allowed. The early twentieth century saw great technological
change and economic development in Indonesia. The rise of the
automotive industry created a need for petroleum and rubber which
Indonesia could provide. The masses had access to education, and a
national consciousness began to arise. Village schools for the common
people and Dutch language schools for the elite were made available for
the Javanese. In the 1940s the Dutch authority was replaced by the
Japanese and the Indonesian people developed a national consciousness
both through its institutions and ideology. Frederick and Worden (1993,
31) say:
National consciousness was not homogenous but reflected the
diversity of Indonesian society. Dutch repression and the shock of
war from 1942 to 1945, however, forged diverse groups into
something resembling a unified whole.
The liberal government neglected the type of local rule that the people
had experienced in the past and during the VOC period, the Javanese elite
were alienated. Frederick and Worden (1993, 33) argue that "most
assumed a permanent, and subordinate, relationship with the
Netherlands". In the 1920s however, Sukarno became a prominent
political leader in Indonesia. Sukarno was a wayang enthusiast and
managed to bring together Javanese tradition, Islam and Marxism to
encourage the people in their struggle for independence. The goal of the
nationalists was to remove the Dutch from power. However, the
Indonesian nationalists were divided by differing concerns; many
orthodox Muslim nationalists also wished to overthrow the Javanese
nobility who were considered allies of the Dutch.
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Despite 250 years of Dutch occupation the traditional Javanese
sources of power and authority were "scarcely disturbed", nor was the
"luster of their supporting artistic institutions" tarnished (Becker 1980,
26). The Dutch had supported the Javanese rulers and the role of wayang
kulit was much the same during the Dutch occupation as it was during
the times of the Javanese kingdoms.
The Japanese occupied Indonesia in 1942 and used the slogan 'The
leader of Asia, the protector of Asia, the light of Asia". During the
Japanese occupation the Dutch language was no longer used and Malay
became the standardised 'bahasa Indonesia' (Indonesian language) for
administration and business along with Japanese. As Becker (1980, 26)
says:
The collapse of the colonial government proved to be a watershed
in the long, sustained efforts of those men who had been striving
for many years to free their country from Dutch domination.
From that moment on, the Dutch were discredited in the minds of
many Javanese who formerly might have continued to accept
their colonial status as inevitable.
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The people of Indonesia were allowed to express their ideas
through modern Indonesian literature, movies, drama, and art. The
Indonesian people participated in business1 the military and politics. Reid
(1980, 13-26) argues that the Japanese saw the Indonesians as fellow
Asians not unlike themselves who simply needed some Japanese 'spirit'
(semangat) after having suffered three centuries of colonialism. However
the Japanese policies became exploitative especially in the final years of
the second world war. Many Javanese were starving or were sent to the
less densely populated outer islands of Indonesia. The Japanese were
impressed with the popularity of Sukarno and sought both his and
Hatta's (Sukarno's political rival) cooperation to help mobilise the people
of Indonesia for the war effort. In September 1944 the Japanese
announced that Indonesia would become independent. Frederick and
Worden (1993, 42) argue, this "announcement was a tremendous
vindication of the seemingly collaborative policies of Sukarno and
Hatta."
Japan surrendered in August 15, 1945 and Indonesian
independence was declared on August 17, two days later. Indonesia came
under the jurisdiction of Admiral Louis Mountbatten, the allied
commander of South East Asia. The Allied forces attempted to encourage
peaceful negotiations between the Indonesians and the Dutch. Japanese
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troops were ordered to remain in Indonesia until the British troops could
arrive in September. In January 1949 the Dutch were pressured by the UN
Security Council to relinquish all authority in Indonesia to the
Indonesians.
In 1950 the republic of Indonesia remained divided on account of
the diverse cultures, religions, ethnic groups and classes. In the mid 1950s
conditions in Indonesia worsened after years of war and population
growth. There were large scale food shortages and Sukarno won the 1955
elections only marginally. In the 1960s the Suharto government came
into power in Indonesia following an alleged communist coup attempt.
Frederick and Worden(1993, xi) mention that some observers believe the
Suharto government represented the end of freedom and the "death of
the promise of genuine social revolution that would lead Indonesia to a
better future". Others however, argue that this period brought an end to
the economic and political folly of the Sukarno era.
Since the 1960s an affluent middle-class has emerged from the
mass education and economic development in Indonesia. With the
increased material well-being of the middle-class, as Hooker (1993, 3)
mentions, arises "increased expectations about the quality of life, and a
concern about the assurance of continued prosperity for their children."
A well-educated Indonesian 'pop culture' has developed with Western
role models and a recognition of individualism and spontaneity.
Hobsbawm & Ranger (1983, 2) maintain that change and innovation in
the modern world may cause an attempt to structure some parts of social
life within its unchanging variant. It is the belief of the writer that social
change in Indonesia, resulting from economic growth, technological
development and Western influence has impelled people to adapt
cultural traditions to have meaning in a contemporary context, to enable
a sense of stability in a time of rapid social change. Although critics
believe that social hierarchies have been tightened in Indonesia during
the period that Suharto has been in power and his government has
prevented any significant social change as villagers are sealed off from
change and power (Frederick and Worden 1993, xlii).
The 1945 constitution states that a national culture will develop as
an expression of the personality and vitality of the people of Indonesia.
The national motto 'Unity in Diversity' emphasises unity rather than
diversity to prevent any regional political conflict. As Hatley (1993, 49)
says:
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In the Indonesia of the 1950s and 1960s, the dominant ideology of
radical nationalism required an Indonesian culture which was
unitary, populist and progressive. While regional separatist
sentiments threatened the political unity of the nation, cultural
ideology focused on the creation of a new unified culture from the
diversity of local traditions.
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However, with the economic growth in Indonesia, Western
influence and a concern for material well-being, the cultural traditions
have been reconstituted to create a sense of identity in every region of
Indonesia. In theory, the various regional cultures are standardised and
mixed to form a 'national culture' of Indonesia, however, the Javanese
culture is more prominent than those of the other regions because of the
political dominance of the Javanese. Foulcher (1990, 301-320) points out
that in nation states the culture of the dominant ethnic group tends to
shape the national culture. Javanese rituals, costumes and performances
are often used on official occasions in Indonesia. Anderson (1972, 28)
argues that the rulers of Java gained power by surrounding themselves
with objects that were believed to be magical such as gamelan and
wayang. Ceremonies and court rituals were used as an important display
of the ruler's power. The continued dominance of the cultural traditions
of Java in Indonesia indicates the important function of the performing
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94) suggests that the Indonesian government attempts to 'culturise'
regional, religious and linguistic differences to prevent them from
becoming political forces. In Java some traditions are preserved (such as
the wayang kulit and ruwatan performances of the Javanese rural and
urban communities), although others have faded into the background
(such as the performances of wayang beber and wayang topeng ) with the
shifting of power from the regional courts to the nation state. A 'hybrid'
of cultures used to represent one political or national culture is not
unknown to Indonesian history. Throughout the ages, foreign elements
from non Indonesian cultures have been incorporated into the cultural
court traditions of Java. Sumarsam (1995, 5) suggests, Hindu, Buddhist
and Islamic elements "were all syncretized and absorbed into the complex
indigenous matrix of Javanese court culture." In the seventeenth century
European culture was a part of court life, (these elements have largely
been lost in Javanese court culture) as religion "provided the foundation"
for court culture and the European cultural traditions were basically
secular (Sumarsam 1995, 5).
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It is the argument of the writer that the cultural tradition of

ruwatan survives in modern Indonesia because of its continuing
function and meaning in modern society.
The discussions and
interviews carried out with ruwatan enthusiasts during my field work in
Central Java show evidence of an underlying need to maintain the
traditional religious and cultural beliefs emphasised in ruwatan
ceremonies. Thus indicating a struggle for a sense of security and stability
in a rapidly changing world. As Sumarsam (1995, 2) points out, cultural
changes in society affect the world views of those who sustain a tradition
and therefore produces development and change in traditions. The
purpose of this study is to show that change in ruwatan performance is
conjoined to socio-cultural change in Central Java and that ruwatan
performance has been adapted over time to ensure that it has meaning
and function in Javanese society. With the shifting of power from the
regional courts to the national state many court art forms and rituals
have been lost because they no longer have meaning in the modern
context. The Suharto government attempted to encourage a national
culture and has continued to support traditional Javanese rituals such as
ruwatan. State funding and patronage of the arts through institutions
such as the Sekolah Tinggi Seni Indonesia ensures that the quality of
training continues. Kejawen syncretic beliefs continue to survive in
rural Java ensuring that ruwatan performance is not isolated from the
world of thought of which it is a vehicle.

1. 7. Methodology.

I chose 'Thick Description' as my method of research as there is an
advantage in getting oneself as deeply immersed as possible in the
cultural condition that one is studying. Being an insider, it takes me less
effort to penetrate beyond the surface appearance of things and
understand all the subtle connotations and symbolic inter-connectedness
of ruwatan. As Geertz (1973, 23) says:
The important thing about the anthropologists' findings is their
complex specificness, their circumstantiality. This kind of material
is produced by long term, mainly (though not exclusively)
qualitative, highly participative, and almost obsessively fine-comb
field study in confined contexts.
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Clifford Geertz argues that social scientists should study not only
peoples' behaviour but the meaning of behaviour, and should attempt to
understand the causal laws of behaviour. This type of anthropology has
come into existence over the last thirty years and, as Jackson (1987, 9) says,
"anthropologists seem to have moved from an objective ('social
scientific') stance towards a more subjective ('intuitive') and selfquestioning position." In the article of Geertz 'Thick Description: Toward
an Interpretive Theory of Culture' (1973), thick description is discussed in
contrast to 'thin description' which Ryle, cited in Geertz (1973, 6) describes
as 'the behaviour.' Thick description goes beyond simply describing 'the
behaviour' but develops a 'hierarchy of meaningful structures in terms of
behaviour.' Geertz (1973, 10) claims the ethnographer is faced with:

1
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... a multiplicity of complex conceptual structures, many of them
superimposed or knotted into one another, which are at once
strange, irregular and inexplicit, and which he must contrive
somehow first to grasp and then to render.
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According to Geertz, behaviours, social events or institutions cannot be
causally attributed to culture but rather 'thickly described' within their
cultural context.
')

Believing, with Max Weber, that man is an animal suspended in
webs of significance he himself has spun, I take culture to be those
webs and the analysis of it to be therefore not an experimental
science in search of law but an interpretive one in search of
meaning. (Geertz 1973, 5)
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The distinctive characteristic of anthropology is that fieldworkers
interpret what others have to say. Shankman (1984, 22) says "descriptions
of other cultures are already interpretations of their interpretations."
Although, Holy and Stuchlik (1983, 121) cited in Strathern (1987, 24) argue
that when the actors' meanings are replaced in the course of analysis and
explanation, the fieldworker is not explaining social reality as it exists, but
through one's explanation, is creating it. Generally anthropologists using
'thick description' are outsiders that try to understand as much cultural
depth as possible, they arrive in a strange place, often without knowing
the language or traditions and live with the people who are under
investigation. The advantage of seeing a group of people as a complete
enigma is that one is able to take a 'birds eye view' and evaluate the
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meaning of behaviour in context. However, the disadvantage of
beginning fieldwork as a stranger is that it takes time to learn and
understand the subtle connections and interconnectedness of things and
their connotations. As Jackson (1987, 13) says, it may take generations
before one can be accepted as a local. Geertz (1973, 14) admits, an
ethnographer can only guess at the meaning of behaviours and devise
explanatory conclusions from these guesses.
Behavior must be attended to, and with some exactness, because it
is through the flow of behavior - or, more precisely, social actionthat cultural forms find articulatio. (Geertz 1973, 17)
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Geertz mentions the term 'microscopic' as his preferred approach
to ethnography; the anthropologist becomes totally immersed within a
single community to uncover layers and layers of meaning. However, is
one able to generalise about an entire nation when the field-study and
data collection has been carried out in a confined context? Yes, according
to Geertz (1973, 23), although the microscopic nature of ethnography
creates a methodological problem. Geertz claims that the problem can be
resolved by simply "realizing that social actions are comments on more
than themselves; that where an interpretation comes from does not
determine where it can be impelled to go "(Geertz 1973, 23). Unlike
science the distinction between description and explanation is unclear.
Shankman (1984, 24) asks what kind of generalisations can interpretive
theory offer if explanation and description are almost indistinguishable?
Geertz (1973, 25) suggests that one does not generalise across cases but
rather within them:
Rather than following a rising curve of cumulative findings,
cultural analysis breaks up into a disconnected yet coherent
sequence of bolder and bolder sorties. Studies do build on other
studies, not in the sense that they leave where others take off, but
in the sense that better informed and better conceptualized, they
plunge more deeply into the same thing. Every serious cultural
analysis started from a sheer beginning and ends where it
manages to get before exhausting its intellectual impulse.
Previously discovered facts are mobilized, previously formulated
hypotheses tried out; but the movement is not from already
proven theorems to newly proven ones, it is from an awkward
fumbling for the most elementary understanding to a supported
claim that one has achieved that and surpassed it.
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Dissimilar theoretical perspectives may lead ethnographers to
collect data in different ways and interpret a culture differently, although,
as Geertz says, theoretical ideas may be adopted from other, related
studies, and applied to new interpretive problems. An example of a study
that has 'plunged more deeply' into the area of research is that of
Woodward (1992, 341-369).

Woodward describes and compares the

different types of informant networks and divergent yet complementary
ethnographies of Mark Woodward (1985; 1988; 1989) and Paul Stange
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(1975; 1977; 1984; 1990).
Woodward argues that the differing
understandings of the nature of religion of Woodward and Stange
influenced the types of information they collected and used in their
rather different interpretations of Javanese culture. Woodward (1992,
357) describes the alternative to the definitive resolution of theoretical
problems as:
An open system of discourse in which alternative paradigms and
interpretations are assessed not in terms of 'correctness' in an
absolute sense, but as alternative ways of understanding. For
ethnography, nonfoundationalism suggests that there are
multiple lenses through which a culture can be viewed and that
authors writing from different theoretical perspectives and on the
basis of different informant networks may arrive at quite different
conclusions. This is particularly true in the case of ethnographies
concerning large and internally diverse societies.
As Jackson (1987, 7) says: "sociology is premissed on its claimed
ability to predict the course of social change." However, as Geertz admits,
the interpretive approach is not predictive or verifiable. His description
of assessment reveals that there are no criteria for evaluating cultural
interpretations and that one is merely 'able to grasp an interpretation or is
not able to grasp an interpretation' (Geertz 1973, 24). Geertz does not
suggest guidelines for evaluating cultural interpretations. As Shankman
(1984, 24) says:
The criteria for assessment are not clearly defined. Geertz states
that "a study is an advance if it is more incisive - whatever that
may mean-- than those that preceded it." (p. 25)

\

l

Any ethnography is partial and is conditioned by the theoretical
perspectives of the author. This does not mean however, that one is free
to disregard scientific concerns with 'falsification and replicability'
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(Woodward 1984, 357), or that one can regard all interpretations as equally
valuable.
By choosing to do 'fieldwork at home' I encountered some
problems in both the fieldwork and the writing of my interpretations. As
Jackson (1987, 14) mentions:
~

... there is a different series of problems to be faced when doing
research at home, as opposed to doing it abroad, even if it is,
apparently, so much easier to enter the field.
,·,
~
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Strathern (1987, 17) discusses two commonly made assumptions about
anthropology at home: one assumption is that information that is usually
commonplace becomes complex: "its systematizations are not revealing
anything more than everyone knew anyway and amounting to a set of
unnecessary mystifications." The information collected and discussed by
the fieldworker may seem obvious, repetitive and trivial to the
informants. In contradiction to 'making commonplace complex' it is also
supposed that anthropology at home enables a greater understanding of
the subject matter and increases what people know about themselves or
their society as a whole. The fieldworker at home may be able to present
peoples' experiences in an illuminating way. Strathern maintains that
both assumptions arise out of the implication of greater reflexivity in
anthropology at home. One of the challenges of using 'thick description
at home' is that the researcher becomes the author in relation to those
being studied. Strathern (1987, 26) mentions, there needs to be a
continuity between the cultural constructs of those being studied and the
'author,' as the subjects of study also analyse and explain their own
behaviour.
Having lived in the community that is being investigated for the
duration of my life (except for the four years spent studying in New
Zealand) and having come from a family of puppeteers I considered that I
would be at an advantage studying my own community. There are no
linguistic or cultural barriers and there is 'cultural continuity' between
the informants and myself.
However, the advantage of using thick
description to the outsider, that is, being able to take an 'insider's view'
has raised a few tricky problems for myself. It is sometimes difficult to
analyse and question what has always been readily accepted in my
community.
I have tried to resolve the problem of my own
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preconceptions by describing ruwatan as I see it in the first two chapters
while referring also to several differences of opinion.
Mascarenhas-Keyes (1987, 188) discusses the difficulties of
ethnographic writing for the 'fieldworker at home' for whom interaction
with informants continues even when the fieldwork is finished. Like the
outsider anthropologist, the fieldworker at home must respect
confidentiality and protect individuals. Although, there is an added
consideration for the indigenous fieldworker. Informants like to be
portrayed in the most 'advantageous light' and may be disappointed if
this is not done (Mascarenhas-Keyes 1987, 189). Being related to several
informants and a colleague of many others I have been compelled to
explicitly discuss the contestability of the notion of ruwatan later in
chapter 3 of the thesis. It is made obvious that there are individual
differences in the interpretation of various aspects of ruwatan such as
what it stands for, what it means and the differences in symbolism. It is
discussed here what is seen as the consensus, why it is a consensus and
what the marginal views are.
The fieldwork began when I accompanied the dhalang Toyo Carito
to the home of a ruwatan sponsor to record the pre-performance
preparation on video, make notes and photograph the offerings that were
prepared the day before the performance. The audio-visual recordings
and notes made during this performance were an important source for
the writing of the thesis as Ki. Toyo Carito performs ruwatan plays
frequently and he is a highly respected ruwatan dhalang in Central Java.
A copy was taken of a 1990 audio cassette recording (from the STSI library)
of a ruwatan performance by Ki. N aryo Carita from Kartasura. This
recording is used to compare the different performance styles of the two
dhalang (Ki. Toyo Carito and Ki. Naryo Carita).
Two days after the ruwatan performance of Ki. Toyo Carito, the
father of the two sukerta people was interviewed. The subject was
interviewed according to the questionnaire approved by the University of
Otago Ethics Committee (Appendix 1). The two sukerta people were
interviewed according to the sukerta questionnaire (Appendix 2). Twenty
members of the audience were interviewed to discover their views about
the mood of the performance, the mood of the audience during the
performance, why they attended the performance, and whether they
believed the performance was necessary. Four academic gamelan
musicians (lecturers from STSI) who have accompanied several ruwatan
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performances were interviewed to discover their views about ruwatan
plays and the differences between ruwatan and all-night performances.
A wayang carver was interviewed and asked about the process of making
wayang, fasting and his beliefs about ruwatan performances. All of the
interviews were recorded on audio cassette and have been transcribed
onto computer disc. All interviewees agreed to name and information
disclosure. Fourteen of the gamelan players who regularly accompany Ki.
Toyo Carito to ruwatan performances were interviewed informally. The
information gathered during these interviews will be used as a
comparison to the information given by the academic gamelan players.
The dhalang Ki. Toyo Carito was interviewed according to the
questionnaire approved by the University of Otago Ethics Committee
(Appendix 3). Ki. Toyo Carito digressed from the questions to explain the
social etiquette and beliefs that influence the performance of ruwatan
plays. He talked about his role as a spiritual adviser and leader in his
community. People often visit and pay Ki. Toyo Carito to arrange
auspicious dates for their weddings, heal the sick and find missing articles
or people. Ki. Toyo Carito also discussed his beliefs about black magic.
The wife of Ki. Toyo Carito was interviewed following the
performance. Ibu Kartini Toyo Carito plays an important role in the
preparation of ruwatan performances by organising and arranging the
offerings around the stage prior to the performance. During the
interview Ibu Kartini explained why each offering is given, what occurs
behind the screen while the dhalang is performing the ruwatan play, and
how her husband and family prepare for a ruwatan performance. This
information completes and reinforces the information given by Ki. Toyo
Carito.
Six pedhalangan 19students from STSI were interviewed to
discover their views about ruwatan performances in modern Java and
whether they have aspirations of becoming dhalang ruwat 20 in the
future.
Seven senior lecturers from STSPl were interviewed about the
different types of ruwatan performance and the criteria that dhalang must
1 9 The art of the dalang.
2 0 A dalang who performs ruwatan plays (generally older with adult family).
21 Bambang Murtiyoso, Suratno, Purba Asmara, Subono, Sudarsono, Harijadi Triputranto
and Nyoman Murtana.
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follow in order to become dhalang ruwat. The interviewees also discussed
their views about how ruwatan performance has changed over the years
and they explained what they teach students about ruwatan performance
at STSI. One of the senior lecturers, also a Balinese dhalang, talked about
ruwatan performances in Bali and the criteria for Balinese dhalang ruwat.
Another of the senior lecturers (a dhalang from East Java), explained that
ruwatan plays are performed regularly in East Java. Another of the
lecturers, a wayang wahyu22 dhalang, discussed his views about ruwatan
from a Christian perspective.
As Mascarenhas-Keyes (1987, 180) says, the outsider must negotiate
a 'social space' within society becoming a 'marginal native' during
fieldwork abroad. However Mascarenhas-Keyes herself found it necessary
to adopt a 'multiple-native' strategy when doing fieldwork in her home
region of Goa. The 'fieldworker at home' has to "transcend an a priori
ascribed social position in the society in order, like the Outsider,
professionally to relate to the whole spectrum of native social categories"
(Mascarenhas-Keyes 1987, 180). Rather than adopting a 'multiple native'
strategy while conducting interviews, the writer applied a 'multiple
language' strategy, switching from level to level of Javanese language
according to the social position of the informant to ensure the maximum
relay of information.
vVhen interviewing the sukerta people I spoke in our indigenous
dialect of Javanese. I used the krama (high) level of speech to sustain the
accepted etiquette as a polite stranger but also to indicate respect with the
use of self humbling language. This level may have hindered the flow of
information however, as both brothers needed much prompting to speak
freely about their beliefs on ruwatan. The reticence of the two sukerta
brothers may be attributed to the informants not having thought much
about their beliefs on ruwatan, they were 'following tradition' and were
participating in a ritual that had been anticipated from a young age. Or,
perhaps less likely, they suspected assymmetrical power relations between
themselves (two village brothers) and myself (overseas student) and were
unsure about the adequacy of their information23. Despite the hesitation
of the sukerta people to converse freely, the level of language played an
important role in acquiring information from confidents. Indonesian
2 2 Christian shadow puppet plays.
2 3 For an extensive discussion on language, power and social interaction in Java see Keeler
(1987, 25-140).
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language was spoken during the interviews with university colleagues,
even though generally, colleagues converse in ngoko (low) Javanese.
I switched to Indonesian language because of the formal interview setting
and our shared status as academics; Indonesian is the recognised formal
and academic language of Indonesia. However, in many informal
conversations with colleagues ngoko was used. During interviews and
informal conversations with Ki. Toyo Carito we conversed in Javanese, I
spoke in krama and he in ngoko because of our close relationship and
well established patterns of interaction. As a younger person and less
experienced dhalang it was essential that I used krama, however, our
close relationship enabled Ki. Toyo Carito to use ngoko and conversations
were natural and informative.
There have been few studies written about change in ruwatan
performance. Keeler (1987) analyses the reasons why wayang kulit theatre
appears to preoccupy the Javanese and why, at the same time, they appear
to pay it only intermittent attention. Keeler uses thick description as his
method of research and attempts to surpass description without imposing
alien judgements, to remain sensitive to cultural context without
limiting himself to indigenous "traditions." The resolution to this
problem lies in considering an art form in the light of the relationships its
performance occasions. This has been useful to my research as I look at,
in more subtle terms, how influences such as the interactions of people
and other forces are actually taking hold of ruwatan. The work of
Soetarno (1995) has also been useful to my research as he uses the thick
description approach in his comparison of ruwatan performance styles in
Central Java. Hartaka (1989) examines the function of literature in
society, the direction and influence of literature in Javanese society. This
has been a useful source of information for a discussion on the influence
and meaning of ancient literature (poetry, prose and tembang) in Java.
Kleden (1987), Koentjaraningrat (1979) and Soekanto (1983) discuss the
philosophical beliefs of the Javanese, the culture of Java, the current
trends in social anthropology in Indonesia, systems of religion and the
relationship between culture and social change in Java. These studies
were valuable for a detailed study of culture and the relationship between
culture and social change in Java. Mubyarto (1991), Mulyono (1989),
Murtiyoso (1981), Pausacker (1996), Soemanto (1988), Muhamat Nur
Budhi Cahyanto Setepu (1995) and Umar Kayam (1994) examine and
compare the situations and dilemmas of certain wayang characters with
real life, discuss philosophy in wayang kulit performance, describe the
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lakon (stories) that may be used in ruwatan performance, and discuss the
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spiritual aspects of wayang kulit plays including a discussion on the
influence of modern life on wayang kulit performance, and the
innovation that has occurred in recent years. These books have been
used for a discussion about early and contemporary ruwatan
performance. Mugiarto (1980), Paku Buwana V transcribed by Kamajaya
(1986), Soetarno (1992, 1995), Subalidinata (1985), and Tanajo (1954)
describe the stories used and the chants spoken in the ru wa tan
performances of the Mangkunegaran palace. They mention early
(eighteenth century) ruwatan performances, the stories, the narration, the
dialogue, and music played. They also provide an overview of ruwatan
performance in Surakarta as it is today, and describe the ruwatan play
performed by Ki. Toyo Carito in the village of Brojol. These sources were
used to compare the various ruwatan styles of palace dhalang and
village dhalang and provide a comparison between early and
contemporary ruwatan performance. Sumanto (1992) and Subalidinata
(1985) give an overview of the history of wayang madya, the wayang
figures, the stories of wayang madya and describe the history of ruwatan
stories as listed in the ancient literature. This information is used for
discussions on the history of ruwatan, the criteria of sukerta people, the
stories of ruwatan, and change in ruwatan performance.
Geertz (1973) writes about Ritual and Social Change in Central Java
using 'thick description' as his method of research to provide a functional
analysis of religion with historical material fitted into the conception to
deal with the processes of change. Through 'thick description' it is the
aim of the writer to reveal what ruwatan means to the people of Central
Java, not what it appears on the surface but rather the complexity of the
different interpretations is revealed. Geertz's preferred approach to
ethnography is becoming totally immersed. within a single community to
uncover layers and layers of meaning. To gain people's trust, to talk about
their traditions is not easy in Central Java or elsewhere. Fieldworkers
need to develop great skills to engage people in conversation especially to
observe traditional rituals. One of the challenges of using 'thick
description at home' is that the researcher becomes the author in relation
to those being studied and there must be continuity between the cultural
constructs of those being studied and the 'author'. The subjects of study
also analyse and explain their own behaviour. The basic approach in
fieldwork centres around recording what people tell about their culture,
social economy, religion, education and views of ruwatan in Central Java.
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As many informants in as many places as possible are interviewed such
as students from the University of Performing Arts (STSI) Surakarta,
dhalang, dhalang ruwat, lecturers from STSI Surakarta, wayang makers
and ruwatan participants.
Culture is not an entity separate from people, culture is contested
by people having different ideas of what culture is and it changes as the
consensus shifts. In the course of my research it has become apparent
that there is a 'mainstream' opinion about ruwatan (what it means to
people), ruwatan has changed as peoples' opinions about it have
changed. Changes in culture occur as people change through interaction
with other people and other forces (politics, religious beliefs and others).
What connections there are to history, religious beliefs, politics etc are
discussed in detail in the thesis, they do not necessarily influence ruwatan
but influence the people who think about and perform them.
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Performance

2.1. Types of Ruwatan Performance

The ruwatan ritual may be performed in the context of wayang
kulit theatre led by a dhalang ruwat or as a ritual that is conducted by a
dhukun (traditional healer). In the case of wayang kulit ruwatan the
dhalang is the exorcist who is entrusted to rid sukerta people of their
vulnerabilty to Bathara Kala. The dissertation will focus on the wayang
kulit ruwatan rather than ruwatan as pure ritual, although the current
chapter will describe the different types of ruwatan ritual in Central Java.
The criterion for sukerta people are discussed followed by an overview of,
the stories of Bathara Kala. The criteria for dhalang ruwat, the sacred
offerings of ruwatan performance, the performance chants, the beliefs
surrounding ruwatan performances, and the differences between
ruwatan and all-night wayang kulit performances are discussed.

2.1 . .~.~. Ruwatan

~Jegara

(ruwatan performance for country/kingdom)

~~

.'r

)
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Evidence of the existence of ruwatan performance is found on the
reliefs of the twelfth century Javanese temples such as the Candhi Sukuh
and the Candhi Surowono.24 The reliefs dramatise the Sudamala story
which depicts the events in the lives of the youngest Pandhawa brother
Sadewa and the goddess Dewi Uma25(Haryoguritno 1996, 20). Until the
year 1949 ruwatan negara rituals were hosted by the rulers of the state to
prevent danger and epidemic. According to Mugiarto (1980, 1) the last
known ruwatan negara was hosted by the ruler of the Mangkunegaran
kingdom on Monday, 23 October, 1949. The ritual was performed by the
dhalang Ki. Rangga Wignyasutarna in the great hall of the
Mangkunegaran palace. The ruwatan was carried out in an attempt to
solve the many problems in the country at that time.

24 Candhi means Hindhu or Buddhist temple.
2 5 Kidung Sudamala (the story of Sudamala) can be found in Subalidinata (1985, 19).
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In the present day a ruwatan negara ritual (the cleansing of an area
such as a village or suburb) is one of the most important ceremonies that
is performed in the villages of Java. Village cleansing (bersih desa or
dekah desa) ceremonies are generally held at the end of the rice harvest
(musim panen) when people are more likely to have enough food to
share with their neighbours.
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Following rice harvest a village may sponsor an animistic
"village cleansing" (bersih desa) performance as part of a
purification ceremony of the village and its inhabitants. A play of
the animistic cycle, such as Sri Mantuk, in which Dewi Sri,
Goddess of Rice brings rich harvests to mankind would be
suitable. (Brandon 1970, 14)
Haryoguritno (1996, 44) says the village cleansing ceremony
involves all the village inhabitants irrespective of their religious beliefs.
The celebration involves competitions in art, sport and games that are
held a week before the wayang kulit performance. Awards for the
winners of the competitions are usually presented an hour before the allnight wayang kulit play (which follows the eight hour bersih desa wayang
kulit play). The story of either Sudamala or Bathari Sri Mulih (Sri
Mantuk)26 is generally chosen for the village cleansing ceremony.
Bathari Sri is tl1e Goddess of rice arld mulih or mantuk rrteans return (to
the village).
Although a form of exorcism is carried out it is not necessary for a
dhalang ruwat to perform a bersih desa wayang kulit play. However, the
community members of some villages in Central Java prefer to hire a
dhalang who is a descendant of several generations of puppeteers. It is
believed the genealogy of the dhalang will influence the productivity of
the local farms. The only offerings presented at a bersih desa ceremony
are the sajen wayang (offerings for the gamelan orchestra and wayang
figures), which are presented at every wayang kulit performance.

2.1. B. Ruwatan Sukerta (ruwatan for sukerta people)

The Javanese term sukerta comes from the word suker (a
disturbance). Javanese people believe that certain people are magically

2 6 A biography of Bathari Sri can be found in Hardjowirogo (1955, 39).
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vulnerable and must have a ruwatan play performed in their honour to
remove the disturbance. The ruwatan sukerta ceremony is hosted by a
family who has a magically vulnerable (sukerta) member (the criterion
for sukerta people is discussed are chapter 2.3). People who have a
sukerta person in their family may believe that they must host a ruwatan
performance to save the life of that person. The ruwatan play is
performed to protect people from the influence of the evil spirit of
Bathara Kala (Soetarno 1992, 16).

2.1. C. Ruwatan Bumi (ruwatan for land)

\
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Ruwatan bumi are performed to cleanse, safe-guard and bring

prosperity to a certain area, for example, a farm, field, yard, mountain,
river, beach, sea, or building. The ruwatan bumi ceremony is performed
to release the negative influences of the spirits and bring peace to the
area. A Javanese person who needs to remove trees and foliage in order
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to build on a section will host a ruwatan ceremony called mapak tunggak
(to remove the supernatural spirits who dwell there). Haryoguritno
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(1996, 45) mentions that prior to building on the section, an offering
called tolak bala (to reject negative influences) is given.
During a ruwatan bumi ceremony a sacrificial offering of an
animal such as a buffalo, horse or cow is made. The head of the animal is
buried where the new building is to be built. If the ruwatan ceremony is
held at the beach, the buffalo head and other offerings are thrown into
the sea. The story for the mapak tunggak ceremony is generally Babat
Alas Marta (Bima builds a kingdom for his family). Another story may be
chosen by the dhalang and host. It is not necessary for a dhalang ruwat to
perform the ruwatan bumi, although a popular and expensive dhalang is
generally chosen (pers. comm. Murtiyoso, 15 October 1996). In 1995 Ki.
Timbul Hadiprayitna from Yogyakarta performed a ruwatan for the
University of Gadjah Mada. The ruwatan was performed for the whole
university including students, staff and buildings (pers. comm. Bambang
Murtiyoso, 15 October 1996).

l
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2.1. D. Ruwatan Hewan (ruwatan for animals).
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The ruwatan hewan ceremony does not involve a wayang kulit
performance, but rather is a ritual ceremony to remove either animal or
insect pests. A rice farmer may perform a ruwatan hewan ceremony
when the crops are being damaged by insects. The rice farmer will recite
a chant, present an offering, and leave a scare-crow in the field where the
crops are being damaged. In some villages of Central Java ruwatan
ceremonies called budha cemengan/rebo wagen (black Wednesday) were
performed to protect domestic animals. These ceremonies were held in
the fields with many shepherds and cattle farmers (Haryoguritno 1996,
46). A sajen bancakan (food offering) was given at the ceremony to
protect the animals from other dangerous animals such as tigers, lions
and poisonous snakes. Ruwatan hewan ceremonies were performed
until the 1970s but are not very common today. Some ruwatan hewan
ceremonies are still performed in the more remote areas of Central Java.
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2.2. The Stories of Ruwatan Performance.
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There is some discrepancy in the ruwatan literature of Java.
Differences have been found in the plots of stories, the criteria for wong
sukerta, the chants used, and the prescribed offerings to be presented.
Dhalang ruwat are free to select the literature source of their choice as a
reference for performance rules and criteria. The type of ruwatan a
dhalang performs depends upon his education, what he has learned from
his dhalang parents, and the styles of other ruwatan performances he has
seen. Dhalang who have studied puppetry at the Kraton Kasusanan
(Kasunanan palace in Surakarta) generally use a ruwatan guide called
Pakem Pangruwatan (Redisuta IV, 1827). If the dhalang has studied at the
Mangkunegaraan palace (in Surakarta) they will use Pakem Paruwatan
Murwakala translated by Mugiarto (1980). Some of the many versions of
the ruwatan story 'The Birth of Kala' (Murwakala) from the different
areas of Java are described and discussed in this chapter.
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2.2. A. Murwakala and Ruwatan in Centini.
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Serat Centhini Vol 2 (early 19th Century), transcribed by Kamajaya
(1986, 294-341), tells the Murwakala story in tembang verse.27 Serat
Centhini discusses in detail many of the elements of ruwatan
performance including the storylines, dialogues, gendhing, narrations,
chants and offerings. Subalidinata (1985, 45) also mentions the
Murwakala story and uses Serat Centhini as a source.

Ki dhalang sampun mangarsi, neng ngandhap balencong nulya,
nyampala kotak tinampen, ayak-ayakan manyura, bedhol kayon
gya medal, jejernya Bathara Guru, lawan garwa Dewi Uma
(Kamajaya 1986, 294).

The translation of this passage is "The dhalang has arrived, he is

)

seated under the blencong lamp and, . taps the box with the cempala,
Ayak-ayak Manyura begins to play, the kayon is removed from the
banana trunk. Bathara Guru with his wife Dewi Uma enter onto the
screen." The Murwakala story begins with the Tembang Asmarandana
above. The storyline of Murwakala in Serat Centhini is as follows:
Scene 1

·-i

Bathara Guru and his wife Bathari Uma are in the great-hall of

.\

Bale Marcukunda to give audience to Bathara Narada and Bathara
Penyarikan. Bathara Kala, the ruler of the kingdom Nusabarong arrives
and Bathara Guru asks him why he has come. Bathara Kala tells the story
of his life in a world in which he can only eat stones and he becomes ill as
a result. (In the ruwatan performances of Ki. Toyo Carito, the character

Bathara Kala eats grass, stones, moss and sea-weed). Bathara Kala tells of
a day when a man gathering nderes (unfermented palm juice) fell onto
the stones and Bathara Kala ate him mistakenly. Bathara Kala claims that
he felt so good after eating the man that he would like to ask permission
to continue eating human flesh.
Bathara Guru is disturbed and worried about the many humans
who will be destroyed by Bathara Kala. However, Bathara Guru says he
2 7 Javanese poems in various meters and rhyme schemes. A more detailed description of
tembang can be found in Kartomi, M.J. (1973). Macapat Songs in Central and West
Java.
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will grant permission if Bathara Kala agrees to limit his eating of human
flesh to humans who block his way and wong sukerta (a list of criteria for
sukerta people is supplied in section 2.3). In this version of the story
Bathara Kala has to wound (but not necessarily kill)wong sukerta with
his sword (bedama) before eating them. However, according to
Subalidinata (1985, 45), Bathara Kala must kill wong sukerta before eating
them. In the performance of Ki. Toyo Carito (22/8/1996), Bathara Kala
must shave some hair from the foreheads of wong sukerta before
devouring them. Bathari Uma grants permission for Bathara Kala to eat
human babies that have been born during a wayang kulit performance if
the baby was not held by the dhalang following the birth. If the dhalang
does hold the baby she becomes Bathara Kala's friend. Bathara Guru then
presents Bathara Kala with a sword (bedama) and commands Bathara
Penyarikan to follow and observe Bathara Kala.
Bathara Kala and Bathara Penyarikan leave the kingdom of
Kayangan. Meanwhile Bathara Guru instructs Bathara Narada to go to
the kingdom of Ngutaralayu and inform Bathara Wisnu and Bathara
Brama that Bathara Kala is permitted to eat human flesh. Bathara Kala
and Bathari Uma survey the world while flying on Lembu Andini.
Scene 2.
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Bathara Kala and Bathara Penyarikan meet Dewi Durga (the wife of
Bathara Kala). Bathara Kala tells his wife about his new diet, Dewi Durga
is delighted and suggests they go west to search for food. They begin their
journey to the west and stop for a rest at a lake with clean, sparkling
water.
Scene 3.

Bathara Wisnu and Bathara Brama give audience to Bathara
Kanekasiwi (Narada). Bathara Narada informs them of Bathara Guru's
wish that they should help and save the humans who Bathara Kala
wishes to devour. Bathara Wisnu and Bathara Brama take a bath and
prepare to leave. Bathara Narada transforms into a human who looks
like Bathara Maya and changes his name to Kalunglungan the kendhang
player. Bathara Wisnu transforms into a handsome human who looks
like Bathara Kamajaya and changes his name to Dhalang Kandhabuwana.
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Bathara Brama transforms into a beautiful human who looks like Bathari
Ratih and changes his name to Surani the gender player.
Bathara Wisnu makes puppets out of jack fruit leaves, a puppet
box from upih and a gamelan orchestra made from earth. They go to
Medhangkawit village and stay in the home of Mbok Rondho
Sumampir.
Scene 4.
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Bathara Kala, Bathara Penyarikan and Dewi Durga stop to rest
under a Kamal tree, they are impressed (akasengsem) with the beauty of
the tree and Bathara Kala names it Asem. Bathara Kala falls asleep in the
light breeze, while he sleeps he is bitten by a small animal. Bathara Kala
wakes with a start and spits at the small animal who drinks the spit.
Bathara Kala names the animal Kala fengking (scorpion) and scorpions
become his followers. Bathara Kala falls asleep again and is bitten by
another small animal. Again Bathara Kala spits and names the animal
Kelabang (poisonous centipede), centipedes then become his followers.
Bathara Kala and his companions continue their journey past valleys and
mountains. Dewi Durga's thighs are seen by Bathara Kala when the
breeze blows her sarong. Bathara Kala becomes very excited at the sight of
the bunga pudhak (beautiful white flower) legs, he is so excited that he
climaxes, and the sperm drop on the water transforming into fish (loh).
Bathara Kala spits on the water, the Kala Male fish drinks the spit and
becomes one of his followers. The river is given the name Kali as
Bathara Kala passes it (the Javanese termkali means river).
One afternoon they meet Bathara Guru and Bathari Uma riding
lembu Andini. They exchange greetings. Bathara Guru and Bathari Uma
unintentionally block the way of Bathara Kala and he prepares to eat
them but before he does so Bathara Guru asks him to solve a riddle. The
riddle is:
Eka egul, eka wancahe
Dwi bagem, dwi purusa, dwi srenggi
Tri nabi nurcahya punika sapta utri
Astha pada, catur guthoneki.
Bathara Kala is unable to solve the riddle and Bathara Guru explains it to
him:
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The term eka is one and egul means tail (lembu Andini has only
one tail).
The termdwi is two, bagem means open vagina, dwi purusa
means two penises (that belong to Bathara Guru and lembu
Andini), dwi srenggi means two horns (that belong to lembu
Andini).
Tri means three, nabi means navel (belonging to Bathara Guru,
Bathari Uma and lembu Andini), Sapta means seven, utri means
eyes (there are seven eyes, two belong to Bathari Uma, two belong
to lembu Andini and three belong to Bathara Guru).
When an explanation of the riddle has been given, Bathara Kala
looks at the sky and realises that the sun has moved west (he may only
eat human flesh when the sun is directly above him). Bathara Guru
counsels Bathara Kala not to talk to his food and then gives him four
chants. He places one chant (Caraka balik) on the forehead of Bathara
Kala, one on his chest (a list of Bathara Guru's soldiers), one on his back
(a list of Dewi Durga's soldiers), and one on his throat. Bathara Guru
informs Bathara Kala that if someone is able to read all of the chants
Bathara Kala must obey that person, if he refuses, he will no longer be a
god. Bathara Guru, Bathari Uma and lembu Andini continue their
journey. There is no scene four in the ruwatan plays of Ki. Toyo Carito as
his performances are only three hours in duration.
Scene 5
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Scene 5 is set in the village of Medhanggati. The widow Prihatin
has one son named Jaka Mulya or Jaka Jatusmati, (in the ruwatan
performance of Ki. Toyo Carito, scene 5 is set in the village of
Medhangkawit, the widow is called Sumawit and her son is called Jatus
Pati). The family is very poor as their only income comes from selling
fire wood and plasa leaves. One day the widow Prihatin receives a
message from the Gods concerning her son. She is told that her son will
lead a happy and successful life if he bathes in the Lake Madirda because
he is ontang-anting (wong sukerta). As Jaka Mulya prepares to go to Lake
Madirda he asks his mother to make akep-akep jagung buki (corn fritters)
for him to eat while sun bathing, then Jaka Mulya leaves.
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When Jaka Mulya arrives at Lake Madirda he sees an ogre bathing.
The ogre asks him who he is, what he is, and why he has come to
Madirda? Jaka Mulya tells the ogre that he is ontang-anting from
Medhanggati. He tells the ogre that he is the son of the widow Prihatin
and wants to bathe to wash away the influences of evil spirits. The ogre,
Bathara Kala, is delighted and prepares to eat Jaka Mulya who escapes,
Bathara Kala follows him. Jaka Mulya hides in the bumbung wung wang
(hollow bamboo). Bathara Kala finds him but Jaka Mulya escapes again.
Bathara Kala is very angry and commands his soldiers Waju Barat to take
some of the earnings of the people who planted the bamboo because Jaka
Mulya hid there (in the performances of Ki. Toyo Carito the wung wang
bamboo must be destroyed). Bathara Kala continues to chase Jaka Mulya
into a yard, Bathara Kala's feet become snared by a waluh plant
(pumpkin) and he falls down. Bathara Kala is angry with the people who
planted the pumpkins and demands that his soldiers take half of the
pumpkins. The chase continues.
Jaka Mulya comes upon a group of people building a house. One
side of the roof is finished and one side is unfinished. Jaka Mulya
pretends to work with them. Bathara Kala sees him and asks the people
to pursue him but they only hear a rumbling noise and ignore it. Bathara
Kala moves slowly towards Jaka Mulya who sees him and hides behind a
pillar. Bathara Kala pounces at Jaka M:ulya who flees quickly and the roof
falls on Bathara Kala. Bathara Kala is furious and names houses with
half a roof Dhandhang Ngelak. He demands that his soldiers take some
of the earnings of the people who built the house. Subalidinata (1985, 48)
mentions that Bathara Kala cursed the builder of the house in his anger.
Bathara Kala continues to chase Jaka Mulya while holding his bleeding
head and crying.
A woman is making medicine at her front door. As she crushes
the ingredients with a pestle (gandhik) on a mortar (pipisan) Jaka Mulya
squats near the pestle. Bathara Kala asks the woman to pursue Jaka
Mulya but the woman only hears a grumbling noise and ignores it.
Bathara Kala pounces upon Jaka Mulya who jumps away. As Bathara
Kala lands he slips on the pestle and breaks both the pestle and the
mortar. Bathara Kala is very angry because he has hurt his leg and his
meal has disappeared again. Bathara Kala tells his soldiers to take some
of the woman's earnings and he continues to chase Jaka Mulya.
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An old woman is cooking rice. She shuts all the doors while she
goes into the garden to gather vegetables. Her husband rests at the front
of the house. Bathara Kala comes to the farm and asks the old woman to
return to her home because Jaka Mulya is in her kitchen. The old
woman only hears a grumbling noise and ignores it. Bathara Kala goes to
the house and opens the door very quietly to catch Jaka Mulya by
surprise. Jaka Mulya hides beside the dandang (rice cooker). Bathara Kala
pounces at Jaka Mulya who jumps out of the way and escapes again. The
rice cooker falls onto Bathara Kala. When the old woman returns to her
kitchen she asks her husband why the rice cooker has fallen over. He
tells her that Bathara Kala threatened them and that she should dance
around the house naked so people think she is crazy and she will no
longer be wong sukerta. Bathara Kala thinks the old woman is teasing
him and becomes very angry. Bathara Kala tells his soldiers to take some
of the woman's rice every day until he catches Jaka Mulya.
A young bride sits at her front door waiting for her husband to
return from digging in the sawah (rice fields). He wears white trousers, a
blue belt, batik orang-aring (material with hand painted motives), iket
(material that may be tied to the head), and a silir (waist coat) with one
pocket on each side. The handle of the hoe is made from aren wood
about one meter in length. Every day the husband returns home with a
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gundala leaves and semanggi leaves in the right pocket. While she waits
for her husband, the young bride becomes sleepy and yawns. As she
opens her mouth Jaka Mulya climbs in, the young bride becomes very
beautiful and her body radiates with yellow light called candik-kala
(sunset). It is suggested in Centini that one should not make a path on
the west side of a house because Bathara Kala uses the path on the west to
look for Jaka Mulya. The bright light that radiates from the young bride's
body blinds Bathara Kala and he is unable to continue chasing Jaka
Mulya.
In the performance of Ki. Toyo Carita the scenes that involve the
pumpkin plant, the woman making medicine and the young bride are
not present. Another scene is added, however, in which people working
with bamboo throw the waste in the middle of the road and become
wong sukerta (a message to inform the members of the audience to
remain tidy).
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In the village of Medhangtamtu (in the performance of Ki. Toyo
Carito, the name of the village is Medhang Kamulyan), Ki. Buyut
Wangkeng speaks with his daughter Rara Primpen and her husband
Buyut Geduwal (or Joko Sondong) from the village of Mendhang
Gowong. In Subalidinata (1985, 49), the name of the husband is Joko
Sondang from the village of Mendang Gawang. In the performances of
Ki. Toyo Carito the characters in this scene are given the names of the
family members of the ruwatan host.
Rara Primpen is an intelligent, beautiful young woman who is
slim and tall with a smooth, clear complexion and beautiful lips.
However, her husband Geduwal has kakkong (short legs and a long
torso), has large muscles, brown hair like a corn plant, a forehead like a
swan's, big red eyes, a turned up nose, facial hair, a large bottom lip like a
goat's and no teeth. Geduwal is intelligent however, and works hard on
his farm.
Ki Buyut Wangkeng asks why they have come to
Medhangtamtu. Buyut Geduwal answers with tears in his eyes. He
explains that he is an unhappy husband because his wife does not return
his love. Rara Primpen does not take care of the house. When Geduwal
wakes in the morning Rara Primpen just sits down and does not move
when asked to do something. In the afternoon when he asks Rara
Primpen to work she walks away with a long face. When Geduwal
returns from working on the farm every night he says "girl your darling
is coming". Rara Primpen is frightened by the tengu (ugly beast) coming
towards her and does not answer her husband. She sleeps in her own
room with the door locked every night. Geduwal tells Buyut Wangkeng
that one night when Rara Primpen went to sleep without locking her
door Geduwal crept into the room and climbed into bed with his wife.
She kicked him so hard in the mouth that he almost swallowed his
tongue, he fell out of bed and vomited.
Ki Buyut Wangkeng asks Rara Primpen if this is true and she tells
her father that her husband is ugly, embarrasses her and is always sleepy.
Rara Primpen tells her father that her husband asks her to sweep the
floor but they do not have a broom, he asks for hot water but the kendhil
(pot) is broken, she has to use coconut trees for fire wood and when she
asks her husband to cut the wood he says no. Ged uwal will not peel the
coconuts, he will not climb the coconut trees or fetch water so they have
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to ask the neighbours. Rara Primpen went to get vegetables while her
husband took care of the fire in the kitchen. He was so sleepy that he
dribbled into the fire and put it out, he then fell onto the pot, breaking it,
and lay asleep in front of the keren (fire place). Rara Primpen is
frightened by Gudawal when he returns from the rice fields with the hoe
over his shoulder. He comes home singing with mud all over his face
and goes straight through to his bed. Rara Primpen says she asks her
husband to take a bath and he says he will wait until the mud dries.
However, he falls asleep and snores like a cow. Geduwal chews tobacco
(ngganten) every night before he goes to bed. One night Rara Primpen
had a dream that she went to the market to buy some groceries. On the
way home she saw a large hole in the middle of the road. She tried to
jump over the hole but could not reach the other side. The groceries fell
all over the ground and one fell into the hole from where she tried to
pick it up with her toes. Rara Primpen awoke with a start and realised
her husband was in her bed sucking her toe, she was so frightened that
she kicked him. As her husband fell, his top lip hit a stone under the
door and became so swollen it was as big as a coconut. He vomited and
vomited during the night. In the morning Geduwal was so angry that he
asked Rara Primpen to dress herself and go with him to talk to her father.
After listening to Rara Primpen and Geduwal, Ki Buyut calmly
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and wife should work together. He says that Rara Primpen agreed to
become the wife of Geduwal. If she wishes to leave Geduwal she will no
longer be recognised as his daughter and he will not want to see her
again. Rara Primpen cries, apologises to her father and says she will obey
her father and be loyal to her husband. Ki Buyut Wangkeng is delighted
and wishes to arrange a wayang kulit performance. Geduwal is asked to
go to Medhangkawit to buy some new wayang figures and ask dhalang
Kandhabuwana to perform that night at the house of Ki Buyut
Wangkeng. Ki Buyut Wangkeng suggests that some people from
Medhangtamtu help to bring the gamelan and wayang figures while he
prepares his home. Geduwal goes into the kitchen to say good bye to his
wife. Rara Primpen tells him not to talk and to go away before she
throws the gandhik (plate for crushing herbs and garlic) at him. In his
hurry to leave Geduwal forgets to take some people from Medhangtamtu
to help him carry the gamelan.
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In the village of Medhangkawit, Nyai Randha Sumampir meets
with dhalang Kandhabuwana, Nyai Saruni and the kendhang (drum)
player Kyai Kalunglungan. Nyai Randha Sumampir explains that she
was once very poor and that the population of Medhangkawit was very
small before Ki Dhalang Kandhabuwana and his group settled there.
Now Medhangkawit is a prosperous place with a large population. Ki
Dhalang Kandhabuwana declares that her name is now Nyai Randha
Sumampir Randha Asemsore (strong and independent). Geduwal enters
the house and explains that he is the son-in-law of Buyut Wangkeng
from Medhangtamtu. Geduwal asks if Kandhabuwana is able to perform
that night at the house of Buyut Wangkeng in Medhangtamtu because
his marriage has not been a harmonious one. Kalunglungan laughs and
Ki. Kandhabuwana agrees to perform. Kalunglungan asks who will carry
the gamelan instruments because Geduwal has forgotten to bring help.
Kalunglungan suggests that Geduwal uses iket (a head scarf) to pack the
gender, gambang, kethuk, kempyang, kecer, saran and suling. He tells
Geduwal to use his sarong to pack the three kenong and suwukan, then
put his shirt between the bonang kettles and use his belt (setagen) to tie
them. Geduwal puts the wayang box on top of the screen frame and the
kendhang on top of the box. The gayor (gong's frame) is used to carry two
packs on the left shoulder and the frame stand is used to carry the
balencong (light) and kelir (screen). Finally Geduwal uses his two hands
to carry the two kempul (medium sized hanging gong). Walking slowly
Geduwal, Ki. Dhalang Kandhabuwana, Kalunglungan and Saruni leave
for Medhangtamtu.
Scene 8
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Meanwhile, in the village of Medhangtamtu many wild animals
have arrived. Ki. Demang Wangkeng and his family have been waiting
for Geduwal and dhalang Kandhabuwana. When Geduwal reaches the
pavilion, the neighbours help him to prepare the gamelan and wayang
figures while Ki. Buyut Wangkeng welcomes Kandhabuana and his
group. When everything is ready Kandhabuana begins the performance
with Gendhing Talu (the musical introduction). The wild animals
disappear into the forest as the music begins. Gendhing Talu ends and
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the Manikmaya story begins. Rara Primpen finishes dressing and leaves
for the party carrying seven things in her hands: a box of cotton buds,
kenaren flowers and a knife in her left hand. In her right hand she
carries a pot of flowers, perfume and a corn leaf cigarette (klobot). She
walks to the screen followed by other females and her family. Rara
Primpen gently passes the flowers and other offerings to the dhalang.
The dhalang accepts the offerings then continues with the
performance. Dhalang Kandhabuwana is very humorous and the
audience is enjoying the play. In the front row of the audience sits Nyi
Randha Mendhang Reja and her daughter Rara Lekoh, behind them are
Ki. Buyut Mendhang Suka, his son Candramawa and Jaka Belang Yungyang.
Scene 9
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Jaka Mulya is being chased by Bathara Kala. He climbs onto the
stage and pretends to be a kethuk player. Bathara Kala stops in front of
the wayang kulit performance but is hesitant to move among the
gamelan players. As he watches the performance he gazes at the dhalang
sitting on his mat (kala-sa) and leans against a coconut tree (kala-pa)
which bends with his weight.
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laughs so loudly that it sounds like thunder and the people flee in fright.
Dhalang Kandhabuwana stops his performance as only Bathara Kala
remains. Bathara Kala asks the dhalang to continue with his
performance. Ki. Kandhabuwana answers that he saw Bathara Kala
arrive and watch the dhalang sitting on his mat (kala-sa), then lean
against the coconut tree. Bathara Kala is surprised and asks how the
dhalang has been able to see and hear him while performing. Bathara
Kala asks the dhalang to continue with the play and offers to pay (dinar
satak sawe) for the performance. Ki. Kandhabuwana asks for a sword
(bedama) rather than money. Bathara Kala agrees and the dhalang
continues with his performance.
Meanwhile, four thieves named Kuthila, Langkir,
Penthungluyung and Jugilawar-awar enter the pavilion. They are
running because the patrol has seen them. They run onto the stage and
the gamelan players help them to play the kecer and kempyang. Bathara
Kala relaxes and enjoys the performance but he becomes so relaxed that
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he falls asleep, his head falls back and his mouth falls open. The dhalang
throws two eggs into Bathara Kala's mouth, he awakens and goes outside
for a walk. As Bathara Kala is walking, he passes a couple bathing their
new-born child. He takes the baby from the parents and returns to the
performance. Meanwhile Jaka Mulya realises that Bathara Kala has left
the performance and gets up to leave. As he steps off the stage Bathara
Kala grabs him. Bathara Kala is about to eat both the baby and Jaka Mulya
when he remembers that he must wound sukerta people before making a
meal of them. The dhalang stops the performance and Bathara Kala asks
him why. Ki. Kandhabuwana tells him that the audience has gone and
that he would like to return Bathara Kala's sword (bedama) in exchange
for the two sukerta people. Bathara Kala refuses to exchange his next
meal so the dhalang refuses to return the sword. Bathara Kala asks who
is older, Bathara Kala or Ki. Dhalang Kandhabuwana. Bathara Kala
claims that he is older, but the dhalang objects and says that he is older
because he knows the genealogy of Bathara Kala. The dhalang signals the
musicians (niyaga) to play Gendhing Dhendha. He reads the chants
Jantur Kalasamur and Sampurnaning Puja then explains that he knows
when Bathara Kala was water. Bathara Kala does not believe Ki.
Kandhabuwana and asks for evidence. The dhalang then reads the chant
Santi Purwa (which describes Bathara Kala's birth, see chapter 2.7 for a
translation of this chant) and Bathara Kala is impressed.
Bathara Kala asks about the various chants written on his body.
The dhalang says that Bathara Kala has four chants on his body, one on
his forehead, one on his chest, one on his throat and one on his back.
The dhalang reads the chants on Bathara Kala's forehead (Caraka Balik)
and chest (Sastra Binedhati) which cause Bathara Kala to become lame
and obey the dhalang. Bathara Kala asks Ki. Kandhabuwana to read the
chants Santi Kukus and Mandalagiri (or Bala Srewu), which give access to
Bathara Kala's followers and soldiers. Bathara Kala is very pleased and
asks for one more chant to be read (Santi Banyakdhalang). The dhalang
agrees to read the chant but he instructs Kalunglungan to inform the
members of the audience who are virgin girls or pregnant women not to
watch and listen because of the power of the Banyakdhalang chant (the
chants are discussed further in Chapter 2.7). When the females leave, the
dhalang reads the Banyakdhalang chant.
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Bathara Kala requests a coin and flower bath (kembang setaman).28
While Bathara Kala is bathing the dhalang reads the Padusan chant.
When Bathara Kala is clean and fresh he asks the dhalang to sing Kidung
Kekudangan. Everything that Bathara Kala requests is obeyed which
pleases him. Bathara Kala promises to look after many generations of the
dhalang's family and obey their commands.
Bathara Kala tells Dewi Durga and her followers to obey his
commands. The dhalang tells Dewi Durga and her followers to go and
settle at Krendhawahana beside the Kendheng and Mengger mountains.
Bathara Kala asks for some provisions including, money (suwidak
uwang), kitchen utensils, furniture, and four different types of corset
(kemben) which are called pandhan bonetat, ijo ringin, sanger, and
dringin. Bathara Kala announces that he grants permission for people
who wish to marry to wear the sarong Bangun Tulak Pradan.
Bathara Penyarikan arrives to ask for provisions including a lontar
leaf and a small sword to use as a pen (pangot waja). The dhalang gives
him the provisions and Penyarikan returns to the heavens. Lebak Kiyuk
then arrives to ask for food provisions, the dhalang gives him everything
he asks for. Keblak Dekla then arrives and asks for rice and meat which
the dhalang provides. Kala Banjar then asks the dhalang to place the
following offerings in the front yard: a large rice mound, many different
meats, flowers, incense (dupa), n:wney (patang keteng). Kala Enjer arrives
from Perempatan to ask for several offerings including a large mound of
rice, fried meat, boiled meat, vegetables, flowers, beetle leaves (sirih),
incense (dupa), and money. The dhalang provides him with all of the
offerings asked for. Kala Jatok arrives and wishes to placeR few grains of
rice upon a stone under the bed (waton). Kala Jangkung arrives and
informs everyone that they must not spit near their beds. Kala Ijen
arrives and tells everyone that they should celebrate their day of birth
every month (among-among or kenduri). Bathara Kala and Dewi
Durga's followers leave and the dhalang recites the Gumbala Geni chant.
Dewi Sri and Bathara Sadana arrive and the dhalang asks Dewi Sri
to become the Goddess of rice to which she agrees. She advises people to
save a little each day to pay for their many celebrations and rituals. If a
husband and wife are hosting a party, they must bathe first, the wife must
then light the fire and her husband wash the rice while calling Dewi Sri's
2 8 The coins sybolise wealth and it is believed that the person's spirit is able to smell
the aroma of the flowers.
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name. It is important not to argue with one's neighbours prior to hosting
a party. Before the party one should prepare mats (tikar), pillows (bantal),
jugs (kendi) filled with clean water, and a coconut oil lamp. When rice is
being placed in the store room (lumbung), the person must bring an
offering (kenduri), wear clean clothes and perfume. Dhalang
Kandhabuwana then asks Bathara Sadana to be the God of wealth.
Sadana advises people to look after their clothes and to use a bamboo
hanger (bambo tutul)for their clothes. Dewi Sri and Bathara Sadana
leave.
Gumbreg the God of buffalo comes to advise people on the correct
protocol they should use when they wish to host a party. When one
wishes to kill a buffalo for a celebration they must feed the buffalo well,
wear identical clothes, carry a jug, use an umbrella, and bring a pandhan
mat (made from pandhan leaves) to cover the buffalo when it has been
killed. If a buffalo is used on the farm it must be given a bath and a good
meal at the end of the day and should not be beaten with branches from
the penjalin tree. Every Wage Friday (Jumat Wage)Legi Friday (Jumat
Legi) and Kliwon Tuesday (Selasa Kliwon)29 a person should rub coconut
oil and boreh (Javanese herb) on the hooves and chest of his/her buffalo.
If a buffalo is sick, the owner must hang a rope (kowong) on the south
west wall of the barn and place coconut shell (bathok) at the north east
side. The dhalang agrees with Gumbreg. :t-v1ariyi the God of fowls comes
to advise people that when they wish to kill a chicken for a party, they
must give it a good meal first, the dhalang agrees. Tembalung, the God of
boar comes to inform people that they should place wood that has been
urinated on (berpencing) on their farms to keep the boar off their lands.
The mother of the baby who was born during the performance (tiba
sampir) comes to ask for the return of her baby who was taken by Bathara
Kala. The dhalang informs her that the baby now belongs to him and
that she must pay a ransom for his return. The dhalang asks for twenty
five coins (slawe picis), two bunches of bananas (gedhang setangkeb) and,
beetle leaves (suruh ayu). He then names the baby. Finally the dhalang
gives the baby a garlic concoction to prevent crying, a stone (tuluh watu)
and a sling (jarik liwatan).
A delegate of Buyut Wangkeng asks whether the performance is
finished or not. The dhalang answers that the performance will finish in
2 9 Days in the Javanese calender, a detailed description of the cycles is found in Geertz
(1960, 30-37).
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a few minutes. He then requests that water is prepared from seven
different sources for his bath and for the baths of Buyut Wangkeng, his wife and their sukerta child. Seven scoops of water are tipped over each
of their heads while they hold their breath. White cotton (lawe wenang)
is wound around the house three times. Four kupat luwar (rice packed
tightly in young coconut leaves) are hung at each corner of the house. A
walikukun tree is planted in each corner of the yard to protect the family,
the dhalang, the gamelan group, and the village people. The host is
forbidden to sleep in the morning and the delegate meets with him .
Dhalang Kandhabuwana calls Jaka Mulya forward and scoops water over
him while reciting the chant Padusan Jatusmati.. The wayang figures are
removed from the screen and the dhalang washes the wayang handles
(body handles-cempurit, arm handles-tuding), three times with the
flower-petal water (kembang setaman). The dhalang returns the baby to
his mother and requests to go home. Jaka Mulya, the mother and her
baby leave.
Penthungluyung and Jugil Awar-awar come forward and explain
that they would have surely been killed by the people chasing them if
they had not been able to disguise themselves as gamelan players.
Penthungluyung and Jugil Awar-awar promise that they will not bother
the dhalang and his family again (if they do they will not live long). The
dhalang agrees and Pertthurtgluyung and Jugil .A~v1ar-avvar leave. Tl1e
dhalang recites the chant Padusan Dhalang and Panjak. The Ki.
Kandhabuwana, Kalunglungan and Suruni have a bath. Following the
bath the dhalang recites the chant Aji Pameling to call the spirit
Sapujagad to bring the hoe (garu wesi) and broom (sapu kawat). The
dhalang requests that all of Kala's followers are removed from the house.
Sapujagad requests that several offerings are placed at the right and left
sides of the door. The offerings are: young twin coconut trees (cikal
kembar), two bunches of rice plants (gedheng pari), two sugar reeds (tebu),
alcohol, cordial, salty rice (nasi gurih), then white and black cloth
(Poleng). When his wishes have been granted Sapujagad informs the
dhalang that the house is clean except for two of Kala's followers. The
moss (Kala Lumut) in the well will not move but has no bones or flesh
and does not see. Sapujagad explains that the host will have to offer
sweet food from bran (jenang baro-baro) placed in five small baskets
made from banana leaves and five coins. These offerings should be
placed at the mouth of the well while the host recites a chant to ask for
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family safety. The children must also be careful when near the well, they
should not play noisily or swear. The remaining Kala follower is moss
(Kala Lumer) and lives in the kitchen. All the family has to do is offer
their left overs from dinner for Kala Lumer. Sapujagat is assured that his
demands will be acted upon and he takes his leave.
Akat (the spirit of Sunday) arrives and the dhalang asks where it
lives. The answer is in the North East. Akat wishes to be with the Gods
kasampurnan and is told by the dhalang that he must transform into
meat. Senin (the spirit of Monday), who lives in the North West, arrives
and is told to transform into blood. Selasa (the spirit of Tuesday), who
lives in the South is told to transform into muscle. Rabu (the spirit of
Wednesday), who lives in the West is told to transform into bone. Kamis
(the spirit of Thursday), who lives in the East is told to transform into
marrow. The dhalang names fum' at (the spirit of Friday) 'Wujud' and
invites him to stay at his house. The dhalang names Setu (the spirit of
Saturday) 'Jatigana' and invites him to become one with his body.
The dhalang recites the chant Sumbar, then continues with the
performance by banging the keprak30. When the music begins the
followers of Kala who have been lingering move away. The music stops
and the dhalang begins to meditate. The dhalang visualises everything
red in the South, yellow in the West, black in the North, white in the East
arld firlally tl1ey all rrterge together to become one. The soul of the
dhalang then flies to meet Sang Hyang Wenang and tell him that he is
Jatirasa. Sang Hyang Wenang asks Jatirasa to sit beside him and changes
the dhalang's name to Rasa Sinawur. Sang Hyang Wenang asks who
created the earth and the sky, the dhalang answers that it was Sang Hyang
Wenang. Sang Hyang Wenang gives the dhalang a gift of rasa (feeling)
and asks the dhalang what was in existence before the world was created?
The dhalang answers that God was present before the creation of the
world. The dhalang is asked to sit on the chair Betal Balearas and Sang
Hyang Wenang disappears. Ki Kandhabuwana recites the chant Sebet
then taps on the wayang box with the cempala 31followed by the music
sampak. The dhalang finally places the kayon figure (the diamond

3 0 Keprak: Four of five bronze plates that hang on the wayang box and are struck by the
foot of the dhalang for sound effect.
3 1 Cempala: the wooden mallet that the dhalang uses to tap the side of the wayang box
to signal dialogue or cue the musicians during the music.
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shaped puppet that is used to indicate the beginning and end of scenes) in
the middle of the screen to signal the end of the performance.

2.2. B. Murwakala and Ruwatan in Pakem Paruwatan Murwakala
Mangkunegaran Palace Translated by Mugiarto 1980
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This source tells the story dramatised by theAbdi Dalem Dhalang
Mangkunegaran (the Mangkunegaran palace puppeteer) Ki. Rangga
Wignyasutarna, when he performed a ruwatan for the King in the great
hall Pura Mangkunegaran. In this version of the story Bathara Guru
disguises himself as the dhalang ruwat Sampurnajati, however in the
Serat Centhini Bathara Wisnu disguises himself as the dhalang ruwat
Kandhabuwana, Panjangmas or Sejati.
When the musical introduction (Gendhing Talu) ends, the
dhalang seats himself under the lamp (blencong) and knocks the cempala
against the wayang box which cues the musicians to begin playing
Gendhing Santi. The dhalang recites a chant while touching his navel
and increases the light radiating from the lamp. The dhalang then recites
a second chant. As he removes the kayon from the banana trunk he
recites the chant Ambedhol Kayon. As the kayon is placed into the
barlarla trunk tl1e dl-zalang recites the cl1arlt .l"llijet Pucuk Kayon. Before
the performance begins the dhalang recites- the chant Anane Para Dewa.
Scene 1

7
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In the heavens of Junggring Salaka, Bathara Guru meets with
Bathara Naradha and the other Gods in the audience hall. The Gods are
talking about the disruption and unrest that Kamasalah has caused.
Bathara Naradha explains that Kamasalah came into existence as a result
of Bathara Guru attempting to make love with Bathari Uma and his
sperm dropping into the sea. Bathara Guru instructs the Gods to destroy
the sperm.

r

Scene 2
The sperm float on the sea, the Gods use the following weapons to
destroy them:
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1. Hyang Brahma used the Surya Kontha
2. Hyang Wisnu used the Cakra Baskara
3. Hyang Bayu used the Gada Wesi Pulosani
4. Hyang Indra used the Duduk
5. Hyang Sambu used the Kala Welang
6. Hyang Panyarikan used the Kala Rancang
7. Hyang Pritanjala used the Si Karamean
8. Hyang Surya used the Bindi Lukitasari
9. Hyang Mahasakti used the Wastra Karacikan
10. Hyang Yama used the Kara Reje
11. Hyang Tamboro used the Wastra Wesi Akas
12. Hyang Naradha used the Nanggala
Kamasalah is not destroyed but becomes stronger as all the weapons
transform into parts of his body:
1. The Surya Kontha becomes his eyes
2. The Cakra Baskara becomes his head
3. The Gada Wesi Pulosani becomes his spine
4. The Duduk becomes his hands
5. The Kala Wenang becomes his ribs
6. The Kala Rancang becomes his muscles
7. The Si Karamean becomes his hair
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9. The Wastra Karacikan becomes his fingers
10. The Kara Reje becomes teeth and fangs
11. The Wastra Wesi Akas becomes the marrow
12. The Nanggala becomes his feet
Kamasalah the ogre emerges from the sea to meet with the dragon
Naga Kumbang and ask who his father is. Naga Kumbang tells him that
Bathara Guru is his father and suggests he go to Kayangan Jonggring
Salaka.
Scene 3.
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In the kingdom of Kayangan Jonggring Salaka, Bathara Guru,
Bathara Naradha and the other Gods are discussing the various ways to
kill Kamasalah. Presently Kamasalah arrives and asks who his father is.
Bathara Guru tells Kamasalah that he is his father. Kamasalah wishes to
be able to eat and Bathara Guru allows him to eat stones, wood and trees
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when he returns to Marcapada (the world of humans). When Kamasalah
arrives in the forest he begins to eat stones, wood and trees. However,
Kamasalah does not find the food enjoyable. He inadvertently eats a
human who is climbing a coconut tree and enjoys the food so much that
he returns to Jonggring Salaka to ask permission to eat human flesh.

Scene 4.
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In the kingdom of Jonggring Salaka, Bathara Guru, Bathara
Naradha and the other Gods are wondering whether Kamasalah is
obeying their commands. Kamasalah arrives and explains that the food
that Bathara Guru advised him to eat is not pleasant, although the
human flesh that he ate by unintentionally was delicious. Kamasalah
asks for good food and clothes. Bathara Guru agrees to give Kamasalah
clothes and a sword (Bedhama) Bathara Guru names Kamasalah Bathara
Kala, making him one of the Gods. He cuts the hair and fangs of Bathara
Kala, then writes several chants over his body to ensure that Bathara Kala
has no power. Bathara Guru allows Batl·lara Kala to eat humans who
happen to be walking silently when the sun is directly above them.
n~-'-'~-~-~
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Sang Hyang Wenang arrives at Kayangan Junggring Salaka, he is
disappointed that Bathara Guru has allowed Bathara Kala to eat certain
humans. Bathara Guru and Bathari Uma ride Lembu Andini to follow
Bathara Kala.
Scene 5.

)

r

Bathara Kala is asleep in the middle of an intersection. Bathara
Guru, Bathari Uma and Lembu Andini settle on Bathara Kala's chest and
he awakens with a start. Bathara Kala is delighted that some lunch has
arrived (as Bathara Guru, Bathari Uma and Lembu Andini arrived just as
the sun was above them). Bathara Kala prepares to eat his meal but
Bathara Guru suggests he try to solve a riddle first. The riddle is:
1. Eko egul
2. Eko bogem
3. Dwi purusa
4. Tri medem
5. Sad Karna
6. Astha pada
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7. Sapta telocana.
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Bathara Kala attempts to solve the riddle:
1. Eka egul : eka is one, egul is tail
2. Eka bogem: eka is one, bogem is vagina
3. Dwi purusa : dwi is two, purusa is penis
4. Tri medem : tri is three, medem is anus
5. Sad karna : sad is six, karna is ear.
6. Astha pada : astha is eight, pada is leg
7. Sapta telocana : sa pta is seven, tilocana are eyes.
When Bathara Kala has translated the riddle he wishes to eat the
two Gods and their cow but Bathara Guru tells him to look at the sun
which has moved West. Bathara Kala is no longer able to eat them.
Bathara Guru allows Bathara Kala to eat 124 types of sukerta people and
suggests that he wait at the Sendhang Paruwatan Mala (the lake that
sukerta people bathe in to wash away their bad luck). Bathara Kala agrees
and leaves for Sendhang Paruwatan Mala. Bathari Uma is sorry that
Bathara Kala is in such a predicament. Bathara Guru uses his magic
power to transform her into the ogre Bathari Durga so she can follow and
watch Bathara Kala. Bathara Guru returns to Junggring Salaka. Bathari
Durga commands the evil spirits of the forest (Bajubarat) to become the
soldiers of Bathara Kala.
Scene 6.
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In the kingdom of Jonggring Salaka, Bathara Guru, Bathara
Naradha and the other Gods meet to discuss how to stop Bathara Kala
from destroying humans. Bathara Guru transforms into a boy Ting-Ting
Kebanting (a sukerta person), Bathara Naradha transforms into
Trunabapa (a farmer) and the other Gods transform into sukerta people
before they descend to earth.
Scene 7.

·:>

Bathara Kala is meditating at Sendhang Pangruwatan Mala. The
boy Ting-ting Kebanting disturbs him as he goes to bathe in the Sendhang
Pangruwatan Mala. Bathara Kala chases the boy but Trunabapa blocks his
way. Bathara Kala and Trunabapa argue and finally Trunabapa hits
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Bathara Kala who then runs away. Bathara Kala is asleep in the middle
of the road, Ting-Ting Kebanting comes and pulls Bathara Kala's toe hair
to make him angry. Bathara Kala chases Ting-Ting Kebanting into a
kitchen and knocks over a rice cooker (dandang). Bathara Kala vows that
anyone who cooks rice and allows the rice cooker to fall over will become
his food if he/ she does not have a ruwatan play performed in their
honour between seven days and three years after the incident. Bathara
Kala commands his evil soldiers to wait and watch while he continues to
chase Ting-ting Kebanting. During the chase one hundred and twenty
four incidents occur which cause the people involved to become sukerta.
Eventually Ting-Ting Kebanting enters the womb of a pregnant lady and
Bathara Kala must wait until the baby is born.
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Scene 8.
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Meanwhile in the kingdom of Kayangan Junggring Salaka, Bathara
Guru, Bathara Naradha and the other Gods discuss how they should help
sukerta people. Bathara Guru transforms into dhalang Sampurnajati,
Bathara Brahma becomes a kendhang player, and Bathara Wisnu
becomes a rebab player. Then they descend to earth.
Scene 9.
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A family asks dhalang Sampurnajati to perform a ruwatan play for
them. Sampurnajati agrees to perform and recites the chant Sonteng
Paruwatan. Bathara Kala arrives at the performance and begins to laugh
at the humour of the dhalang. The gamelan players throw an egg
wrapped in a banana leaf (pencok bakal) into Bathara Kala's mouth to
quieten him. Bathara Kala becomes angry and complains to the dhalang.
When the dhalang asks the gamelan players why they threw an egg at
Bathara Kala, they answer that they were throwing Bathara Kala
something to eat. Bathara Kala is satisfied with the answer and asks the
dhalang to continue with the performance. Bathara Kala does not have
the required amount of money so gives his sword (bedhama) to the
dhalang who continues with the performance. During the performance
Bathara Kala hears the cry of a new born baby and leaves the pavilion.
The gamelan players inform the dhalang that Bathara Kala has left. The
dhalang tells one of the players to hurry and grab the baby first. The
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player returns with the baby and gives it to the dhalang. Bathara Kala
returns and is furious that the dhalang has taken his meal. They argue
about Bathara Kala's genealogy and Bathara Kala threatens the dhalang.
Dhalang Sampurnajati reads the chants that are on Bathara Kala's
body. Bathara Kala then asks dhalang Sampurnajati to exorcise (ngruwat)
him. The dhalang wants evidence that Bathara Kala is willing to be
exorcised. Bathara Kala looks through the offerings (sajen) that have
been placed around the performance area and finds the mori cloth. He
covers his head with the cloth and comes forward ready for the exorcism.
The dhalang begins by reciting the chant Kumbala Geni, then commands
Bathara Kala and his followers to leave and stay away from people who
have had a ruwatan play performed in their honour. Bathara Kala agrees
to leave but wants offerings to give to his followers. Dhalang
Sampurnajati gives Bathara Kala a flower bath (sekar setaman) while
reciting the chant Padusan Kala.
Following the bath, dhalang
Sampurnajati recites the chant Kudangan Kala and Bathara Kala leaves
the performance area with his followers. Dhalang Sampurnajati
commands Bathari Durga to live at Paleara in the Kendheng mountains.
Sandhungbandhung Sapujagad arrives and wants to help the dhalang
clean up in return for the following offerings:
1. Sampur panggung jarit rupi 7 (seven different sarong)
2. Pari (rice)
3. Kembang setaman (flower petals in water)
Sandhungbandhung Sapujagad leaves and dhalang Sampurnajati recites
the chant Paruwatan Panggung to cleanse the stage of evil spirits. He
then recites the chant Paruwatan Dhalang to cleanse himself of evil
spirits. The dhalang then washes the handle of the wayang figure that
represents the character of the dhalang in a flower bath while reciting the
Padusan Dhalang Sampurnajati chant.
Padusan Bayi is the final chant of the performance.
There are many differences in the versions of Murwakala from the
two palaces of Surakarta, the Kasunanan Palace (Centini early 19th
Century) and the Mangkunegaran Palace (Mugiarto 1980). Differences are
found in the storylines, characters, criteria for sukerta people, chants and
sacred offerings. This chapter will discuss the differences in the storylines
between Centini (early 19th Century) and Mugiarto (1980). The differences
between the criteria for sukerta people will be discussed in chapter 2.3.
The different sacred offerings of the two literature sources will be
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discussed in chapter 2.6, and the different chants recorded will be
discussed in chapter 2.7.

2.2. C. Scene Summary of Centini (Early 19th Century) and Mugiarto
(1986)
Scene 1

\

The opening scenes of both the Centini and Mugiarto versions are
set in the heavens Suralaya or Junggring Salaka. In the Centini version
Bathara Guru and his wife Dewi Uma meet with Bathara Naradha and
Bathara Penyarikan. Bathara Kala arrives and tells them that he wishes
to eat human flesh. Bathara Guru will grant permission if Bathara Kala
agrees to limit his eating of human flesh to sukerta people. Dewi Uma
grants permission for Bathara Kala to eat human babies who have been
born during a performance and have not been held by the dhalang.
Bathara Kala and Bathara Penyarikan leave. Bathara Guru instructs
Bathara Naradha to inform Bathara Wisnu and Bathara Brama that
Bathara Kala is permitted to eat human flesh. In the Mugiarto version
Bathara Guru meets with Bathara Naradha and the other Gods to discuss
the presence of Kamasalah in the sea. Bathara Guru tells the Gods to
destroy the sperm.
Scene 2
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Bathara Kala and Bathara Penyarikan meet Dewi Durga (the wife of
Bathara Kala). Bathara Kala tells his wife about his new diet, Dewi Durga
is delighted and suggests they go West to search for food. They begin
their journey West and stop to rest at a lake. In the Mugiarto version, the
twelve Gods led by Bathara Naradha go to destroy the sperm with twelve
different weapons. The weapons cause the sperm to transform into a the
giant Kamasalah. Naga Kumbang, who lives in the sea, tells Kamasalah
who his father is and suggests he goes to Suralaya.
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Scene 3

In the Centini version Bathara Wisnu and Bathara Brama meet
with Bathara Naradha who informs them that Bathara Guru wishes to
help save humans who are vulnerable to Bathara Kala. Bathara Naradha
transforms into the kendhang player Kalunglungan. Bathara Brama
transforms into the gender player Surani. Bathara Wisnu transforms
into dhalang Kandhabuwana. They go to Medhangkawit village and stay
at the home of Mbok Rondho Sumampir. In the Mugiarto version
Bathara Guru, Bathara Naradha and the other Gods meet to discuss
Kamasalah. Kamasalah arrives and hears Bathara Guru confess that he is
his father. Bathara Guru tells Kamasalah to go to the land of humans to
find stones and trees for food. Kamasalah eats a human by mistake and
returns to Suralaya.
Scene 4
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In the Centini version Bathara Kala, Bathara Penyarikan and Dewi
Durga stop to rest at a lake. Animals who drink Bathara Kala's spit
become his followers. At mid-day Bathara Guru and his wife are riding
lembu Andini and unintentionally block the way of Bathara Kala.
Bathara Kala prepares to eat them but must solve a riddle first. VJhen
Bathara Kala solves the riddle the sun is no longer directly above them.
He can no longer eat Bathara Guru and Dewi Uma. Bathara Guru
magically transfers several chants onto Bathara Kala's body and informs
him that he must obey whoever can read the chants. Bathara Guru and
Dewi Uma continue their journey on lembu Andini.
In the Mugiarto version Bathara Guru, Bathara Naradha and the
other Gods meet with Kamasalah who wishes to eat human flesh.
Bathara Guru grants permission and Kamasalah is made one of the Gods.
Bathara Guru names him Bathara Kala. Bathara Guru cuts Bathara
Kala's hair and fangs then transfers several chants onto his body. In the
future Bathara Kala must obey anyone who can read the chants. Sang
Hyang Wenang arrives and tells Bathara Guru to prevent Bathara Kala
from eating humans. Bathara Guru and his wife follow Bathara Kala on
lembu Andini.
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The Centini version of scene five is set in the village of
Medhanggati. The widow Prihatin sends her sukerta son Jaka Mulya to
the Lake Madirda to wash away the influences of evil spirits. When Jaka
Mulya arrives at Lake Madirda he sees an ogre bathing. The ogre asks
him who he is and why he has come to Madirda? Jaka Mulya tells the
ogre that he is a sukerta person. Bathara Kala is delighted and prepares
to eat Jaka Mulya. Jaka Mulya escapes and Bathara Kala follows him, the
many people who interrupt Bathara Kala's chase become sukerta people.
In the Mugiarto version Bathara Kala is asleep in the middle of an
intersection, Bathara Guru and his wife disturb him as they move past.
Bathara Guru asks Bathara Kala a riddle to avoid being eaten and allows
Bathara Kala to pursue 124 different types of sukerta people for food.
Bathara Guru tells Bathara Kala to wait at Sendhang Paruwatan Mala.
Bathara Guru then uses his magical powers to transform Dewi Uma into
the female ogre Bathari Durga and she follows Bathara Kala.
Scene 6
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In the Centini version Ki Buyut Wangkeng meets with his
daughter Rara Primpen and her husband Buyut Geduwal who are
unhappy in their marriage. Ki Buyut Wangkeng listens to both sides of
the story and councils his daughter and son in law. They decide to
arrange a wayang kulit performance and Geduwal leaves for
Medhangkawit.
In the Mugiarto version Bathara Guru, Bathara Naradha and the
other Gods have a meeting to discuss how to prevent Bathara Kala from
destroying humans. Bathara Guru transforms into a boy Ting-ting
Kebanting, Bathara Naradha transforms into Trunabapa (a farmer), and
the other Gods transform to sukerta people. The disguised Gods descend
to earth.

';

Scene 7

In the Centini version Nyai Randha Sumampir meets with
dhalang Kandhabuwana, Surani and Kalunglungan. Geduwal enters the
house and explains that Ki Buyut Wangkeng wishes Kandhabuwana to
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perform at his house. Kalunglungan shows Geduwal how to carry the
gamelan instruments.
In the M ugiarto version Ba thara Kala is meditating at Sendhang
Pangruwatan Mala when he is disturbed by Ting-ting Kebanting. Bathara
Kala realises that he is a sukerta person and runs after him. Trunabapa
the farmer blocks Bathara Kala's way. They argue and Bathara Kala runs
away. Bathara Kala sleeps in the middle of the road, Ting-ting Kebanting
disturbs him again and Bathara Kala follows him. One hundred and
twenty four incidents occur in which people disrupt Bathara Kala's chase
and they become sukerta people. Eventually Ting-ting Kebanting enters
into a pregnant woman's body and Bathara Kala must wait until the baby
is born.
In the Mugiarto version dhalang Kandhabuwana and his group
arrive at ,the village of Medhangtamtu. Kandhabuwana begins the
performance with the musical introduction (Gendhing Talu). The story
of Manikmaya begins.
Scene 8
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In the Centini version Geduwal, Ki. Kandhabuwana and his group
arrive at the home of Ki. Buyut Wangkeng. Ki. Kandhabuwana begins
the performance. Rara Primpen passes flowers and other offerings to Ki.
Kandhabuwana.
In the Mugiarto version of the story there is an eighth scene set in
the heavens of Suralaya. Bathara Guru, Bathara Naradha and the other
Gods meet to discuss how they will help sukerta people. Bathara Guru
transforms into the dhalang Sampurnajati, Bathara Brahma transforms
into a kendhang player and Bathara Wisnu transforms into a rehab
player. They all descend to earth.
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Scene 9

In the Centini version Jaka Mulya is being chased by Bathara Kala.
He runs onto the stage and pretends to be a kethuk player. Bathara Kala
stops in front of the wayang kulit performance and dhalang
Kandhabuana stops performing. Ki. Kandhabuwana will only continue
the performance if Bathara Kala gives him his sword (bedhama). When
the performance begins again Bathara kala falls asleep. He is rudely
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awoken when Ki. Kandhabuwana throws two eggs into his mouth.
Bathara Kala leaves the performance to take a new born baby and catches
Jaka Mulya as he tries to leave the stage. The dhalang says he will return
Bathara Kala's sword in exchange for the two sukerta people. He reads
the chants on Bathara Kala's body to force Bathara Kala, Dewi Durga and
all their evil spirit followers to obey him.
In the Mugiarto version dhalang Sampurnajati is asked to perform
a ruwatan play. Bathara Kala comes to watch the performance. The
dhalang stops the performance and will only continue in exchange for
Bathara Kala's sword. Bathara Kala hands over his sword to the dhalang.
During the performance, Bathara Kala hears the cries of a new born baby
and goes to grab the child. A gamelan player gets there first and hands
the baby to the dhalang who reads the chants on Bathara Kala's body.
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2.3. The Sukerta

In Java magically vulnerable people are said to be sukerta and
should have a ruwatan play performed in their honour to prevent the
monstrous God Bathara Kala from eating them. As Keeler (1987, 211)
says, the ruwatan is the most important ritual using wayang kulit
performance. Ruwatan performance is also used as a medium to educate
people (Soetarno 1992, 16). For example, an only son (onting-anting) is
considered sukerta as he may become over spoiled. One daughter and
one son (kedhana kedhini), twins (kembar), two girls (kembang
sepasang) are considered to be sukerta as the father may love a different
child than the mother. Therefore, according to Suratno (pers. comm.
Suratno, 27 September 1996), if the family of a sukerta person educates
him/her well, it is not necessary for them to host a ruwatan performance.
Although Pardi (pers. comm. Jaya Pawira Pardi, 28 August 1996), says that
grandparents and family elders may encourage their son or daughter to
host a ruwatan performance for their sukerta child to ensure the child's
future safety. The sukerta twins Widada and Sumanto in their interview
28 August 1996, explained that every time they wished to go somewhere
or do something their parents would caution them. They believed they
should be very cautious in everything they did, they felt relieved and safe
after the ruwatan ritual had been performed in their honour.
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The ruwatan literature sources of Java show varying criteria for
what constitutes a sukerta person. The following sources for sukerta
people are listed in: Serat Centini, transcribed by Kamajaya in 1986 (a
Kasunanan Palace source), Serat Murwakala [The Birth of Kala Book]
1926, by Raden Mas Citrakusuma (a Kasunanan Palace source), Cerita
Batara Kala Ngruwat Di Java Barat [The Story of the Batara Kala Ruwatan
in West Java] 1996, by Atik Supandi, and the Sukerta criteria of Ki. Toyo
Carito 1 October 1996.

2.3. A. The sukerta in Serat Centini are:
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1. Ontang-anting (one son)
2. Untang-unting (one daughter)
3. Uger-uger lawang (two sons)
4. Kembang sepasang (two daughters)
5. Gedhana-gedhini (one son and one daughter)
6. Gedhini-gedhana (one 9-aughter and one son)
7. Pandhawa (five sons)
8. Pandhawa ngayomi (five daughters)
9. Pandhawa madhangake (five children, one of them is a girl)
10. Pandhawa apit-apit (five children, one of them is a boy)
11. Wong mlaku tengah awan tanpa sesumping godhong Zan ura-ura (a
person who walks at mid-day without placing a leaf on one ear while
singing)
12. Bathang ucap-ucap (two people on a journey)
13. Bocah tiba sampir (a baby born while a wayang kulit play is being
performed in the local community)
14. Jisim lumaku (one person on a journey)
15. Ngalang-alangi lakune Bathara Kala (a person who blocks Bathara
Kala's way)
16. Wong nugelake gandhik (a person who breaks a pestle)
17. Wong mecahake pipisan (a person who breaks a mortar)
18. Wong ora ngrampungake emyak (a person who leaves a new roof
unfinished for several days)
19. Wong ngrubuhake dandang (a person who tips over a rice cooker)
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2.3. B. TheSukerta in Serat Murwakala by Raden Mas Citrakusuma:

Bocah ontang-anting (one son)
Bocah kedhana-kedhini (one son and one daughter)
Bocah kembar (twins)
Bocah gondhang kasih (two children, one with dark skin and the other
with white skin)
5. Bocah wukak (a child born covered in amniotic skin)
6. Bocah wungkus (a child born without amniotic skin)
7. Bocah tiba sampir (a baby born while a wayang kulit play is being
performed in the local community)
8. Bocah tiba bungker (a baby who does not cry when born)
9. Bocah jempina (a baby born prematurely )
10. Bocah margana(a baby born while travelling)
11. Bocah julung wangi (a baby born at sun rise)
12. Bocah julung caplok/sarap (a baby born at sunset)
13. Bocah kembang sepasang (two daughters)
14. Bocah uger-uger lawang (two sons)
15. Bocah pancuran kaapit sendhang (three children, the middle child is a
male)
16. Bocah endhang kaapit pancuran (three children, the middle child is a
female)
17. Bocah saramba (four sons)
18. Bocah sarimpi (four daughters)
19. Bocah pancalaputra (five sons)
20. Bocah Pancalaputri (five daughters)
21. Bocah pipilan (five children, one of them is a male)
22. Bocah Padhangan (five children one of them is a female)
23. Bocah slewah (a child born with both dark and light skin)
24. Bocah kresna (a child with very dark skin)
25. Bocah wungle (a child with dark skin with white blotches)
26. Bocah bule (an albino child)
27. Bocah walika (a baby who is very small at birth)
28. Bocah wungkul (a child who can not straighten his/her back)
29. Bocah butun (a child with a hunched back)
30. Bocah dhengklak (a child with a deformed chest)
31. Bocah wujil (a dwarf child)
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32. Wong sing ora nutup lawang wanci surub (people who do not shut
the door at sunset)
33. Wong gawe amah tanpa tutup keong (a person who builds a house
without a roof)
34. Wong duwe wadhah sega tanpa tutup (people who have a rice storage
container without a lid)
35. Wong tanpa tatawur (a person who never presents offerings to the
spirits)
36. Wong duwe pajangan tanpa samir (a person who decorates a house
for a party without cloth)
37. Wong duwe amben tanpa lampit (a person who has a bed without
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mats)
38. Wong duwe kasur tanpa pramudani (a person who has a mattress
without sheets)
39. Wong gawe sumur neng ngareb amah (a person who makes a well at
the front of a house)
40. Wong ngempyaki amah mung sesisih (a person who builds a house
with only half a roof)
41. Wong duwe lumbung tanpa alas (a person who has a rice storage
room without a mat)
42. Wong ngrubuhake dandang (a person who tips over a rice cooker)
43. Vvong atrap dandang durung mususi (a person who puts the rice
cooker on the open hearth without having washed the rice)
44. Wong nugelake gandhik utawa pipisan (a person who breaks a pestle
or mortar)
45. Wong nglumahake dandang (a person who does not put a lid on the
rice cooker)
46. Wong mipis jamu madhep ngalor, ngidul utawa ngetan (a person
who makes medicine when facing North, South or East)
47. Wong njupuk jamu sing ana ngareb gandhik (a person who picks up
the medicine while standing in front of the herb crusher)
48. Wong ora tau nyapu (a person who does not sweep very often)
49. Wong nyapu wayah bengi (a person who sweeps at night)
50. Wong kekelut nganggo jarit (a person who wipes something with his
sarong)
51. Wong nandho uwuh (a person who leaves a pile of rubbish)
52. Wong mbuwang uwuh ing longan (a person who throws her rubbish
under the bed)
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53. Wong kekeZut nganggo tangan (a person who wipes something with
his/her hand)
54. Wong ngadek tengah Zawang (a person who stands in the doorway)
55. Wong ganduZan gawanging Zawang (a person who swings on the door
frame)
56. Wong sendhen pipi Zawang (a person who leans on the door)
57. Wong crobo Zan seneng ngZiga (a person who is ugly and likes to leave
his clothes off)
58. Wong seneng ngore rambut (a person who has long hair but does not
tie it up)
59. Wong sangga uwang (person who likes to rest his chin on his hands)
60. Wong ngethok kuku nganggo untu (a person who bites her nails)
61. Wong ngethok kuku wayah bengi (a person who cuts his nails at
night)
62. Wong sogok-sogok untu nganggo kuku (a person who picks her teeth
with her fingernails)
63. Wong sugih supata Zan ndorani darbeke dhewe (a person who breaks
his promises)
64. Wong seneng ngobong rambut (a person who burns hair)
65. Wong ngobong balung (a person who burns bones)
66. Wong ngobong kuZit bawang (a person who burns garlic skin)
67. Vvong ngobong kayu kelor (a person who burns kelor wood)
68. Wong ngobong kulit kayu dhadhap (a person who burns dhadhap
wood)
69. Wong ngobong mundhu (a person who burns mundu/ carcinia
dulkis)
70. Wong ngobong irus (a person who burns a vegetable serving spoon)
71. Wong ngobong ilir (a person who burns a fan)
72. Wong ngobong enthong (a person who burns a rice serving spoon)
73. Wong ngobong iyan (a person who burns a rice washing container)
74. Wong ngobong sapu sada (a person who burns a broom made from
the leaves of a coconut tree)
75. Wong mbuwang toma urib (a person who throws leeches away
without killing them first)
76. Wong mbuwang uyah (a person who wastes salt)
77. Wong mbuwang kokohan (a person who wastes rice and vegetables)
78. Wong mbaZeni kokohan (a person who returns to eat his dinner after
leaving it for some time)
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pillow)
85. Wong ngebuk weteng wayah bengi (a person who taps his stomach at
night)
86. Wong ketog-ketog wewadhah (a person who bangs a container [e.g for
rice, cake]
87. Wong mangan ajang pucuk godhong (a person who uses a young leaf
as a plate for his food)
88. Wong mangan karo turon (a person who eats while lying down)
89. Wong mangan karo maku (a person who eats while walking)
90. Wong mangan karo ngore rambut (person who eats with untidy hair)
91. Wong mangan segane isih panas (a person who eats hot rice)·
92. Wong mangan bengi tanpa dian (a person who eats at night without
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79. Wong turu dlamakane dibuntel (a person who sleeps with her feet
covered)
80. Wong menek wis mudun bali maneh (person who has finished
climbing a tree then returns to climb again)
81. Wong turu wayah esuk (a person who sleeps during the morning)
82. Wong turu wayah suruping srengenge (a person who sleeps at sunset)
83. Wong turu mlumah utawa mengkureb (a person who sleeps while
lying on her stomach or on her back with arms out)
84. Wong turu bantal klambi (a person who sleeps using a shirt as a
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using a light)
93. Wong mangan ing papan kang sepi (a person who eats in a quiet
place)
94. Wong simpen ajang isih reged (a person who has dirty plates)
95. Wong madhangake sega (a person who keeps rice that has gone off)
96. Wong nyimpen sega garing (a person who keeps dried rice)
97. Wong mangan ing paturon (a person who eats in the bedroom)
98. Wong mentas mangan ora wisuh (a person who doesn't wash her
hands after eating)
99. Wong petan wayah bengi (a person who looks for lice at night)
100. Wong metani bojone (a person who looks for lice in his/her
husband or wife's hair)
101. Wong seneng dhedhe utawa gegeni (a person who likes to laze in the
sun or before the fire)
102. Wong ngandhang rajakaya in dalem (a person who keeps big
animals, cows or buffalo in the house)
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103. Wong gawe petarangan ing dalem (a person who makes a chicken
coop inside the house)
104. Wong lungguh lemek bantal utawa guling (a person who sits on his
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head pillow or leg pillow )
105. Wong ngusap rai nganggo jarik utawa klambi (a person who wipes
her face with a sarong or shirt)
106. Wong ngusap lambe nganggo jarik (a person who wipes his lips with
a sarong)
107. Wong mentas madhang ndumuk jarik (a person who wipes her
hands on her sarong after eating)
108. Wong mangan nganggo suru godhong Zan sawise rampung ora
disuwek surune (a person who eats using a leaf as a spoon and does not
tear it up when finished)
109. Wong nyuwek wungkusan (a person who tears a wrapping)
110. Wong ngiling lengo saka clupak menyang clupak (a person who
pours oil from one kerosene lamp into another)
111. Wong ngungalake lampu sentir nganggo driji (a person who turns
the oil light up with his fingers)
112. Wong nganggo uceng-uceng srana tegesan (a person who lights a
wick with a cigarette butt )
113. Wong ngambung bocah lagi turu (a person who kisses a child when
she is asleep)
114. Wong nglelo-nglelo anak wanci dalu (a person who chats to a child
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at night when he is asleep)
115. Wong duwe gawe mantu niliki pawon (a person who goes into the
kitchen when hosting a wedding)
116. Wong meteng nglungguhi tampah utawa tambir (a pregnant woman
who sits on a tray)
117. Wong ngegarake payung in jero amah (a person who opens an
umbrella inside the house)
118. Wong ngunekake dremengan in jero amah (a person who plays the
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flute in the house)
119. Wong ngedekake gulungan klasa (a person who places a rolled up
mat standing upwards)
120. Wong nyimpen klasa ora dilempit (a person who keeps a mat
without folding it up)
121. Wong undang-undang bapa biyung dijangkar wae (a person who
calls his parents by their names)
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122. Wong mbZebegake kendhi ing nggenthong (a person who fills the
water pitcher by scooping water out of the large earthen water-barrel)
123. Wong ngedekake sapu sada (a person who leaves a coconut leaf
broom standing up)
124. Wong ngiling banyu kendhi marang kendhi Ziyane (a person who
pours water from one water pitcher into another water pitcher)
125. Wong ngZangkahi Zadhehan (a person who jumps over a spear
handle)
126. Wong ngZangkahi kayu keZar (a person who jumps over keZar wood)
127. Wong nyebut macan ing wayah bengi (a person who says macan
(tiger) at night time)
128. Wong ngenjeti uZa (a person who puts caustic lime on a snake)
129. Wong ngrumat watu cendhana in jero ngomah (a person who keeps
a cendhana stone in the house)
130. Wong ngilo karo ngguyu (a person who laughs while looking in the
mirror)
131. Wong ngilo karo mangan (a person who eats while looking in the
mirror)
132. Wong mithes tinggi ora diambu (a person who kills a bed mite
without first smelling it)
133. Wong nggites lingsa ing sirah (a person who kills louse while they
are still in his hair)
134. Wong nyambut gawe nganti asar ora Zeren (a person who works full
time without rest)
135. Wong ngZembur nyambut gawe dina maZem jumuwah (a person
who works late on a Thursday night)
136. Wong mantu mbuwang uwuh ing jero amah (a person who throws
rubbish in the house while hosting a wedding reception)
137. Wong atrap tratag Zungsuran (a person who installs a roof that has
been used before)
138. Wong atrap gedheg Zungsuran (a person who installs a second hand
wall)
139. Wong nggunakake pring Zungsuran (a person who uses second hand
bamboo)
140. Wong nyambel nganggo wedang utawa duduh jangan (a person who
makes spice with boiling water or vegetable water)
141. Wong idu ing wewayanganing diyan (a person who spits on a
shadow)
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142. Wong adang ing kukusan ditrapi kendhil (a person who cooks rice in
a steam cooker and places another pot on top of the rice)
143. Wong njangan godhong lombok (a person who makes vegetable
soup with chilli leaves.
144. Wong nandur gedhang emas ing latar (a person who plants banana
trees in front of the house)
145. Wong gawe amah srana migunakake rosokan pring tilas_ kandhang,
langgar, cungkup, pawon, kreteg utawa gedhongan (a person who builds
a house using second hand materials from one of the following: bamboo
a small mosque, grave, kitchen, bridge, or stable)
146. Wong obong-obong dina Jemuwah Legi utawa Jemuwah Wage (a
person who burns incense on Friday Legi or Friday Wage)
147. Wong gawe amah nganggo usuk bumbung wung wang (a person
who builds a house using hollow bamboo)
At the beginning of his performances, Ki. Toyo Carito explains that
all people who are sukerta will be free from Bathara Kala if they watch his
ruwatan play. Most dhalang ruwat perform the Murwakala play for the
sukerta people who come under the important (abot) criteria. As Ki.
Toyo Carito says (pers. comm. 1 October 1996), generally sukerta people
who have ruwatan performed in their honour are: on tang anting (one
son), untang-unting (one daughter), kedhana-kedhini (one son and one
daughter), sendhang kaapit pancuran (three children, a female in the
middle), pancuran kaapit sendhang (three children, a male in the
middle), pendhawa (five sons), pendhawi (five daughters), uger-uger
lawang (two sons), and kembang sepasang (two daughters). According to
Ki. Toyo Carito (pers. comm. 1 October 1996) the other sukerta criteria
were listed to educate the Javanese people.

2.4. The Stories of Bathara Kala.

-)

Bathara Kala is the main character in the ruwatan play Murwakala.
He is an evil ogre who hunts magically vulnerable humans. Bathara
Kala is the youngest of six brothers, Bathara Sambo, Bathara Brahma,
Bathara Indra, Bathara Bayu and Bathara Wisnu. This section will
discuss the differences in two versions of the story 'The Birth of Bathara
Kala' as seen in Subalidinata (1985, 34-37), and Waluya (1996, 11-12). The
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Kasunanan and Mangkunegaran Palaces use the Manikmaya (1740)
version as a source for the 'The Birth of Bathara Kala' story. Other
versions of the story can be found in Waluyo (1996, 13-14), Mulyono
(1989, 43-46), Tanaya (1954), Subalidinata (1985, 37-40) and Citrakusuma
(1926, 21-22).
:)

2.4. A. Bathara Kala story in Subalidinata (1985, 34-37) translated from the
Kitab Manikmaya 1740.
tx
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Bathara Guru and his wife Bathari Uma are riding the cow Lembu
Andini, flying on a journey around the world. The journey ends above
the island of Java at sunset. Bathara Guru wishes to make love with
Bathari Uma but she has been reluctant since the birth of their son
Bathara Wisnu. Bathara Guru forces Bathari Uma to make love and she
likens Bathara Guru to an arrogant ogre. As the words leave Bathari
Uma's mouth Bathara Guru grows fangs likes an ogre and his sperm
drop to the sea, creating a thunderous storm. Bathara Guru is
embarrassed and becomes very angry. They return to Kayangan
Junggring Salaka. Bathara Guru demands that the Gods destroy
Kamasalah (who came into existence when Guru's sperm touched the
sea, kama means sperm and salah means wrong). The Gods go to the
place of Kamasalah's creation and see a bright light radiating from the
bottom of the ocean. The Gods attempt to destroy Kamasalah with their
weapons but the light transforms into an ogre, one weapon becomes the
neck and chest, another becomes the nose, chin and forehead. Others
become the eyes, thighs, shoulders, teeth and hair. Suddenly the ogre
emerges from the water and is as huge as a mountain. The ogre asks the
Gods who his father is but they flee in fright and Kamasalah follows
them to Kayangan Junggring Salaka.
The Gods are so frightened that they hide behind Bathara Guru.
Kamasalah faces Bathara Guru and asks him who he is. Bathara Guru
answers that he is the ruler of the world. Kamasalah then asks who his
father is and Bathara Guru says he will tell Kamasalah if he shows his
respect by kneeling down before him to kiss his feet. Kamasalah says that
he will obey if Bathara Guru is sincere and that he will eat Bathara Guru
if he is tricking. Bathara Guru promises that he will not trick Kamasalah.
However, as Kamasalah bends down to kiss Bathara Guru's foot, Bathara
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Guru grabs his hair. In desperation Kamasalah looks up and attempts to
eat his captor. However, Bathara Guru quickly cuts out Kamasalah's two
fangs and pushes his tongue down to take the poison from his mouth.
Kamasalah is weakened, his fangs become the arrows Kunta
Wijayandanu and Pasopati, the hair pulled out becomes the string of the
bows. Bathara Guru then tells Kamasalah that he is his son and names
him Bathara Kala, the king of evil spirits from the Nusakambangan
kingdom of Java. Bathara Guru allows Bathara Kala to eat humans (catu)
and lists sixty types of sukerta people that Bathara Kala may kill. Bathara
Kala then leaves to become the ruler of Nusakambangan. Bathara Guru
visits Bathari Uma as he is still angry with her for creating his fangs.
Bathara Guru grabs Bathari Uma by her hair and lifts her legs up until
her head touches her bottom. Bathari Uma cries out in pain and Bathara
Guru tells her that she looks and sounds like an ogre. Bathari Uma then
transforms into an ogre. Bathara Guru is immediately very disappointed
with what he has done, he tries to comfort his wife by saying that her
body may be ogre-like but her soul is that of the real Uma. Bathara Guru
then exchanges the soul of Bathari Uma with the soul of Dewi Laksmi
(the daughter of the spirit Lama). Dewi Laksmi then becomes the wife of
Bathara Guru. Dewi Durga (the physical ogre form of Bathari Uma with
Dewi Laksmi's soul) then becomes the wife of Bathara Kala. Bathara
Guru remains on the island of Java for fifteen years then returns to the
land of Hindi to build a kingdom for the Gods (Kayangan) in the
Tengguru mountains. The husband of Dewi Laksmi, Resi Catur Kenaka
does not care about the fate of his wife.
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2.4. B. Bathara Kala story by Ki. Waluyo (1996,11-14)

At sunset, Bathara Guru (Manikmaya) and Bathara Naradha
return from a journey around the world. When they arrive at the top of
the world in the West, they see a male spirit (gandarwa) and female spirit
(peri) fighting. The male spirit is trying to rape the female spirit. She
tries to scratch, kick and beat her assailant, as her hair blows wildly in the
wind. The male spirit pushes her head down and rapes her. Bathara
Guru and Bathara Naradha wonder why the male spirit rapes her, why
does he not look for another female spirit who will love him? Bathara
Naradha says that this is one of the world's secrets, maybe he is only
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satisfied when he rapes. Bathara Guru is sorry for the female spirit, she
looks so powerless in her struggle and has to surrender to the male spirit,
Bathara Guru asks if she is fighting for nothing. Bathara Naradha
explains that the law allows the strongest to win, there should be a law
that ensures that the strong are not cruel to others. The current law
allows the larger, stronger male spirit to overcome the female spirit
despite her desperate struggle to defend her self respect. Bathara Naradha
invites Bathara Guru to continue their journey and return to Kayangan
as he is concerned about the effect the incident may have on Bathara
Guru.
Bathara Guru in unable to forget the rape incident, he feels such
passion for the female spirit that he begins to fall in love with her. When
Bathara Guru arrives home he goes to his wife's chambers. Dewi Uma
has just finished taking a bath and lies naked on the bed as it is the hot
season in Junggring Salaka. Her long hair cascades over the edge of the
bed to the floor. She does not realise that her husband has entered her
room. The rape incident remains in Bathara Guru's mind, he touches
his beautiful wife and tries to hug her. Dewi Uma is startled and tells her
husband to leave her to dry off from her bath. Dewi Uma tells her
husband to take a bath himself to rid himself of the bad influences that he
has brought in from outside Kayangan Junggring Salaka32.
Bathara Guru is in the grasp of passion and does not care about his
wife's words. All he can think about is the rape of the female spirit and
he falls upon Dewi Uma. Dewi Uma struggles wildly, beating and kicking
to free herself from her husband's arms but Bathara Guru holds her
down by biting her neck. Dewi Uma is frightened and curses her husband
for his ogre-like behaviour. Suddenly Bathara Guru transforms into an
ogre with fangs. Bathara Guru is furious and curses his wife who
transforms into an ogre. They continue their desperate fight and finally
Bathara Guru rapes Dewi Uma.
The immoral behaviour of the ruler of the world makes it
necessary for Shang Hyang Wenang33 from Ondar-Andir Buwana to
come to Kayangan Junggring Salaka and chastise Bathara Guru. Bathara
Guru's physical form returns to normal except for his fangs. Although
3 2 My family still believe strongly that one should wash his/her hands immediately
when returning home from being out, to wash away any evils that may lurk outside the
home, especially when there are young children in the house.
3 3 The ultimate Javanese God of the wayang kulit cycles.
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Bathari Uma is not able to return to her original physical form. Shang
Hyang Wenang orders Dewi Uma in her ogre form to go to the forest of
Stragandamayit to be queen of the evil spirits and change her name to
Bathari Durga. Bathari Durga is annoyed and angry at what has become
of her. A few months later Bathari Durga realises she is pregnant and
hopes that her baby will be a son to seek revenge against Bathara Guru.
Dewi Durga is delighted when her baby is born an ogre son, she
hopes he will one day destroy the kingdom of Kayangan and the world.
The baby is born at sunset and is given the name Bathara Kala (senjakala sunset). Bathara Kala grows faster than a human baby and is a large,
powerful ogre when he reaches his teen years. Bathari Durga tells
Bathara Kala about her life before he was born. Bathara Kala vows to
destroy Bathara Guru and his fellow Gods when he is strong enough.
When the time comes for Bathara Kala to leave for Kayangan Junggring
Salaka,. Bathari Durga tells him three important messages. The first
message is that Bathara Kala is the rightful son, in line to become the next
ruler of Kayangan Junggring Salaka. The second message is that Bathara
Kala should marry Bathari Sri. The third message is that Bathara Guru
should recognise Bathara Kala as his son. However, Bathara Kala must
kill Bathara Guru to become ruler of the kingdom and kill Bathara
Wisnu to make Bathari Sri his wife .
Bathara Kala arrives at Kayangan Junggring Salaka and tells the
Gods his three wishes. Bathara Guru confesses that Bathara Kala is his
son, however it is Sang Hyang Wenang who decides who will be ruler.
Bathara Guru is unable to make a decision about a union between Bathari
Sri and Bathara Kala because Bathari Sri is married to Bathara Wisnu.
Bathara Kala is dissatisfied with the answer, he looks at the Gods and asks
which one of them is Bathari Sri. Bathara Guru is not suspicious of his
son and tells him where Bathari Sri is sitting, beside the door in the
Balaimarcukunda hall. When Bathara Kala sees how beautiful Bathari
Sri is he falls in love at first sight and moves quickly to touch her.
Bathari Sri escapes quickly through the door and runs to her home in
Kayangan Untarasagara.
Bathara Kala tries to follow Bathari Sri but Bathara Bayu, Bathara
Sambo, Bathara Indra and Bathara Brama block his way. Bathara Kala is
too powerful for the other Gods and he brushes past them to continue
chasing Bathari Sri. Bathari Sri reaches Kayangan Untarasagara but the
chambers are empty and she decides to pass through the Sriwedari
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garden, the secret way to earth (Marcapada). Bathari Durga told Bathara
Kala about the secret door way in the Sriwedari garden and Bathara Kala
follows Bathari Sri through the door. Bathari Sri arrives at Marcapada at
sunset after hiding behind the clouds several times in the bright sunlight.
Meanwhile Bathari Durga is worried that her son will not find Bathari
Sri so she comes to help him. Bathari Durga suddenly appears to Bathara
Kala behind a cloud in the evening light. Bathara Kala does not recognise
her as his mother because all he can think about is the beautiful Bathari
Sri. Bathari Durga cries and yells out that she is his mother but Bathara
Kala enraptured with passion and continues to rape her. Bathari Durga
becomes pregnant with another son, Dewasrani.
Bathara Guru is furious when he hears the news and decides that
Bathara Kala must be destroyed. He asks Bathara Naradha to go to
Marcapada to tell Bathara Wisnu to destroy Bathara Kala. Bathari Sri
meets Bathara Naradha and Bathara Wisnu on the way to Kayangan
Junggring Salaka and explains what has happened. Bathara Kala feels
very guilty and is full of remorse for raping his mother but continues to
pursue Bathari Sri. Eventually Bathara Kala meets Bathara Wisnu on the
road. Bathara Wisnu attempts to destroy Bathara Kala. They battle for
some time but neither God is able to destroy the other because of their
magical powers. Finally Bathara Wisnu uses his weapon, the magic
Cakra arrow. Bathara v\Tisnu shoots the arrow into Bathara Kala's head
which explodes into pieces. Bathara Guru catches the left fang which
becomes the Kyai Pulangeni keris. Bathara Brahma catches the right fang
which becomes the Nanggala spear.

2.4. C. The differences between the stories of Bathara Kala in Subalidinata
(1985, 34-37) and Waluyo (1996, 11-14)
Subalidinata (1985, 34-37)
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a. At the end of their journey around the world Bathara Guru wishes to
make love with his wife on the back of Lembu Andini because they have
not made love since their son Bathara Wisnu was born. Above the
romantic sunset and the sea of Java, Bathara Guru is unable to restrain
his passion for Bathari Uma.
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b. Kamasalah came into existence when Bathara Guru's sperm dropped
into the sea after he forced his wife to make love at the end of their
journey.
c. Bathara Guru grows fangs because of his wife's curse.
r.
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d. Kamasalah is created in the bright light that radiates out from the
bottom of the sea and becomes an ogre as huge as a mountain when the
Gods attempt to destroy him with their weapons.
e. Bathara Guru tricks Kamasalah by demanding that he show his respect.
He then cuts Bathara Kala's fangs and removes the poison from his
mouth. The fangs become the arrows Kunta and Pasopati. Bathara Guru
confesses that Kamasalah is his son and names him Bathara Kala.
Bathara Kala is told to become the ruler of evil spirits in the kingdom of
Nusakambangan.
f. Bathara Guru is furious with his wife and curses her, she transforms
into the ogre Bathari Durga. Bathara Guru commands Bathari Durga to
look for Bathara Kala. The body of Dewi Laksmi with the soul of Dewi
Uma becomes Bathara Guru's wife.
Waluyo (1996, 11-14)

a. Returning from a journey around the world Bathara Guru and Bathara
Naradha watch a male spirit rape a female spirit at sunset.
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b. Bathara Guru returns to the kingdom of Kayangan Junggring Salaka
and goes directly into his wife's chambers. Dewi Uma lies naked on the
bed following her bath and is surprised when her husband falls upon her.
Bathara Guru rapes his wife, she struggles and curses him saying he is
behaving like an ogre. Bathara Guru transforms into an ogre, returns the
curse and Bathari Uma transforms into the ogre Bathari Durga.
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c. Sang Hyang Wenang comes to Kayangan Junggring Salaka to admonish
Bathara Guru and Bathari Uma for their behaviour. Sang Hyang
Wenang commands Bathari Durga to go to the world of humans
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(Setragandamayit). Bathara Guru's body returns to normal except for the
fangs.
d. Bathari Durga is pregnant as a result of being raped, the baby is born at
sunset and given the name Bathara Kala. Bathara Kala grows into a
powerful young God. His mother is delighted as she hopes Bathara Kala
will be strong enough to destroy Bathara Guru. When Bathara Kala is
ready to revenge his mother he leaves for Kayangan Junggring Salaka.
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In the version of Waluyo (1996, 11-14), Bathara Kala is the son of
Dewi Uma and Bathara Guru. Although, in Subalidinata (1985, 34-37)
Kamasalah comes into existence when Bathara Guru's sperm fall into the
sea. In Waluyo (1996), Bathari Durga encourages her son to destroy
Bathara Guru and the other Gods. Bathara Kala rapes Bathari Durga by
mistake and a son Dewasrani is born. In Subalidinata (1985), Kamasalah
is tricked by Bathara Guru and has his fangs cut out. In Waluyo (1996),
Bathara Kala is killed by Bathara Wisnu's arrow Cakra at the end of the
story. One of Bathara Kala's fangs is caught by Bathara Guru and becomes
the Pulanggeni sword, the other fang is caught by Bathara Brama and
becomes the Nanggala spear. In Subalidinata (1985), Bathara Kala is not
killed but goes to live in Nusakambang as ruler of the evil spirits.
Dhalang ruwat generally narrate the Subalidinata (1996) version
that describes Bathara Kala's creation at the beginning of their ruwatan
performances. Kamasalah comes from the word kama (sperm) and salah
(wrong). Because the sperm of Bathara Guru did not go into Bathari
Uma's vagina, an unpleasant (salah kedaden) species was created. The
rape and birth of Bathara Kala in the version of Waluyo is perhaps too
close to a real life situation for Javanese audiences. The Subalidinata
version is more dramatic, fictitious and appealing to wayang kulit
enthusiasts. Dhalang ruwat may prefer the Subalidinata version because
it has come from an ancient source (Manikmaya 1740) and is considered
to have more power than later sources (pers. comm. Wahana, 27
September 1996). In the Waluyo version Bathara Kala is killed and there
would be no reason to perform the ruwatan ritual. In the Subalidinata
version however, Bathara Kala is free to rule the world of evil spirits and
pursue magically vulnerable people for his food. The Murwakala story
dramatised in a ruwatan play is therefore a continuation of the
Subalidinata version of the birth of Kala rather than the Waluyo version.
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2.5. The Criteria for Dhalang Ruwat.
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In a ruwatan performance, the audience focuses on the dhalang as
he or she is responsible for the spiritual ceremony. Although a dhalang
ruwat will perform both all-night and ruwatan wayang kulit plays, a
dhalang who is not yet considered 'spiritually pure' does not perform
ruwatan .. A dhalang does not need to be spiritually (batin) prepared for
an all-night wayang kulit performance. A dhalang ruwat must begin to
prepare mentally (meditation - tirikat) and physically (fast - puasa) for
more than forty days prior to the performance (pers. comm. Ki. Toyo
Carito, 1 October, 1996). Wayang kulit enthusiasts believe that a dhalang
risks his life by performing a ruwatan play and a dhalang ruwat who is
ill-prepared may cause disruption within his family (Mulyadi 1985, viii).
The late Ki. Sudarman Gondodarsono, a popular and influential
dhalang ruwat, mentioned in his interview with Didiek Teha (1989, 34),
that a dhalang ruwat must be able to trace his genealogy through five
generations of dhalang on both sides of the family (dhalang sejati). The
dhalang ruwat must also be the oldest sibling in his family. Ki.
Sudarman Gondodarsono also mentions that if the dhalang is not a
dhalang sejati and performs a ruwatan play, evil disturbances may occur.
Dhalang ruwat have to wear their jarik (sarong) in the temanggungan
style, the jacket must be black and the Javanese head cap must be worn.
According to Ki. Sudarman Gondodarsono the dhalang must walk to the
performance carrying a stick of lotrok wood and white material that is
usually used to cover the dead (mori).
In the regency of Sukoharjo and Klaten it is generally believed that
a dhalang ruwat must be a descendant of Ki. Panjang Mas (pers. comm.
Toyo Carito, 26 October, 1996) . Many dhalang in Sukoharjo, Klaten and
Surakarta claim that Ki. Panjang Mas was their ancestor (Soetarno 1992,
65). Ki. Panjang Mas (or Ki. Lebdajiwa) was a famous dhalang during the
period of Sultan Agung in the kingdom of Mataram (1613-1643). Ki.
Panjang Mas performed until 1680.
Bambang Mutiyasa, a dhalang and senior lecturer at the University
of Performing Arts (STSI) Surakarta, believes that a dhalang ruwat does
not necessarily have to be a descendant of Ki. Panjang Mas and have
grand-children. However, a dhalang ruwat must be a trusted, authority
figure within the community and must be a person of good character
(pers. comm. Bambang Murtiyasa, 15 October, 1996). Suratno, another
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senior lecturer at STSI and son of the dhalang ruwat Ki. Naryo Carito,
has a different opinion. He believes that a dhalang ruwat should be a
mature (over sixty) and experienced person who is capable of solving any
problems that occur in the community (dhalang sepuh). Harijadi Tri
Putranto, a lecturer in the Department of Puppetry at STSI Surakarta
believes that the ruwatan performances of East Java are more serious
than those of Central Java, especially when the dhalang recites a chant
(pers. comm. Harijadi Tri Putranto, 15 September, 1996). The dhalang
places a white cloth (mori) around his neck prior to reciting a chant and
there is absolutely no humour during the performance.
Most ruwatan plays are performed during the day from 9 am to 1
pm or from 9 am to 5 pm with some variations. Ki Dhalang Rigan from
Tulungagung, East Java performs ruwatan from 5 am to 6 am
immediately following an all-night wayang kulit performance (pers .
comm. Harijadi Tri Putranto, 15 September, 1996). Ki. Toyo Carito
generally performs three hour ruwatan plays during the day. However,
on June 13, 1991 he performed a ruwatan play in the evening (7 pm to 10
pm) prior to the all-night performance because of the host's wishes.
Ki. Toyo Carito believes a dhalang should have permission from
his parents (if they are still alive) to become a dhalang ruwat. At least
one of the dhalang's children must be married. The dhalang must be able
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knowledge of puppetry (ngelmu pedhalangan).
Finally; a dhalang must be a respected, authority figure in the
community. Ki. Toyo Carito maintains that the spiritual power
(Kebatinan) of the dhalang ruwat is crucial to the ruwatan performance.
The term Kebatinan comes from the root batin which means stomach,
deep feeling, hidden, soul, essential (Subagya 1990, 14). Ki. Toyo Carito
believes that as a dhalang ruwat must always be prepared to defend
himself from black magic. During his interview (October 1, 1996), he
spoke of an incident that occurred during a wayang kulit performance in
the year 1958. In the middle of the performance Ki. Toyo Carito became
very ill with stomach cramps and anal bleeding, his student Suwardi was
forced to continue the performance. When Ki. Toyo Carito arrived home
he made medicine from the hedge-shrub kunir and returned the black
magic that had been performed against him. Seventeen days later he
performed a wayang kulit play in the same village, a man who worked in
the kitchen came and told Ki. Toyo Carito that a man who had since died
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had told him to put poison in Ki. Toyo Carito's drink. Ki. Toyo Carito
believes that the man who had him poisoned was either jealous of his
popularity or wanted to see whether a dhalang ruwat would survive
being poisoned.
Ki. Toyo Carito began his inner training (tapa brata) during his
adolescent years. The inner training involved fasting, meditation,
learning many chants and the Javanese numerological system. Ki. Toyo
Carito begins to prepare for a ruwatan play more than forty days before
the performance by fasting (certain foods are not eaten on certain days),
he does not talk(mbisu) on certain days (depending on the date of birth of
the sukerta person) and walks from mid-night to sunrise with his wife
Kartini (pers. comm. Kartini, 1 October 1996). Ki. Toyo Carito explained
that the actual exorcism (the spiritual part of the ruwatan) is performed
during the forty days prior to the performance and the play is only the
physical part of the ruwatan ceremony.

2.6 The Sacred Offerings (sajen) of Ruwatan Performance.
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The ruwatan ceremony begins the night before the ruwatan play.
The dhalang checks the offerings (sajen) for the next day's performance
and places white cotton around the house (Ki. Toyo Carito, 21/8/1996).
At the same time the host invites friends, relations, and neighbours to
come and join the slametan .
The slametan is the Javanese version of what is perhaps the
world's most common religious ritual, the communal feast, and,
as almost everywhere, it symbolises the mystic and social unity of
those participating in it. (Geertz, 1960 11)
The Javanese believe that a slametan will ensure the success of a
ceremony. Offerings are presented to Bathara Kala at a ruwatan
performance in exchange for the sukerta person or people. The dhalang is
responsible for the offerings that are presented at a ruwatan performance,
although many have varying opinions as to what offerings are
appropriate. The sukerta person or people may help the dhalang to
prepare the offerings, as many believe that the success of the exchange is
dependent upon the quality of the offerings. Ki. Darman Gondodarsono
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had 172 offerings for his performance and some were very difficult to
acquire (Didiek Teha, 1989 34).
Offerings are also presented to the guardian spirits of the village
(dhanyang). Village inhabitants believe that dhanyang are their
ancestor's spirits that reside in certain recognised areas of the village.
Offerings are placed at these locations on important occasions.
Sometimes the danjang is considered to be merely a vague
protective spirit, resident in a larger tree or some other natural
phenomenon, who was a guardian of the area before human
beings arrived, and is distinguished from the founder of the
village, who is called the tjikal-bakal. Usually, however, the two
are merged and the term danjang desa ("village danjang") is used
to refer to a single founder-guardian spirit. (Geertz, 1960 26)
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Dhalang believe that offerings are an extremely important element of the
ruwatan performance. Many believe that if the offerings are not
complete the host or dhalang may face dire consequences. The offerings
presented during a ruwatan performance are generally given to the
dhalang. Ki. Toyo Carito mentioned that some dhalang prefer to give
the offerings to the audience (pers. comm. Ki. Toyo Carito, 1 October
1996). Ki. Toyo Carito believes that a dhalang benefits doubly by
relinquishing the offerings (sajen), as he receives merit from God and
from the members of the audience who believe that one becomes
prosperous when in possession of a ruwatan offering. As Keeler (1987,
177) mentioned:
One dhalang, while speaking of the most elaborate and valuable
sajen for a wayang performance, those assembled for a ruwatan,
explained that these by right belong to the dhalang, but the benefit
-really, God's favour- granted to the giver of these offerings
actually goes to whoever gives them up. [my italics]
Singgih Wibisana (1996, 49) says that the names and shapes of the
offerings assembled for ruwatan are relevant to the underlying meanings
and symbolism of these offerings. Rice plants suspended on each side of
the screen, sugar plants (tebu), banyan-tree leaves and yellow coconuts
(kelapa gadhing) are believed to symbolise prosperity. A rooster with a
chicken (ayam sajodo) symbolise balance in life (such as day and night,
hot and cold and joy and sorrow). The shape of the tumpeng rice
represents a food source that is plentiful (the tumpeng is shaped like a
mountain). Water_ offerings presented at ruwatan are taken from
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tempuran (the place where two rivers meet), tempuran symbolises
double power. Offerings such as tools and kitchen utensils represent the
necessities that make life easier. This section will discuss the research of
Dr Soetarno (1995) and the offerings assembled for the ruwatan
performances of Ki. Toyo Carito.
}

2.6. A. The offerings (sajen) presented in ruwatan by Dr. Soetarno.
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According to Soetarno (1985, 21) there are twelve important types
of offerings that must be presented at a ruwatan performance:
1. Plants: pisang raja (king banana), setundun (ripe bananas that are still
on the branch), young coconut, sugar tree complete with leaves, dadap
serep leaves, apa-apa leaves, alang-alang leaves, meja leaves, kara leaves
and kluwih leaves. All of the plants assembled should be bound at the
front door. Placed behind the screen on the left and right sides are two
kembar mayang (one meter banana trunks standing in pots and decorated
with young coconut leaves, fruits, and vegetables). Also placed behind
the screen are kembang setaman (flowers in water) for the baths of
Bathara Kala, the sukerta people and the musicians.
2. Fire: coal on the hearth, fan and incense to be burnt during the entire
ruwatan performance.
3. Material: 3 meters of mori (white material used to cover the dead)
placed under the banana trunk where the dhalang and sukerta people sit
surrounded by rose petals.
4. Screen frame (gawangan kelir): five new batik cloths draped over the
screen frame. Rice plants suspended at the right and left of the screen and
some items of clothes belonging to the sukerta people are given to the

dhalang.
5. Rice: a. rice complete with fried food, a chicken dish (pecel ayam),
barbequed jack-fruit (pindhang kluwih) and rice soup (sayur menir).
b. rice complete with a whole fish, vegetables with coconut (lalaban),
(mentimun), large red and green chillies, onion and black peas.
c. yellow rice with three fried eggs and sweetened coconut( srundeng
asmarandana).
6. Sweet porridge (jenang): red and white.
7. Market snacks (jajan pasar): king bananas (pisang raja), beautiful
bananas (pisang ayu), eugenia (jambu), and zalacca edulis (salak). Betel
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leaves (sirih) with money, Javanese brown sugar (gula Jawa) and coconut,
light food. Incense, flowers, water in a small bronze pot (cupu), a needle,
white and black cotton, a small mirror, water in a water-pitcher, green
peas, beans (kedele), pepper corns (kemiri), salted fish, eggs and one coin
in a cooking pot (empluk).
8. Cotton and coconut oil for the kerosene lamp (blencong) ..
9. Animals: pigeons (male and female), chickens (male and female) and
ducks (male and female).
10. Fruit salad (rujak) : fruit salad placed in bamboo, fruit salad made
from seed bananas (pisang kluthuk) and water, and five yellow bamboo
poles. All the fruits are placed on a tray with a pyramid of rice, complete
with vegetables (culuban), barbequed chicken (panggang), boiled eggs,
chilli sauce (sambel gepeng) and fish that has been cooked without salt.
The tray is placed in front of the dhalang.
11. Offerings for the dhanyang (sajen buangan): a large basket made from
banana leaves (takir) with a rice dish (nasi tumpeng), market snacks, and
one coin. The offerings are placed at the locations where the dhanyang
are believed to reside.
12. Coconut is mixed with water that has been taken from a well or pond
and is used to bathe the sukerta people.
Following the ruwatan performance, five bamboo plants are planted in
the corner of the yard. Green peas, black beans, pepper corns, salted fish,
eggs and coins are placed in a ceramic pot and buried in the corner of the
yard.

2.6. B. The offerings (sajen) of ruwatan performance by Ki. Toyo Carito.
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Ki. Toyo Carito explained in his interview (1 October 1996) that the
preparation of the offerings assembled at his ruwatan performance begins
one month before the occasion. When preparing for a ruwatan Ki. Toyo
Carito not only draws on his experience as a dhalang ruwat but also as a
wong tuwa (old person). A person with great wisdom and experience is
believed to have strength of batin 34. As Keeler (1987, 39-40) says
To speak of individuals "strength of batin" (kekuatan batin) refers
to their capacity to channel the immaterial potency that exists in

3 4 Batin: the spiritual, mysterious or subtle (Keeler 1989, 269)
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the world... The higher one's status, the stronger one's batin ...
[my italics]
The offerings of his performances are:
1. Black sugar trees (tebu wulung) placed at each side of the screen to
protect the host and sukerta people from evil spirits (lelembut). Geertz
(1960, 19) refers to lelembut as
... the kind of spirits which enter and possess one, are a rather
more serious affair [than the spirits gendruwos, setans, demits, or
djims] for an encounter with them may end in sickness, insanity,
or death.
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2. White cotton is wound around the house as protection against evil
spirits.
3. Two coconut tree bulbs (cikal sajodo) which symbolise the lives of
male and female humans who will mature and be of use.
4. Male and female pigeons (peksi dara sajodho) which symbolise
guardians of the air and are used to refuse entry to any evil spirits trying
to gain access from the air. The pigeons are released by the host after the
performance.
5. Seven sashes (angkin pitu) to prevent evil female spirits.
6. Seven ropes (dhadhung pitu) to restrain Bathara Kala's followers
(animals and insects).
7. Seven whips (cethen pitu) to prevent premonition dreams becoming
reality. Many believe that dreams about animals will bring bad luck.
8. Seven small snack packs wrapped in banana leaves (pecok bakal pitu),
four are buried in each corner of the yard and the other three are placed at
the offering place of the dhanyang.
9. General offerings (assembled at all wayang kulit performances) are
made to the good spirits of the village. The offerings are rice boiled in
coconut leaf wrappings (kupat), snacks made of glutinous rice wrapped in
a young coconut leaf (lepet), fried dry rice (cengkaruk gimbal), potatoes
(pala kesimpar or pala kapendhem) and papaya (pala gumandhul).
10. Male and female chickens (ayam sajodho).
11. Male and female ducks (bebek sajodho). The animals are assembled to
appease Bathara Kala's followers.
12. Five meters of white material used to cover the dead (mori pethak
gangsal meter). The mori is believed to prevent illness and ill-fortune
from plaguing the sukerta people. The material represents the five
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senses that the dhalang ignores while meditating during the
performance.
13. Seven ankle-length batik wrap-around skirts (sinjang pitung lembar).
14. One knife or sword (peso utawa pedhang siji) represents the sword of
Bathara Kala (Pedang Kangkam). It is hoped by the host that the Pedang
Kangkam will become blunt.
15. Two river fish (ulam loh gesang sajodho). These offerings are to
appease the followers of Bathara Kala who live in the water.
16. Two large bowls filled with water, flower petals and two eggs
(kembang setaman rang wadhah nganggo tigan ). The eggs represent the
eggs that are thrown at Bathara Kala when he falls asleep and the bowl of
water with petals is used to bathe the sukerta people.
17. All the wayang figures used during the performance wear a necklace
of flowers.
18. Rice in seven triangle shaped banana leaf plates (bucu pitu).
19. Seven sticky rice cakes(jadah pitu).
20. Seven eggs (endhog mentah pitu).
21. Yellow rice (beras kuning dikunir), made from rice and saffron.
22. A knife made from bamboo skin and saffron (welat Zan kunir), this
rype of knife is used to cut the umbilical cord at births. The numbers 18 to
22 above symbolise the lives of sukerta people from birth to adulthood.
23. vVhite cotton (lawe wenang).
24. Bunches of rice stems are placed at both sides of the screen (sumping
pari).
25. Young coconut with brown sugar and coconut milk (rujak degan).
26. A sweet spicy drink (dhawet).
27. Porridge made from bran rice (jenang baru-baru).
28. Water and cotton-wool (jenang bonang-baning).
29. Three banana leaf triangle plates of rice on a tray (bucu telung iji ana
tampah).
30. Small multi-coloured, glutinous rice balls with sugar inside (klepon)
31. One batik sarong (kopohan jarik) for the dhalang, and a mori cloth
(kopohan jarik siji sak lembar marang dhalang). The numbers 24 to 31
above symbolise prosperity.
Ki. Toyo Carito gives all of the offerings except the kopohan jarik and
mori to the audience at the end of the performance.
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2.7 The Chants of Ruwatan Performance
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The chants (mantra) used in a ruwatan performance are of great
importance, it is believed that they will protect a sukerta person from the
hands of Bathara Kala and will change one's future. Ki. Toyo Carito
claims that the chant does not mean anything without batin (fasting and
meditation). He explains that the wayang kulit performance is simply the
physical part of the ruwatan ceremony, the actual exorcism occurs over a
forty day period when the dhalang follows a strict regime of fasting and
meditation. In the performances of Ki. Toyo Carito all chants are spoken
without the microphone to prevent any threat of danger to the audience.
Dhalang ruwat Ki. Darman Gondodarsono maintained that one of the
ruwatan chants (Donga Banyu Sanga) is very dangerous and may cause
miscarriage in pregnant women or life threatening bleeding in women
who are menstruating. Ki. Darman Gondodarsono in Didiek Teha (1989,
34), mentioned that he would warn his audience prior to reciting Donga
Banyu Sanga. However, at one of his performances a menstruating
woman did not heed to his warnings, she heard the chant and her
menstruation did not stop for a year and a half. She allegedly died as a
result.
There are many different versions of ruwatan chants, although the
two standard repertoire in Surakarta come from the Kasunanan and
Mangkunegaran palaces. Most dhalang ruwat will select some chants
from either one or both palaces. Generally, dhalang who are connected to
the Mangkunegaran court either through family or training, will choose
a higher proportion of Mangkunegaran chants. Dhalang connected to the
Kasunanan court tend to select a higher proportion of Kasunanan chants.
Ki. Toyo Carito trained as a dhalang at the Kasunanan court as a young
man and believes that the Kasunanan dynasty is older than that of the
Mangkunegaran court, therefore he prefers to use Kasunanan mantra in
his ruwatan performances .
The oldest source of ruwatan literature, the Centhini (written at
the beginning of 19th Century), is found in the archives of the
Kasunanan palace. Many dhalang, like Ki. Toyo Carito, are graduates
from the former Padhasuka/Pasinaon Dhalang Kraton Surakarta (the
Puppeteer School of the Kasunanan palace). Many believe they are
descendants of Ki. Panjang Mas, a famous dhalang of the Kasunanan
palace. The book of stories for ruwatan performances used by the
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Kasunanan palace is 'Tjariyos Pedhalangan Lampahan Dhalang
Kandabuwana Murwakala' (The Murwakala Stories of Dhalang
Kandabuwana) written by Tanajo. R. in 1954.
Ki. Redi Tanojo was a
descendant of Ki. Panjang Mas and taught at Padhasuka.
One of the ruwatan sources from the Mangkunegaran palace is
'Serat Carios Dhalang Karungrungan' (The Story of Dhalang
Karungrungan) by Anon (1920, 259-319) and translated by Harpawati
(1996). This book consists of twelve chapters and is written in Javanese
Scripture. Another ruwatan source from the Mangkunegaran palace is
the 'Pakem Paruwatan Murwakala' (The Murwakala in Ruwatan
Performance Guide) by Anon (1949) and translated by Mugiarto (1980) ..
This book describes the ruwatan performed by Ki. Rangga Wignyasutarna
in the great hall of the Mangkunegaran palace on 11 October, 1949.
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2. 8. The Chants of the Ruwatan Performances of Ki. Toyo Carito.
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As previously mentioned, Ki. Toyo Carito switches off his
microphone prior to reciting a chant during a ruwatan performance to
prevent any unfortunate consequences (pers. comm. Ki. Toyo Carito, 1
October 1996). According to Ki. Toyo Carito the chants are inefficacious if
the dhalang does not meditate and fast (tapa brata) prior to the
performance. A dhalang ruwat must have kekuatan batin (inner peace
and tranquillity), understand the jagad cilik (microcosmos, human
world) and jagad gedhe (macrocosmos, the greater world) in order to
render assistance to people encountering supernatural problems.
Moertono (1968) cited Becker (1980, 27) discusses this Javanese
philosophical and psychological framework as follows:
In attuning himself to the Great Order man is led to accept the
concept of Harmony, a cosmic harmony, in which everyone and
everything has its ascribed place .... It is a harmony not only of
man's world, the micro-cosmos, with the greater macro-cosmos,
but also a harmony within his own sphere of life.
Ki. Toyo Carito began his inner training (tapa brata) during his
adolescent years when he became an apprentice to the spiritual teacher
Bapak Sardi. The inner training involved fasting, meditation, learning
the Javanese numerological system and learning about many chants. Ki.
Toyo Carito believes that inner training enables a dhalang to gain access
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to the good spirits Kama Wurung and Bajang Wurung who aid in the
process of exorcising evil spirits and solving other supernatural
problems. The local community trust Ki. Toyo Carito as a wong tuwa
(old person, or person with wisdom). He is regularly called upon by
locals who require his help with healing sick relatives, helping failing
businesses, and choosing an auspicious day for the building of a house or
a marriage reception. Ki. Toyo Carito has many visits from people who
suspect their lives are being disrupted by evil spirits (lelembut, memedi,

thuyul, setan, dhemit). Geertz (1960, 16-17) provides the following
explanation about evil spirits:

\
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Memedi merely upset people or scare them, but they do not
usually do serious damage ... Lelembut, in contrast to memedis,
can make one ill or drive one crazy. The lelembuts enter the
individual's body, and if one is not treated by a native Javanese
curer (called a dukun) one will die ... Lastly the tujul spirits are
spirit children, "children who are not human beings". They
don't upset and frighten people or make them sick, quite the
contrary, they are very much liked by human beings, for they
help them become rich.
Geertz describes the spirits lelembut, setan, and demit, as those that are
able to possess a person, an encounter with them may end in insanity,
sickness, or death. Ki. Toyo Carito claims that his knowledge of
Kebatinan allows him to perform ruwatan with confidence as he is able
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to "maca jagade manungsa" (understand the spiritual connections with
human beings).35
In the interview 1 October 1996, Ki. Toyo Carito explained that
ruwatan chants are not only recited during the wayang kulit
performances. Some are recited every night for forty days prior to the
performance, the night before the performance, the morning of the
performance and after the performance. The chants that are recited for a
ruwatan ceremony are not disclosed in this thesis.36
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3 5 Ki. Toyo Carito does not wish to disclose the details of what he calls 'the knowledge
of kebhatinan' or the spiritual connections to human beings. In order to disclose this
type of information both Ki. Toyo Carito and the receiver of the information would be
required to fast for several days and meet on an auspicious day in the sacred month of
Sura (the first month on the Javanese calendar).
3 6 Ki. Toyo Carito believes that the powers of the chants may cause disruption or
misfortune for the readers.
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Ki. Toyo Carito uses five chants in his ruwatan performances.
They are: Purwaning Dumadi, Santi Parwa, Kala Cakra, Sastra Telak, and
Sastra Jaja. The most important scene in the ruwatan performance is the
scene in which the dhalang and Bathara Kala argue about who is the
eldest. The dhalang tells the story about Adam and Hawa (humans) who
were the ancestors of the gods and claims that humans are older than the
gods. In Ki. Toyo Carita's version dhalang Kandhabuwana reads the
chants on Bathara Kala's body causing him to suffocate which allows
Kandhabuwana to remove his fangs. Ki. Toyo Carito has adapted his
version of the Murwakala story to make it more believable for the
audience. Bathara Kala is a large, powerful ogre and needs to be
immobilised to enable dhalang Kandhabuana to remove his fangs. In
other ruwatan performances Bathara Guru removes Bathara Kala's fangs
during the first scene in exchange for food. Another version used by
some dhalang ruwat is the one in which Bathara Guru tricks Bathara
Kala then reveals that he, Bathara Guru is Bathara Kala's father.
Following the scene in which Bathara Kala's fangs are removed Ki. Toyo
Carito cuts a few strands of the sukerta person's hair and one of his/her
fingernails, then tears off a piece of mori cloth to wrap the hair and nails .
After the performance Ki. Toyo Carito throws the wrapped contents into
the nearest sea or river, symbolising the removal of what is unclean and
its return to the place of Bathara Kala's creation. Bathara Kala finally
promises that he will not eat any sukerta people who have had a ruwatan
play performed in their honour by the dhalang.
The chants of Ki. Toyo Carito ruwatan performances are:
1. Purwaning Dumadi
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Ki. Toyo Carito uses the Kasunanan Chant Iki Sampurnaning Puja
(this perfect chant), table 3 A, as he is a graduate from the Kasunanan
school for dhalang. Ki. Toyo Carito renamed the chant Purwaning
Dumadi (the beginning of existence) because it describes how Bathara
Kala came into existence (pers. comm. Ki. Toyo Carito, 1 October 1996),
the chant is:
Hong prayoganira Sang Hyang, Aksara lawan Pratiwi, mijil yoganira Sang
agilang-gilang ing siti, binuwang aneng samodra, kumambang lembaklembak, ana daging dudu daging, ana getih dudu getih, aranmu Sang
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Kama Salah, akiris akilomaya, kadya manik sapusthika, gya murub
mangarab-arab, nekakaken prabawa, ketug lindu Zan prahara,

lesus

anggung aliweran, geter-pater tan pantara, murub ingkang Kalarodra,
gumesang aneng triloka, nguniwah kang padmacakra, nguniweh Bathara
Guru, Awignam astuna purnama sidhi, Hong namu namas swah hah.

iI,
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Translation:
From the God Aksara and Goddess Pratiwi, a child is born and lies on the
ground, they throw the child into the ocean, the child is not of human
form, it is meat yet it is not meat, there is blood, yet there is no blood, it is
Kama Salah, looking like a sparkling diamond, burning like a firebringing storm, the earth quakes and hurricanes roar in the three worlds
[world of humans, world of Gods, and world of the supernatural], Bathara
Guru is very worried [my italics].
This is the chant that Dhalang Kandhabuana reads to immobilise Bathara
Kala.
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2. Iki Santipurwa
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The second chant of the performance of Ki. Toyo Carita is also
from the Kasunanan Palace and describes the power of Bathara Kala. The
Gods try to destroy the being in the ocean, however their weapons
become the body parts of Bathara Kala which make him strong and
powerful. Ki. Toyo Carita (pers. comm. 1 October 1996) says, the magical
power of the chant is strong enough to overcome Bathara Kala.
The chant is :
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Hong dinuk aku, purwanira ring pustaka, ginutuk ing padmacakra,
ingkang minangka sirahmu, ginutuk ing karamean, ya ta kang dadi
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rambutmu, ginutuk sireng panelan, ya ta minangka bathukmu, ginutuk
sira rengas wastra, ya ta kang dadi alismu, ginutuk ing suryakantha, ya ta
kang dadi netramu, ginutuk sireng kilatnya, ya ta kang dadi kedhepmu,
ginutuk sireng mani, ya ta kang dadi kupingmu, ginutuk sireng padupan,
ya ta pinangka atimu, ginutuk sireng gemitri, ya ta kang dadi empermu,
ginutuk

ing

sandi

widhi

ya

ta

kang

dadi

jantungmu,

ginutuk

segarampenan, ya ta pinangka wetengmu, ginutuk sireng lulita ya ta
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pi1iangka ususmu, ginutuk ing Rancang wastra, ya ta pinangka ototmu,
ginutuk pancuran racah ya ta pinangka dakarmu, ginutuk ing baka
wastra ya ta pinangka wanglongmu, ginutuk ing bindiwastra, ja ta
pinangka garesmu, ginutuk ing raja kiwal, ya ta kang dadi sikilmu,
ginutuk ing gunung waja, ja ta pinangka awakmu, ginutuk ing
)
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gorawastra, ingkang pinangka gedhemu, ginutuk ing bramawastra, ja ta
pinangka napsumu.
Kumejot polah ambegan, angadeg kagiri-giri;
awakmu megah anger, asalit ajatha gimbal, angerikanguwuh-uwuh, sira
mulat amangetan, sakyehning para jawata, kagegeran dening sira, awedi
ndeleng rupamu, aranmu Kamasalah. Awignam astu na purnama sidhi.
Hong, namu namas swah hah.
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Translation:
Beginning with your head, the weapon Padmacakra becomes your head,
the weapon Karamean becomes your hair, the weapon Panelan becomes
your forehead, the weapon Rengas wastra becomes your eyebrows, the
weapon Suryakantha becomes your eyes, the weapon Kilatnya allows you
to blink, the weapon Sireng mani becomes your ears, the weapon
Padupan becomes your liver, the weapon Sireng gemitri becomes your
kidneys, the weapon Sandi widhi becomes your heart, the weapon
Segarampean becomes your stomach, the weapon Lulita becomes your
bowels, the weapon Rancang wastra becomes your muscles, the weapon
Pancuran racah becomes your penis, the weapon Baka wastra becomes
your shoulders, the weapon Bindhiwastra becomes your leg, the weapon
Raja kiwal becomes your feet, the weapon Gunung waja becomes your
body, the weapon Gorawastra creates your great size, the weapon
Bramawastra becomes your emotions. Struggle, move and breath, stand
with your huge body and long hair, yell out, you look to the East, all the
gods are frightened and call you Kama Salah.
3. Caraka balik
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Caraka balik is used in every ruwatan performance as it is believed
that the Javanese alphabet read backwards is a strong weapon that will
overcome evil spirits. The chant is only words if the reader does not
have kekuatan batin (inner power) from meditation, fasting and inner
training for a minimum of three years (pers. comm. Ki. Toyo Carito, 1
October 1996).
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The chant is:
nga, tha, ba, ga, ma, nya, ya, ja, dha, pa, la, wa, sa, ta, da, ka, ra, ca, na, ha.

/
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The chant does not have any meaning if it is read backwards although it
has meaning when read from beginning to end:
ha, na, ca, ra, ka, (there are ambasadors)
da, ta, sa, wa, la, (Data and Sawala)
pa, dha, ja, ya, nya, (their sacredness is the same)
ma, ga, ba, tha, nga, (they all die).
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This chant has been taken from the Javanese legend Babat Tanah Jawi
(About the Island of Java). In this story the two servants of the character
Ajisaka, Duta and Sawala fight each other and are both killed during the
fight (pers. comm. Ki. Toyo Carita, 1 October 1996).
4. Iki Aksara ing Telak
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This chant is about the weaknesses or illnesses of the gods and who
is able to help them recover.
The chant is:

1
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Sang Kala lumerang, sangkaning lara, Wisnu kena ing lara, lungguh ing
otot Zan amperu, kang alara mulja, mulja dening Bathara Brama, Brama
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kena ing lara, lungguh ing daging Zan ing getih, kang alara mulya, mulya
dening Bathara Guru, Guru kena ing lara, lungguh ing tutuk, turune
"r

lumumah, Zan saranduning awak, kang alara mulja, mulya dening Sang
Hyang Wenang, Sang Hyang Wenang tan kena ing lara, maring Sang
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Hyang Tunggal, kumpul panunggaling rasa, rasa tunggal Zan jati, jati
tunggal Zan rasa, rasa jati mulja, mulja saking Ingkang Wisesa. Hong
Awignam astu namas idem.

Translation:
The illnesses are caused by Kala, Wisnu may develop muscle problems
and liver disease, Bathara Brama is able to heal Wisnu, Brama may
develop blood disease, Bathara Guru is able to heal Brama, Guru may
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develop mouth disease and problems with his body causing him to sleep
on his back, Shang Hyang Wenang is able to heal Guru, Shang Hyang
Wenang and Shang Hyang Tunggal will not become ill, together as one,
and at peace.
5. Sastra Jaja/Sastra Pinedati
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The popular name for this chant is Rajah Kalacakra. Soeratno
Timoer (1990, 14) in Soetarno (1992, 59) says the meanings of the words
Rajah Kalacakra are: Rajah= destiny, knowledge or drawing, Kala= time,
cakra= rotation of the world. Ki. Toyo Carito mentions that the
important chant in Murwakala is Rajah Kalacakra, as this chant has the
power to weaken Bathara Kala.
All dhalang ruwat in Central Java
perform the chant Rajah Kalacakra in their performances.
Ki. Toyo
Carito performs Rajah Kalacakra twice during his ruwatan performances,
both when dhalang Kandhabuana reads the chant on Bathara Kala's chest
and to cleanse the character Jatusmati.
The chant is:
ya, ma, ra, 7a, 7a, ra, ma, ya. Ya, ma, ra, ni, ni, ra, ma, ya. Ya, si, la, pa, pa,
la, si, ya. Ya, mi, du, ru, ru, du, mi, ya. Ya, da, yu, di, da, yu, di, ya. Ya, si,
ma, ha, ma, ha, si, ya. Ya, si, ya, ca, ca, ya, si, ya. Ya, mi, du, sa, sa, du, mi,
ya

f
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Soetarno (1992, 60) has translated the above chant into Indonesian, his
translation has the following meaning:
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Hi Kala who comes, remove your sacred power, the one who causes
hunger will make one full again, the one who causes poverty will create
wealth, the one who causes pain will not cause illness, the one who
causes war will lose power, the one who is wicked will be remorseful, the
one who is evil will bring more love.
Ki. Toyo Carito uses a sixth chant following the ruwatan wayang kulit
performance. The sixth chant is spoken as the sukerta people are bathed
in kembang setaman (flowers petals in water). The bathing ceremony
symbolises a cleansing of evil with water from seven different wells or
springs (the number seven represents the seven elements of human
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beings: bones, blood, meat, skin muscle, feeling and soul)37. The
following two chants have been created by Ki. Toyo Carito and are a
combination of chants from the Kasunanan and Mangkunegaran palaces.
The chants are Padusaning Kala and Kudanganing Kala from the
Kasunanan palace, and Padusan Kala from the Mangkunegaran palace.
Ki. Toyo Carito believes that the final chant of the ceremony needs to be
powerful and that the combined power of the three chants is stronger
than the power of only one (pers. comm. Ki. Toyo Carito, 1 October 1996).

Ngresiki kuwadhagane sing diruwat
Tirta sarining tunjung mring tlaga manik madirda, sing padha adus
sirna saliring dur, Uma-yi kang ngedusi, Parwati kang ngosoki, Wisnu
kang ngentas.
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Translation:
Pure water with the perfume of flowers from Tlaga mahdirda [the name
of the lake in the Murwakala story where sukerta people must bathe to
avoid being devoured by Bathara Kala], by bathing, you will cleanse
yourself of evil, Umayi bathes (the sukerta), Parwati (Umayi's second
name) cleans and washes, Wisnu takes you from the bath [my
parentheses].
The following chant is whispered softly into the sukertas' ears:

t\.

Eling sira Kala, sira muliha marang Kayangan Jati, asale saka ora sira
muliha marang ora, asale teka ing jati muliha marang jati, ingsun iki
sejatine wasesa sang Maha Kawasa wus paring panguwasa.
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Translation:
Remember Kala, return to Kayangan Jati, you came from nothing, return
to nothing, you came from Jati return to Jati, I represent the gods who
give me strength and power.
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When the performance and petal bath are over the sukerta people take a
bath themselves (using ordinary water).

"'
3 7 Ki. Toyo Carita believes that each water source has its own power and that the
cleansing ceremony has greater power when the water is taken from several different
sources (pers. comm. 1 October 1996).
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Following the ruwatan performance a ceremony is held in the
home of Ki. Toyo Carito where he recites the chant Rajah Kalacakra prior
to bathing in petalled water. The gamelan players also return to the
house of Ki. Toyo Carito where they are cleansed by the petalled water.
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Table 1 The Chants of the Ruwatan Literary Sources and Several Dhalang
Centhini

Mugiarto

Mangkunegara

Atik Supandi

VII
1. Wa Kala Mur

1. Andhodhog Kotak

1. Sarnpurnaning Puja

1. Ajian Kamasalah

2. Sarnpumaning Puja 2. Ngungel Blencong

2. Santi Purwa

2. Santi Purwa

3. Santi Purwa

3. Mbedhol Kayon

3. Aksara Bathuk

3. Sastra Bedati

4. Caraka Balik

4. Mijet Pucuk Kay on

4. Aksara Telak

4. Sastra Giri

5. Sastra Telak

5. Soteng Paruwatan

5. Sastra Gigir

5. Santi Kudus

6. Sastra Pinedati

6. Caraka Balik

6. Santi Kukus

6. Balad Sarebu

7. Sastra Trusing
Gigir

7. Sastra Telak

7. Balasrewu

7. Banyak Dhalang

8. Santi Kukus

8. Sastra Bedhati

8. Banyak Dhalang

8. Padusan Jatusmati

9. Balasrewu

9. Panca Walimuka

9. Padusan Kala

9. Aji Weling

10. Santi Banyak
Dhalang

10. Kumbala Geni

10. Padusan
Jatusmati

11. Padusan Kala

11. Padusan Kala

11. Padusan Dhalang

12. Bisikan Kala

12. Kudangan Kala

13. Kudangan Kala

13. Paruwatan
Panggung
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12. Aji Weling
13. Sumbar
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14. Paruwatan
Dhalang
·,
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15. Padusan Dhalang
16. Padusan Bayi

-
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Ki. Mu1ki

Ki. Toyo Carito

PanjangMas

Serat Su1uk
Tambang Raras
(P.B. V /1820 1823)

l7

1. Kidung Kala
Moksa

1. Purwaning Dumadi 1. Jantur Wa Kala
Mur

2.Kidung Kala
Engkel

2. Santi Purwa

2. Sampumaning Puja

3. Kidung Kulika

3. Caraka Balik

3. Santi purwa

4. Kidung Tolak Bala 4. Sastra Telak

4. Caraka Balik

(most of the chants
are in Arabic or
Islam religious)

5. Sastra ing Telak

5. Sastra Jaja/Sastra
Pine dati

6. Sastra Pinedati
7. Sastratrusing gigir

1. Sampumeng puja

2. Santi purwa

3. Caraka balik
4. Sastra telak
5. Sastra pinedati
6. Sastra gigir
7. Santi Kukus

8. Santi kukus

8. Mandalagiri
(balasrewu)

9. Bala srewu

9. Banyak dhalang

10. Banyak dhalang

10. Padusane Kala

11. Wisikaning Kala

11. Kudangane Kala

12. Padusaning Kala

12. Kumbala geni

13. Kudanganing
Kala

13. Sesumbar.
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14. Kumbala geni
15.Padusan
Jatusmati
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16. Padusan dhalang
Ian panjak

l

17. Sumbar

I

18. Sebet
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2. 9 The Beliefs Surrounding Ruwatan Performances
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Prior to the ruwatan wayang kulit performance the host sits in
front of the dhalang on the opposite side of the screen and requests that
the dhalang perform the Murwakala story to ensure the safety of the
sukerta person/people. The dhalang, host family and sukerta people are
seated on the same piece of white fabric (mori), during the performance.
In Central Java the mori is used as a shroud for the dead and represents a
'return to purification.' The dhalang agrees to perform the ruwatan then
suggests that the audience and gamelan players fast during the
performance (performance of Ki. Toyo Carito, 22. 8. 1996). According to
Ki. Toyo Carito (pers. comm. 1 Oct 1996), members of the audience in
close proximity to the performance should refrain from eating or
drinking during the Murwakala play to prevent any disruptive, supernatural influences.
Most wayang figures used in the ruwatan performances of Ki. Toyo
Carito have been gifted to him by his grandparents and are over two
hundred years old. Ki. Toyo Carito prefers to use the older wayang as he
believes they have more power than his new wayang figures. The
wayang figure of Kumbakarna is used for the character of Bathara Kala.
Wahana, a wayang carver from STSI (the University of Performing Arts
in Surakarta) discussed the method his great grandparents used when
they made the wayang figures of Bathara Guru, Dewa Ruci, Semar and
the Kayon. The preparation included the presentation of offerings and
fasting for a period of time, depending on which character was being
made (pers. comm. 27 Sept 1996). Wayang carvers believe that if they fast
and meditate during the process of making certain wayang figures, the
characters will develop souls and magical powers that will ensure that
they are life-like when they appear on the screen.38
The mood of the audience is more serious and tense during a
ruwatan performance. Joko Mulato, a 5th year student from the
Department of Puppetry at STSI Surakarta, says that he not only respects
the ruwatan performance but has great respect for the dhalang ruwat,
who is responsible for the ritual ceremony (pers. comm. Joko Mulato, 15
September 1996). The gamelan players interviewed claimed that they

p-

3 8 Ki. Toyo Carita uses meditation and fasting when creating the characters that appear
in ruwatan performances and characters such as the Pandawa brother Arjuna who
appears in almost every wayang kulit performance.
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perform conscientiously and seriously during a ruwatan play. They
believe that any wrong doing that they may have committed will be
cleansed or forgiven during a ruwatan performance (pers. comm.
Sudarto, 1 October 1996). Some musicians prefer to accompany a ruwatan
rather than an all-night performance because it is a short play (only three
hours) performed during the day. The musicians are paid more for a
three hour ruwatan performance than an eight hour all-night wayang
kulit performance. Many young musicians prefer to accompany all-night
performances which are seen as being more challenging and demanding.
The two sukerta brothers (of Ki. Toyo Carito's performance, 22
August 1996), believed that the ruwatan performance would change their
future. Prior to the ruwatan ceremony they had often felt uneasy and
nervous about their future. They had been informed as young children
that they were sukerta (two male children in a family) and their
grandparents suggested that the family host a ruwatan ceremony (pers.
comm. Widodo and Sumanto, 28 August 1996). The family believed that
they had the freedom to behave normally following the ruwatan and
were relieved that the ceremony had been performed without a hitch
(pers. comm. Joyo Pawiro Pardi, 28 August 1996). Murtiyoso (1996, 7)
discovered during his many interviews with sukerta people that many of
them were frightened during the ruwatan performance scene in which
Jatusmati (the character who represents the sukerta) was being pursued by
Bathara Kala. However, they all experienced a sense of relief when the
character Jatusmati was released from suker (bad luck). The parents of
the sukerta did not experience the same fear during the performance, but
were relieved when the ceremony was over. The sukerta interviewees
claimed that they were consumed by the belief that any upsets in their
lives were caused by supernatural influences. During the process of
preparation for the ruwatan ceremony the sukerta people became more
and more tense. Anxiety increased during the ruwatan performance as
the focus turned to the sukerta,39 and there was a general feeling of relief
when it was all over and life could resume as normal.
Generally the audience of a ruwatan performance consists of the
family of the host, close neighbours and a few invited guests. Many
believe that the ruwatan performance will have a positive effect on their
lives. It is believed that a ruwatan performance dispels any evil or

-~

3 9 At a ruwatan ceremony performed by Ki. Toyo Carito in Purwadadi in the 1970s, the
father of the sukerta fainted during the performance as the stress became too much.
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supernatural influences on one's life. Many believe that the possession
of ruwatan offerings will ensure business expansion or improvement. At
the end of the performance some members of the audience will try to
obtain offerings that relate to their occupations. For example a rice
farmer will try to obtain some rice and a shepherd may try to obtain some
rope.
In the area of West Java the ruwatan performance starts at 2.30 am
and finishes at 4.30 am. Prior to the ruwatan performance a wooden
puppet (wayang golek) play is performed beginning at 8:30 pm and
finishing at approximately 2 am. The wayang golek play dramatises a
story from one of the epics the Mahabharata or Ramayana. Wayang kulit
are used for the ruwatan performance as it is believed that they are older
than wayang golek. The audience is expected to watch both plays from
beginning to end. If members of the audience fall asleep or leave during
the performance they will not experience the positive influence from the
ruwatan ceremony (the audience is also expected to remain for the entire
ruwatan performance in Central Java). In West Java the members of the
audience who manage to position themselves near the dhalang will
receive petals taken from the blessed water that has been used to bathe
the sukerta.
Suratno, senior lecturer at STSI, musician and son of a dhalang
ruwat believes that people continue to host ruwatan ceremonies in Java
today to seek forgiveness for their transgressions. Suratno claims that
ruwatan performances are a form of education, where people are advised
to respect their land and each other (pers. comm. 27 September 1996).
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2.10. The Differences Between Ruwatan and All-night Wayang Kulit
Performances
The style and structure of ruwatan performances and all-night
wayang kulit performances are significantly different. An all-night
wayang kulit performance style, including the accompanying music,
preserves the Hindu-Javanese philosophical tradition that legitimised the
authority and power of the Javanese nobility of ancient Java. "Closely
mirrored in the music of the palace gamelan ensembles is the
psychological set or state of mind of the ideal monarch" (Becker 1980, 27).
The moral principle of absolute loyalty to one's king is expressed, and
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Brandon (1970, 77) mentions a 'higher ethic' that is followed when
characters act against their king. Characters must weigh the moral issues
before they act.
All-night performances comprise more scenes than ruwatan
performances and generally do not deviate from a structured storyline.
According to Brandon (1970, 58), no single play requires more than about
fifteen gendhing and twenty suluk despite the elaborate system of
matching specific gendhing and suluk to certain scenes, characters and
actions. The general mood during a ruwatan performance is more
serious than the relaxed atmosphere of an all-night performance.
Entertainment gendhing (musical pieces) are not played during ruwatan
performances. The offerings for a ruwatan performance (see 2.6) are
more complete than the simple offerings presented at all-night
performances (rice, vegetable dishes, cooked chicken and bananas).
Dhalang ruwat begin preparing for a ruwatan performance at least forty
days before the event, although no preparation is needed prior to an allnight performance. Dhalang may choose the lakon (story) for an all-night
performance from one of the two epics the Mahabharata and the
Ramayana. However, one of only three stories is selected for a ruwatan
performance. Generally the Javanese story Murwakala is chosen,
although occasionally Sudamala or Kunjarakarna may be chosen.
As the philosophy of the Javanese people changes so does the
structure and meaning of the wayang kulit performance. The structure of
a traditional all-night performance reflects the belief that humans live on
the earth then become one with God when they die. The structure of the
traditional performance represents the life of humans, "it is said that
wayang can symbolise the human being" (Sastrapustaka 1984, 309) [my
italics]. The performance structure symbolises the life of humans from
beginning to end. Spirituality, humour and entertainment are important
in all-night performances and the music is arranged according to the
mood of the story.
Many dhalang ruwat use only one pathet.40 Pathet manyura is
generally used during a ruwatan performance, as the mood it creates is
appropriate for the climax of the story. The musical structure of a
ruwatan performance of Ki. Toyo Carito is similar to that of an all-night
performance, since he uses three pathet to emphasise the varying moods

p.

4 0 The mode or key of gamelan music that is associated with the periods of the shadow
puppet performance
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of the scenes and to entertain as well as teach the audience. A scene by
scene musical description of a ruwatan performance of Ki. Toyo Carito
and a standard all-night performance is given in the following section.
The Ruwatan of Ki. Toyo Carito
Pathet Nem
)

I

1. Adegan Jejer Pisan Kayangan Junggring Sa1aka (the first scene set in the
heavens Junggring Salaka).
Gendhing Kawit is the musical piece that accompanies this scene. In an
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all-night performance Gendhing Kawit is played with Ayak-ayak Slendro
to accompany the entrance of the characters onto the screen. In both the
ruwatan performance of Ki. Toyo Carito and all-night performances,
Gendhing Kawit accompanies the narration of the dhalang when the
figures have been placed into the banana log at the bottom of the screen.
Adhegan Babak Unja1 (the scene in which the visitors arrive). Srepegan
Slendro Pathet Nem accompanies this scene in Ki. Toyo Carita's ruwatan
performance, although it usually accompanies battle scenes in all-night
performances. This piece creates an appropriate mood for the dramatic
entrance of the demon Kama Salah. In this opening scene, Bathara Guru
presents a list of sukerta that Bathara Kala is allowed to devour. Sampak
Slendro Pathet Nem is then played to accompany Bathara Kala's exit
from the chamber. Sampak is occasionally played to accompany the exit
of the visitor in all-night performances.
2. Adegan Kunduran (Bathara Guru and Dewi Uma move into their
inner chamber). This scene is accompanied by Ayak-ayak Laras Slendro
Pathet Nem, a short melody is required because of the time restriction.
In Ki. Toyo Carita's ruwatan performance there is no narration during
this scene although in all-night performances a long gendhing is played
and a narration is performed to describe the inner chamber and gapura
(large door).
3. Adegan Budhalan (the scene in which the characters leave the
kingdom). In the ruwatan performance of Ki. Toy Carito Srepegan
Slendro Pathet Nem accompanies the exit of Bathara Naradha and the
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other Gods from the kingdom. There are no long gendhing or narrations
during this scene as in all-night performances the narration is simply
repetition of the Jejer pisan scene (pers. comm. Ki. Toyo Carito, 1 October
1996).
4. Adegan Medhang Kawit (the scene prior to the battle). In the ruwatan
performance Ladrang Srikaton Slendro Pathet Nem is played to
accompany the entrance of the widow Sumawit, her son Jaka Jatuspati
and their servant. This is followed by a narration. Ladrang Srikaton
Slendro Pathet Nem is one of the introduction pieces played during allnight performances. Ki. Toyo Carito uses this gendhing because it is short
and creates the appropriate light and joyful mood for the scene. Srepegan
Slendro Pathet Nem. accompanies the exit of Jaka Jatuspati from his
village.
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5. Adegan Perang Gagal (the battle scene). In the ruwatan performance
Jatuspati is attempting to bathe in the Tlaga Mahdirda when he is
interrupted by Bathara Kala who tries to catch and eat Jatuspati. The
chase is accompanied by Sampak Slendro Pathet Nem followed by Ayakayak Slendro Pathet Nem.

Pathet nem in an all-night performance
\
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1. Adegan Jejer Pertama is set in one of the kingdoms of the epics the
Mahabharata or the Ramayana and the gendhing that is played is Kabor,
Karawitan or Kawit. During Adegan Pertama the guests arrive (Adegan
Babak Unjal). The gendhing are chosen according to the characters that
appear in the scene. During Adegan Kunduran the king leaves his
throne and moves to his queen's quarters. The remaining characters
leave the meeting chambers.
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2. During Adegan Gapuran the audience has the opportunity to hear
about the beauty of the Gapura (the gate leading into court) and of the
beauty of the king's clothes. During this scene the king is in front of the
court gate and the dhalang performs a narration accompanied by
Gendhing Ayak-ayak Panjang Mas.
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3. During Adegan Kedaton the king, his queen and her clown servants
are accompanied by Gendhing Damar Keli (for the kingdom of Astina),
other kingdoms are accompanied by different gendhing as the characters
move onto the screen. When the characters leave, they are accompanied
by Suluk Sendon Kloloran.

J

)

4. During Adegan Pagelaran Jawi the ministers, officials and warriors

meet in the courtyard and are accompanied by Ladrang Moncer (for the
kingdom of Astina), other kingdoms use different gendhing. Following
the narration and Gendhing Suwuk the dhalang sings Suluk Ada-ada
Giriso. During Adegan Budalan the officials and warriors leave the
kingdom and the dhalang sings Suluk Ada-ada Astakuswala Ageng,
Astakuswala Alit and Ada-ada Budal Mataram Laras Slendro Pathet
Nem.
Lancaran-Lancaran Slendro Pathet Nem/Pathet Manyura or
Lancaran Pathet Sanga may accompany Adegan Budalan.
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5. Adegan Sabrang follows Perang Ampyak in which the warriors walk
on the road that leads from the kingdom. The dhalang sings Suluk
Pathet Kedu Laras Slendro Pathet Nem which is followed by a narration
about the warriors' journey. Within the narration the gamelan players
are given the signal (through language code) to play the gendhing for
Adegan Sabrang. The gendhing that is played depends upon the
characters being portrayed, as each character has a certain gendhing. If the
gendhing played is Suwuk Gropak the dhalang sings Suluk Ada-ada
Giriso Laras Slendro Pathet Nem. If the gendhing played is Suwuk Alus
the dhalang sings Suluk Pathet Lasem Laras Slendro Pathet Nem.
6. The final scene of Pathet Nem is Perang Gagal. This battle scene is
accompanied by Srepeg Slendro/Pelog Pathet Nem, Sampak Slendro
Pathet Nem and ends with Ayak-ayak Suwuk with the dhalang singing
Suluk Pathet Lindur.

S>

Pathet Sanga in the ruwatan of Ki. Toyo Carito
"'

1. Pathet Sanga begins with the dhalang singing Suluk Pathet Sanga

Wantah followed by a narration and a signal to the gamelan players to

II'
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play Ladrang Gonjang-ganjing Slendro Pathet Sanga that accompanies the
characters Bathara Wisnu and Bathara Naradha in the heavens Untara
Segara.
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2. Srepegan Slendro Pathet Sanga accompanies the characters of dhalang
Kandhabuwana and the gamelan players as they descend to earth to
perform the ruwatan. Meanwhile Joyo Pawiro Pardi (the father of the
sukerta) is looking for dhalang Kandhabuwana. This is accompanied by
Srepegan Slendro Pathet Sanga.

Pathet Sanga in an all-night performance
In an all-night performance Pathet Sanga begins with Suluk Pathet
Sanga Wantah in Solo style, followed by a narration about the beauty of
the surroundings at midnight. The dhalang then signals the gamelan
musicians to play a gendhing using word cues. Adegan Pathet Sanga is
generally performed around midnight and the gendhing played during
this scene may be chosen from the following list: Slendro Pathet Sanga,
Pelog Pathet Lima, Gendhing Gambir Sawit, Gendhing Bondet, Gendhing
Kalunto,
Gendhing Tlutur and Gendhing Onang-Onang. These
gendhing are played to accompany a forest. scene (Adegan Sa tria di
Hutan/ Bambangan) or a minister scene (Adegan Pretapan). The wayang
figures are moved onto the screen and are placed in the banana log
during the narration. The dhalang sings Suluk Pathet Sanga Ngelik in
slendro or pelog scale following the gendhing. The suluk is then
followed by a dialogue. The dialogue is generally humorous during this
scene as the clown characters talk amongst themselves or converse with
Cantrik (the servant of a minister). During the dialogue a number of
gendhing dolanan are played (lineman Uler Kambang, Sinom Parijatha
and Mijil Ketoprak).
1.
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2. The following scene is Adegan Perja1anan/Nlasak Alas in which the
heroes and their clown servants enter the ogre infested forest. Ketawang
Subukastawa or Ketawang Ibu Pertiwi are generally played to accompany
the journey through the forest. The drum patterns emphasise the
humorous movements of the four clown servants. K eta wang
Subukastawa is then followed by Ayak-ayak that accompanies the
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narration of the dhalang.
to Srepegan.
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At the end of the narration, the music changes

3. The Flower Battle or Adegan Perang Kembang follows Adegan
Perjalanan. Brandon (1970, 25) suggests that this battle scene is named the
flower battle because the play's crisis begins to flower during this scene.
Although, the hero's refined and delicate movements that require great
skill and manipulation by the dhalang resemble a beautiful flower and
this scene may have been named the flower battle because of the figures'
intricate movements. The scene represents the human spirit and
attempts to show that humans have to strive to dispel their greed (the
character Cakil represents greed and evil). In an all-night performance
this scene is generally very humorous as the hero's clown servants meet
with the big nosed ogres. The ugly appearance, humorous voices and
movements of these characters make this scene a favourite with the
audience. In all-night performances many evil characters are slain by the
heroes during this scene. The battle is accompanied by Srepegan. The
humorous dialogue between the clown characters and the ogres is
generally accompanied by a gendhing dolanan such as Emplek-emplek
Ketipu, Ijo-Ijo or Pangkur Jenggleng Perang Kembang and ends with
Ayak-ayak.
4. In all-night performances the scene that follows Adegan Perang
Kembang is Adegan Sintren. This scene begins the resolution of the plot.
The dhalang selects a gendhing appropriate to the characters and mood
of the scene. Gendhing commonly played during this scene are
Gendhing Renyep,
Gendhing Gonjang-ganjing, Gendhing Tlutur or
Gendhing Jongkang. . Near the end of this scene there is commonly
another battle called Begalan that begins the climax of the play. This
battle is accompanied by Srepegan and Sampak.

,.

Pathet Manyura of the ruwatan of Ki. Toyo Carito
~

1. Pathet Manyura begins with the dhalang singing Ada-ada Pathet
Manyura Jangkeb followed by Srepegan Slendro Pathet Manyura to
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accompany the meeting of dhalang Kandhabuwana and gamelan players
with Joyo Pawira Pardi. The dhalang agrees to perform the ruwatan
performance.
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2. Adegan Brumbung Kaunderan (the scene of the ruwatan performance).
Joyo Pawira Pardi meets with dhalang Kandhabuwana and his gamelan
players and are accompanied by Ayak-ayak Slendro Pathet Manyura. This
is the climax scene of the performance in which the dhalang recites the
chant to cleanse the sukerta people. Sampak Slendro Pathet Manyura is
played to accompany the battle between Kandhabuwana and Bathara
Kala. Srepegan Slendro Pathet Manyura Sireb is played as the dhalang
recites the chant. The ruwatan performance ends as Ayak-ayak
Pamungkas Slendro Pathet Manyura is played.
Pathet Manyura in an all-night performance
1. Pathet Manyura begins with Suluk Pathet Manyura Wantah and the

dhalang then performs a narration about the surroundings at that time
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of the morning. The narration is followed by Adegan Jejer Manyura. In
this third pathet a major battle invariably occurs. The climax of the
drama unveils during this scene. The gendhing played during this scene
in all-night performance may be one of the following: Gendhing Kutut
Manggung, Bandelori, Bang-bang Wetan, Montro, Manis, Kanda
Manyura, Liwung, Talimurda, Gandrung Mangu, Gandrung
Manis
and Sumirat. The dhalang performs a narration followed by a dialogue
then sings Suluk Pathet Manyura Jugag or Ngelik. The suluk is followed
by an important dialogue within which the characters decide to have a
battle. A battle then ensues (Perang Brubuh). The battle is accompanied
by Srepegan Slendro Pathet Manyura and ends with one of the
triumphant characters performing a victory dance. Generally the
character Bima performs the dance for a Mahabharata lakon and
Hanoman performs the dance for a Ramayana lakon. If neither Bima or
Hanoman appear in the lakon the victory dance may be performed by
Petruk (one of the clown characters). The final scene in an all-night
performance is Adegan Wayang Golek, which is performed when the
victorious characters have been placed on the screen, either Ayun-ayun,
Ginonjing or Pangkur is played. At the end of the Wayang Golek scene
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the dhalang places the kayon in the centre of the screen and the gamelan
players perform Ayak-ayak Pamungkas.
Ruwatan rituals are performed as village cleansing ceremonies to
purify a village and its inhabitants, to safe-guard and bring prosperity to
certain areas, to remove animal or insect pests and to exorcise the demon
Bathara Kala. The 19th century Serat Centhini (translated by Kamajaya,
1986) tells the Murwakala story in tembang verse and discusses in detail
many elements of the Kasunanan court style ruwatan performance.
Pakem Paruwatan Murwakala, a literary source from the Mangkunegaran
Palace, translated by Mugiarto tells the story dramatised by palace dhalang
Ki. Rangga Wignya Sutarna. Javanese sources show various criteria for
sukerta. Most dhalang ruwat perform the Murwakala play for the
sukerta people who come under the important criteria. According to Ki.
Toyo Carito (pers. comm. 1 October 1996) the other sukerta criteria are
listed to educate the Javanese people. Ruwatan performance is
considered the most important ritual using wayang kulit performance
and is used as a medium to educate the people.
The audience will focus on the dhalang at a ruwatan performance
as he is responsible for the spiritual ceremony. A dhalang must be
spiritually pure to perform a ruwatan ceremony as wayang kulit
enthusiasts believe that he risks his life by performing a ruwatan play. A
dhalang ruwat who is ill-prepared may cause disruption within his
family (Mulyadi 1985, viii). The dhalang is responsible for the offerings
that are presented at a ruwatan performance. The ruwatan ceremony
begins with a slametan the night before the ruwatan play as it is believed
that a slametan will ensure the success of a ceremony. Offerings are
presented to secure the protection of the family and home.
The chants used in a ruwatan performance are of great importance
as it is believed that they will protect a sukerta person from the hand of
Bathara Kala. Ki. Toyo Carito believes a chant is meaningless without
preparation, fasting and meditation. The inner training of the dhalang
involves fasting, meditation, learning the Javanese numerological
system and learning many chants.
Every ruwatan performance varies according to the particular
dhalang, although the story of Murwakala is generally used for ruwatan
in Central Java. The dhalang dramatises the essential events of the story
but is free to incorporate his own ideas into the storyline (as is seen in the
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ruwatan performance of Ki. Toyo Carito described in the following

chapter).
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Table 2. The Dramatic Structure of Ruwatan
Traditional All-night Performance~
Ruwatan

(Ki. Toyo Carito) and

Traditional

PATET NEM

I

1. Adegan Jejer pisan

1. Adegan Jejer pisan

2. Adegan Babak unjal
3. Aegan Kunduran

2. Adegan Babak unjal
3. Adegan kunduran

4. Adegan budhalan

4. Adegan Gapuran

5. Adegan Sabrang

5. Adegan
6. Adegan
7. Adegan
8. Adegan
9. Adegan

6. Adegan perang gagal
11-

i

Kedhaton
Pasebanjawi
Budhalan
Sabrang
Perang Gagal

j

i

\·

PATET SANGA
1. Adegan Untara Segara
2. Adegan

alas-alasan

\

1. Adegan Pretapan,
Tengah alas.
2. Adegan Alas-alasan

Keraton,

3. Adegan Buta Alasan

4. Adegan Perang Kembang
SINTREN
{

>

none

1. Adegan Jejer in any setting

PATET MANYURA
J.

1

'l

l

1. Adegan Jejer manyura

1. Adegan Jejer Manyura
2. Adegan Perang Brubuh
3. Adegan Tayungan
4. Adegan Wayang Golek.
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Table 3. The Dramatic Structure of Ruwatan
Pakeliran Padat.

(Ki. Toyo Carito) and

Ruwatan

Pakeliran Padat

PATET NEM

PATET NEM

1. Adegan Jejer pisan

1. Flash back scene either in Patet

2. Adegan Babak unjal

Nem, Patet Sanga or Patet Manyura
2. Adegan Jejer Pisan
3. Adegan Paseban Jawi/Pagelaran
Jawi
4. Adegan Budalan
5. Adegan Perang Gagal

I,

r

\
11

r

3.
4.
5.
6.

Aegan Kunduran
Adegan budhalan
Adegan Sabrang
Adegan perang gagal

PATET SANGA

PATET SANGA

1. Adegan Untara Segara

1. Adegan Jejer (climax begins)
2. Adegan Perang Kembang (not
Cakil)

2. Adegan

alas-alasan

PATET MANYURA

PATET MANYURA

1. Adegan Jejer manyura

1. Adegan inti
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Murwakala by Ki. Toyo Carito
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Ki. Toyo Carito is a seventh generation dhalang ruwat born in the
village of Pare, Central Java on 17 February 1928. He was named Sukar
(difficult) at birth as he was born in difficult times.41 He attended his
father's and grandfather's wayang kulit performances as a young boy and
became a dhalang himself as a young adult. He attended the school of
puppetry at Kasunanan Palace in 1952 till 1953. He was recognised as a
'higher status,' court-educated dhalang (dhalang berpendidikan kraton)
(Soetarno 1992, 20). At the age of 27 years he had an arranged marriage to
Kartini from the village of Tlogotirto and they had five children together.
The family lives in the village of Sumberlawang in Central Java. In
Central Java the male is given a new name (jeneng tuwa- old name)
when he marries and Sukar became Ki. Toyo Carito (Toyo means water,
Carito means story) because of his popularity as a dhalang. He began
performing ruwatan performances in 1976 following the marriage of his
eldest daughter. Ki. Toyo Carito believes that a dhalang is able to perform
ruwatan ceremonies if he is at least a third generation dhalang and one
of his children is married. This chapter examines the ruwatan
performance of Ki. Toyo Carito (22 August 1996) .
Ki. Toyo Carito (pers. comm. 1 October 1996) explained that he uses
his Ilmu Kebatinan (ilmu means knowledge, Kebatinan means spiritual
power) when performing ruwatan. Subagyo (1990, 34) cited in Soetarno
(1991, 44) says that Kebatinan is any activity that uses supernatural power
to understand the phenomenon of the world. Keeler (1987, 21) describes
Kabatinan as "the great range of mystical beliefs that colour much
Javanese thinking about mystical events." Ki. Toyo Carito did his
spiritual training during his adulthood. He practised asceticism42,

41 Javanese children may be given the name of the day on which they were born, for
example Senin (Monday), Kemis (Thursday), or a name to remember an event that
occurred at the time of their birth, for example Beno (flood).
)

4 2 Keeler (1987, 25), describes asceticism as follows:
... a topic that preoccupies the Javanese is ascetic exercise, and a striking fact about
ascetic rigors is that they suggest obliviousness to others and to the world.
Asceticism is a means, furthermore, to make oneself more impressive and less subject
to external influence even in every day affairs.
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meditation, studied many chants and ate only rice or tapa mutih43 for
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more than three years (pers. comm. Ki. Toyo Carita, 1 October 1996).
Today he continues to meditate, fast regularly and act as a spiritual
adviser both to members of his community and many others who come
from other areas of Java to seek his help and advice (pers. comm. Kartini
1 October 1996). The method of training depends upon the style of
instruction of the teacher (guru) and the school (paguron). As Geertz
(1960, 311) says:
As people vary both in their ability to carry out the spiritual
disciplines (and no one is really as good at it today as people were
in the past) - in the length of time they are able to fast, stay awake,
and meditate - and in their ability to carry out a systematic analysis
of inner experience (or to understand an analysis a famous guru
has carried out), it is possible to rank individuals according to their
spiritual abilities and achievements, a ranking which gives rise to
the guru-murid (teacher - pupil) system in which an advanced
teacher instructs a less advanced pupil and is himself a pupil of a
more advanced teacher .
Probohardjono (1966), cited in Becker (1984, 513) says, that the
dhalang needs to be conscientious in his practice of asceticism and
meditation, as the strength of the chants depends upon the inner
preparation of the dhalang.
Ki. Toyo Carita has been an important informant for the research of
the writer because of his expertise as a dhalang ruwat and spiritual
adviser. Soetarno (1991, 52) describes Ki. Toyo Carita's ruwatan
performance as very serious, artistic and dramatic. The scene "Kala
Takon Bapa" (Kala asks who his father is) is extremely interesting, and
touches the hearts of the guests and audience. The characterisation of
the different characters' voices is remarkably clear because of the firmness
of Ki. Toyo Carita's natural voice (Soetarno 1992, 52). Probohardjono
(1966) in Becker (1984, 513) also mentions that the speech of dhalang
must be clear, distinct, intelligible, and capable of touching the feelings
and emotion of those who are watching and listening. Joyo Pawiro Pardi
(28 August 1996) explained in his interview why he sought Ki. Toyo
Carita to perform the ruwatan ceremony for his two sons. He believed

4 3 Tapa mutih, the ascetic practise of eating only rice, refraining from sex or using bad
language and any immoral behaviour during a certain time. This is a common ascetic
practice used by many kebatinan followers while they learn chants and petung Jawa
(Javanese numerology).
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that Ki. Toyo Carito had the greatest inner strength of all the dhalang
ruwat in the local area. Mangundikrama (the host of a ruwatan
performed by Ki. Toyo Carito on 13 June 1991 for his sukerta son and
daughter) told Soetarno (1992, 19) that he chose Ki. Toyo Carito because
he is more than a fifth generation dhalang (dhalang sejati), a person of
wisdom (wong tuwa) and two of his children were married. He believes
a dhalang who has at least one married child has experience in life. It
became apparent during my fieldwork that ruwatan enthusiasts44
consider that an important criterion for a dhalang ruwat is that he should
be a dhalang sejati. Probohardjono (1966) cited in Becker (1984, 512)
describes a dhalang sejati as the following:
The dhalang sejati ['pure dhalang '] serves to guard the peace,
performs ceremonies that exorcise disturbances, hardship, and
suffering, and teaches the art of mysticism, achievement of wellbeing, and tranquillity of heart. He does not covet material
payment for his services, but in former times was paid through
offerings and the like.
Ki. Toyo Carito does not ask for payment for his ruwatan
performances, although there is an expectation that he will be highly
paid. It is an unspoken rule that the dhalang ruwat should receive at
least twice the normal fee of an all-night performance. Ki. Toyo Carito
would not complain if he was not paid for a ruwatan but he is certainly
delighted when he receives a high payment. When the host asks for his
price Ki. Toyo Carito says "it's up to you" and his motto is "do unto them
as they would do to you" (sepi ing pamrih rame ing nggawe). Ki. Toyo
Carito returns the offerings from the ruwatan ceremony to the host and
these are generally shared amongst the audience. Although Ki. Toyo
Carito will keep the beautiful batik sarong worn by a mother during
labour (kopohan jarit) and the mori cloth if the host is very wealthy. As
Keeler (1987, 177) says:
Sponsors must also provide a dhalang certain ritual offering
(sajen), which are dedicated to God, Muhammad, the dhanyang,
and other spirits, and placed near the screen during the
performance. The dhalang takes the offerings home in the
morning. One dhalang, while speaking of the most elaborate and
valuable sajen for a wayang performance, those assembled for a
4 4 All the informants indicated that a dhalang ruwat should at least, be a fifth
generation puppeteer.
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ruwatan, explained that these belong by rights to the dhalang, but
the benefit-really, God's favour-granted to the giver of these
offerings actually goes to whoever gives them up. [my Italics]
If Ki. Toyo Carito accepts the mori and kopohan jarit
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from the wealthy
host, they are kept in his home and will be shared among his family and
neighbours when he dies. Ki. Toyo Carito (pers. comm. 1 October 1996)
explained that he surrenders (iklas )45 all of the offerings from the
ruwatan back to the host. His wife Kartini agrees, she does not wish to
keep the offerings of people who are not wealthy. They may have had to
borrow the expensive batik material that costs over Rp 2.000.000 or$ 2000
NZ (pers. comm. Kartini, 1 October 1996). Not all dhalang return the
offerings to the host, some are shared among the musicians and others
who help with the performance, although occasionally the offerings will
not be shared at all.
Murwakala by Ki. Toyo Carito takes about 2. 5 hours, beginning at
9.30 am until 12.00 noon. The performance is short although the musical
arrangement and dramatic structure are similar to those of an all-night
performance (including the pathet, mood songs, puppet manipulation
and melodies). The actual ruwatan performance is not long in duration
but the preparation begins months before the performance and, at times,
becomes very intense. The preparation for the Murwakala performance
on 22 August 1996 involved arranging good musicians and female
singers, making flower necklaces for the wayang figures,46 and forty days
of regular fasting and meditation.
Ki. Toyo Carito's three hour ruwatan performances use three pathet
and contradict the traditional concept of the role of pathet in wayang
Kulit performance. As Gitosaprodjo (1970) cited in Becker (1984, 355) says,
the pathet must create a mood that is pertinent to the time of day and
will produce an atmosphere (suasana, rasa) that is moving and beautiful
(nges ). The appropriate time of day for pathet nem is 9 am till 12 noon,
pathet sanga is 12 noon till 3 pm and pathet manyura is 3 pm to 5 pm if
the performance is during the day. In the August, 1996 performance of
Ki. Toyo Carito pathet nem continues for one hour and sixteen minutes,
pathet sanga continues for one hour and twenty minutes and pathet
manyura continues for forty seven minutes. Ki. Toyo Carito's use of
45 Iklas: with full surrender (Prof. drs. S. Wojo wasito 1980, 107).
4 6 Each wayang figure that is involved in the ruwatan performance is adorned with a
necklace of rose petals and jasmine flowers to represent good and evil.
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pathet is not bound to a specific time structure, but is moulded with the
dramatic mood of the performance. Ki. Toyo Carito maintains that
although his priority is to perform a sacred and powerful ritual, one
should still be able to perfect one's performance to be fulfilling both
spiritually and dramatically. Indeed, the audience may leave the
performance feeling more spiritually pure if they have been able to
surrender themselves to the music, dramatic action and magical
atmosphere of the performance, and be emotionally drawn into the play.

3. 1. Preparation for the Performance.
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A ruwatan ceremony is a huge event that requires preparation from
the dhalang, hosts, neighbours, sukerta, members of the dhalang 's
family, and people in the host village. Approximately two months prior
to the occasion the host decides upon a dhalang for the performance. On
account of the serious nature of the performance, the parents of a sukerta
person will meet with the dhalang personally (whereas a delegate of the
host may request an all-night wayang kulit performance). The host and
dhalang determine the fee for the dhalang and musicians (although Ki.
Toyo Carito only reveals the amount for the gamelan players and female
singers). Hosts tend to delegate the hiring of musicians and female
singers to the dhalang as it is important for the dhalang to feel at ease
with his musicians for such a serious performance and it is less expensive
for the host. However, if the dhalang has to travel a long way, he may
take only his gender player and kendhang player (Ki. Toyo Carita's wife
always accompanies him to arrange the offerings). As Keeler (1987, 5)
discussed:

1

The fee depends on several factors: whether the sponsors wish to
engage only the dhalang plus one or two musicians, assembling
the rest of the singers and musicians on their own, or wish to let
the dhalang bring musicians with him; whether the sponsor will
rent puppets and screen from someone else, or will ask the
dhalang to bring his own... and whether the sponsor can by virtue
of some kinship, friendship, or other relationship with the
dhalang expect special consideration when the dhalang names a
fee. [my italics]
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The host of the ruwatan will also wish to determine an auspicious day for
the performance. Ki. Toyo Carita uses his knowledge of Kebatinan and
petungan Jawa47 (the Javanese numerological system), the date of birth
of the sukerta and those of the hosts to calculate the most favourable day
for the ruwatan performance. The use of petungan Jawa is extremely
meaningful for the Javanese as they believe that the correct calculation
(to arrange a date for an important event or ceremony such as moving
house or a marriage) will bring success. As Geertz (1960, 31) says, births
and deaths are ascribed to the will of God in Java, and the span of each
person's life is considered to be fixed. The dates of ceremonies and events
that, it would seem, should necessarily be determined by the will of
people, are bound by a system of numerological divination called
petungan. This involved system is based on the concept of cocog (to fit),
for example, a bride and groom's birth dates are taken into account when
arranging a 'befitting' date for their wedding, if the date is not cocog they
will divorce.
When the host and dhalang have agreed on a fee and date for the
performance the host will give the dhalang a deposit (panjer). The
deposit is an important assurance that the host will not cancel the
performance as the dhalang does not wish to undergo days of fasting and
meditation for nothing. The dhalang will inform the host of the
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musicians and singers of the date of the performance. Forty days prior to
the performance Ki. Toyo Carita begins to tapa bisu (refrain from talking
for a certain period of time while silently reciting a number of chants to
bless the sukerta). He walks outdoors with his wife from mid-night until
dawn on certain days (that are calculated by pitungan). If Ki. Toyo Carita
meets someone on the road while walking at night, his wife Kartini is
able to answer any questions. If the host books the ruwatan only a few
weeks prior to the performance Ki. Toyo Carita subjects himself to more
intense tapa bisu and fasting (from 6 pm in the evening until 6 pm the
next day on certain days calculated by pitungan). Ki. Toyo Carita prefers
tapa bisu as his method of preparation for a ruwatan because he is able to
focus his concentration on the sukerta while walking in the quiet of the
night (pers. comm. Ki. Toyo Carita, 1 October 1996).
Two days prior to the performance Ki. Toyo Carita and his family
sew red rose petals (red represents evil) and white jasmine flowers (white
4 7 A detailed description of petungan Jawa can be found in Geertz (1969, 31).
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represents purity) together, creating adornments for the wayang figures
involved in the performance, the dhalang and the sukerta. As a dhalang
ruwat, Ki. Toyo Carito accepts that he is responsible for the future of the
sukerta people, and prepares for the ruwatan
performance
conscientiously and with the utmost sincerity. He believes in his own
spiritual and inner power as a dhalang and a wong tuwa and that he will
be able to perform an exorcism that will overcome Bathara Kala (pers.
comm. Ki. Toyo Carito, 26 October 1996). As Geertz (1960, 311) says:
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The religious aim of man should be to "know" or "feel" this
ultimate rasa in himself. Such an achievement brings spiritual
power, a power which may be used either for good or for evil in
earthly pursuits. There is rather little thought about other-worldly
reward; insofar as such a thing is possible, this is a "this-worldly"
mysticism.
The host of the ruwatan prepares the offerings little by little in the
few months prior to the performance as many are very expensive and
difficult to find (see chapter 2.6 the offerings of the ruwatan). Family
members and neighbours may help seek out the more obscure offerings.
The host holds a meeting with neighbours to discuss each person's role
during the ceremony (who will cook, who will act as waiters and
waitresses, or who will make the drinks). A guest list is devised and
seven days prior to the performance the host and his wife personally
invite the guests by going door to door asking people to attend the
slametan on the night prior to the performance. The slametan held prior
to the ruwatan of Ki. Toyo Carito (22 August 1996) was performed
primarily to appease the dhanyang of Brumbung Kaunderan village and
ensure the welfare of the family, sukerta, and villagers.
On the night of the slametan (21 August 1996) there were
approximately 200 guests at the home of Mr. Joyo Pawiro Pardi. Ki. Toyo
Carito, his wife Kartini, the sukerta and their parents gathered together to
check the offerings for the slametan and ruwatan. The slametan was led
by the local Muslim leader (Video. 0: 00. 07) followed by a meal. The
Muslim leader (on behalf of the host and his family) then invited the
guests to return to the ceremony the following day. Following the meal
Ki. Toyo Carito explained where the offerings should be placed and
described the shape of the ruwatan ceremony that would follow the next
day (Video 0: 00. 20). Ki. Toyo Carito then proceeded to burn incense and
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recite the offering chant48 as he stood in the front doorway (to prevent
unwelcome spirits entering the house) (Video. 0: 00.52). The host, his
two sons (sukerta) and two helpers were led by Ki. Toyo Carito around
the house to place the offerings needed to protect the house and family
that night. Prior to the positioning of the offerings Ki. Toyo Carito
explained to the group that they must refrain from talking as an
inappropriate word or conversation may render the offerings ineffectual.
The first offering to be positioned was a length of cotton which was
attached above the front entrance and wound around the entire house in
a clockwise direction to create a protective fence to guard the family and
sukerta from evil spirits (Video 0: 00. 60) (pers. comm. Ki. Toyo Carito, 1
October 1996). The final offerings for the evening, kecok bakal (five
eggs49 and betel leaves wrapped in banana leaves), were positioned East,
West, South, North and in the centre of the house (keblat papat lima
pancer) . These offerings were gifts for the benevolent spirits who protect
the house and family from five directions (Video 0: 00.72).
Early in the morning on the day of the ruwatan performance the
host and sukerta waited nervously as their friends and neighbours were
busy erecting the chairs around the stage (panggung ). They placed
offerings under the banana trunks and along the top of the screen. These
offerings were rose petals in water· (kembang setaman) which were
positioned in front of the dhalang's seat, and incense with a burner
which placed to the right front of the dhalang' s seat. At 8. 00 am the
dhalang and musicians climbed onto the stage area and the slametan for
the gamelan and wayang (slametan panggung )began.SO The slametan
was led by To Pawiro, the eldest musician in Ki. Toyo Carita's group,
while Ki. Toyo Carito made a final check of the offerings.
The ruwatan performance begins when the parents and sukerta sit
before the dhalang. Mr. Joyo Pawiro Pardi (the host and father of the
sukerta brothers) asks Ki. Toyo Carito to perform the ruwatan for his two
sons Widodo and Sumanto and gives thanks to Allah (syukuran) for the
success of his business. He uses a microphone to allow the audience to

4 8 The chant for the placement of offerings is a personal mantra of Ki. Toyo Carito that
cannot be used by others and is not recorded in this Dissertation.
4 9 All the eggs for the offerings were laid by village chickens.
5 0 This slametan is always performed before both traditional and contemporary allnight wayang kulit performances.
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hear the reason for the ceremony and understand that following the
performance his sons will be free of Bathara Kala's evil grasp. Ki. Toyo
Carito agrees to perform the ruwatan (video, 0: 10. 06 - 0: 18.17) and says
"With all my knowledge and to the best of my ability I will perform (the
ruwatan) today. We anticipate that the sukerta will be cleansed with
God's permission." In his speech Ki. Toyo Carito indicates that the
success of the ruwatan performance does not depend solely upon his
power but also on the will of God. He also mentions that the sukerta
brothers will not be the only people who benefit from the performance
and he hopes that any members of the audience who may be sukerta will
be cleansed of evil by watching the ruwatan. At the end of his speech Ki.
Toyo Carito gently warns the audience and performers: "All musicians
and female singers please fast during the performance, honoured guests
and members of the audience please refrain from eating, smoking or
drinking in the performance area." If the audience and performers
comply with Ki. Toyo Carito's request he is able to focus his own powers
with the help of God (ngesti) (pers. comm. 28 October 1996). As Geertz
(1960, 321) says:
In order to accomplish the mystical state, one must ngesti. Ngesti
means to unite all the powers of the individual and direct them
toward a single end, to concentrate one's psychological and
physical faculties toward one narrow goal. It stands for a kind of
intense mental quest, a search for understanding which is
supported by an irresistible will and a fusion into one simple
whole of the different forces within the individual. The senses,
the mind, the emotions, even, so far as is possible, the physical
processes of the body -all are brought into a single unity and
focused toward a single end.
A few members of the audience within the ruwatan performance area did
not comply to Ki. Toyo Carito's request (at the beginning of the
performance), they talked, moved around and smoked during the
performance. Ki. Toyo Carito was aware of these people and was bitterly
disappointed as he believes his job is made easier when he has the
support of all the members of the audience. However, Ki. Toyo Carito
realised that the few people who did not respect his wishes were young
and, perhaps, did not appreciate the seriousness of the performance (pers.
comm. Ki. Toyo Carito, 1 October 1996).
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The ruwatan performance of Ki. Toyo Carita begins with three
introduction melodies (Gendhing Talu )which are the last three
gendhing played during an all-night performance. These melodies are
Talu Ayak-ayak Slendro Pathet Manyura, Srepeg Slendro Pathet
Manyura, and Sampak Slendro Pathet Manyura (Video. 0: 18. 19 - 0: 22.
45). These introduction gendhing have been shortened to accommodate
the shortened performance. In a full-length ruwatan performance a
complete introduction is played and will continue for approximately
thirty minutes to an hour. The traditional melodies generally played in a
full-length ruwatan are: Gendhing Cucur Bawuk, Gendhing Pareanom,
Ladrang Srikaton, Ketawang Suksma Ilang, Ayak-ayakan, Srepegan, and
Sampak, (these melodies are all in the slendro pathet manyura scale). It
is generally accepted by wayang enthusiasts that the introduction
gendhing represent human birth, life and finally death. Susilo (1996, 47)
cited in Wong and Lysloff (1991, 319) interviewed a dhalang who had a
more elaborate interpretation of the introduction melodies as the
'impregnation of the virgin womb,' 'female genitals,' 'youth or young,'
to 'death' and 'spirit.' Ki. Toyo Carito uses a short introduction to allow
just enough time to prepare the wayang for the first scene and focus on
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Pathet nem of Ki. Toyo Carita's ruwatan performance begins with a
scene set in the heavens of Junggring Salaka. Bathara Guru and his wife
Umayi meet with Bathara Naradha and Bathara Indra, accompanied by
the melody Ayak-ayak Slendro Pathet Manyura (Video. 0: 20. 20 - 0: 22.
45) followed by Gendhing Kawit (0: 22. 46 - 0: 29. 49). This melody is a
traditional piece used to accompany the first scene set in either the
heavens of Junggring Salaka or the kingdom of Amarta51 in traditional
all-night performance (a more detailed description of the performance
music will be given in chapter 3.6). Ki. Toyo Carita chose Ayak-ayak
Slendro Pathet Manyura as the first musical piece of the play because the
mood that the melody creates is perfect for the characters and scene. The
audience and musicians are familiar with this piece and Ki. Toyo Carita
tries to ease tensions by playing a piece people are comfortable with (pers.
comm. Ki. Toyo Carita, 1 October 1996). While the Gendhing Kawit is

I
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I

5 1 A detailed description of the musical pieces that accompany wayang kulit theatre is
given in Gitosaprodjo (1970) cited in Becker (1984, 377-382).
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being played softly (sireb), Ki. Toyo Carito performs the janturan
(narration) of the first scene to introduce the characters and kingdom.
The narration continues for almost six minutes (Video, 0: 23. 08 - 0: 28.
41). There are two forms of narration in wayang kulit performance.
Janturan is the narration that is accompanied by melodies that are played
softly (sireb), whereas cariyos (or pocapan) describes the action of the
wayang and is generally accompanied by the softly played grimingan
gender.52 As Brandon (1970, 29) says:
The two kinds of narration, djanturan and tjariyos, differ in
characteristics and use. Djanturan, "to tell," introduces major
scenes, djedjer. The new kingdom, the palace, the ruler, and his
ministers are described in eloquent phrases as instrumental music
plays in the background to create an appropriate mood. Tjariyos,
"to narrate," describes action rather than places; it is a form of
narration which usually introduces an adegan, or minor scene.
[my italics]
The narration of Ki. Toyo Carita's ruwatan performance is very short
and simple although the language is succinct and full of meaning. The
language of wayang kulit (basa Kawi) may be difficult to understand for
young Javanese, although most wayang kulit enthusiasts enjoy the
sophisticated and complex language of the performance. An example of
Ki. Toyo Carito's janturan that describes the heavens in the opening
scene is: "The heavens cannot be seen by the human eye, only with calm
and pure feelings, and concentration with a clean and pure mind will one
perceive the heavens." Ki. Toyo Carito explained in his interview that
the supernatural powers of humans are stronger than any other
creatures, although not many people understand how to communicate
with and command their supernatural powers (pers. comm. Ki. Toyo
Carito, 1 October 1996). Brandon (1970, 33) describes the language used to
define the scene set in the Suralaya heavens as follows:
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Although the gods' scene in Suralaya contains extremely formal
language, the unusual words are mainly special forms of address;
the average person has little difficulty understanding the scene
because only personal pronouns are altered. Archaic forms of
Javanese pose a more serious barrier. The opening janturan,

5 2 Gender music that supports the mood of the scene and provides tone references to the
dhalang.
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which contains the ritual eulogy of the first kingdom, is filled with
Sanskrit and Kawi words of obscure meaning. [my italics]
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Ki. Toyo Carito uses a technique of janturan in which the inflection
of his voice and tempo of address corresponds to the tune of the melody
(Gendhing Kawit). The diction is very clear and Ki. Toyo Carito has a
calm approach that provides the audience with enough time to enjoy the
words and melody at once. Ki. Toyo Carito combines the Kasunanan
style of janturan with. his own innovation to produce a unique style of
janturan. If the dhalang follows the Mangkunegaran court style of
janturan he recites the narration using tone 2 or low 6 rather than
following the notes of the melody, the narration is then more simple and
easy to understand. At the end of the first scene Ki. Toyo Carito signals
for the soft melody to return to normal (udar) then stop (suwuk) by
knocking the cempala against the wayang box while finishing the
narration.
Ki. Toyo Carito sings Suluk Pathet Nem Wantah (Video. 0: 29. 470: 32. 23) for the opening scene following Gendhing Kawit. In an all-night
performance Suluk Pathet Nem Ageng and Suluk Ada-ada Girisa follow
Gendhing Kawit. Ki. Toyo Carito explained that he could use Suluk
Pathet Nem Jugag which is shorter than Suluk Pathet Nem Wantah
however, the mood of the former is different from Suluk Pathet Nem
Wan tah and is used later in the scene when Bathara Guru becomes
confused with the events occurring in the heavens of Junggring Salaka.
Brandon describes (1970, 55) suluk as:

Suluk are mood songs sung with great emotional power and in
slow tempo by dhalang. They establish mood at the beginning of
a scene, bridge widely variant moods of contiguous scenes, or
provide in the midst of action brief pauses for reflection or
elaboration on emotions. [my italics]
Ki. Toyo Carito's melodic style (cengkok) of suluk
reveals
Kasunanan court influence in some areas and some of his own personal
style (Video. 0: 29. 47- 0: 32.23). In the second line Ki. Toyo Carito's use of
[6] produces a sweeter sound, although the mood of the suluk remains
strong, and appropriate for the characterisation of the figures in the scene.
The words (cakepan) of the suluk mention the worship of God rather
than describing the king of the first scene as in traditional all-night
performance and full-length ruwatan performance.
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The structure of the ginem (dialogue) in the first scene of Ki. Toyo
Carita's ruwatan performance is similar to that of an all-night
performance, which begins with the characters greeting each other. He
does not perform the traditional dialogue that some other dhalang ruwat
perform because of all its redundancy. The technique of characterising
wayang figures by voice pitch (antawecana) in the first scene of Ki. Toyo
Carita's performance is very clear, his voice pitch is pertinent to each
character (Soetarno 1992, 52-53 agrees). The members of the audience
interviewed (twenty) were all able to identify the voices of each wayang
figure in the scene according to the standard recognised pitch of the wellknown characters (all well-known characters have a recognisable pitch of
voice and characteristic way of talking that most dhalang are able to
replicate). Therefore, one does not have to be watching the wayang
figures on the screen in order to know which character is talking. Ki.
Toyo Carita's antawecana for the character of Bathara Naradha shows
influence of Kasunanan style. The Mangkunegaran style uses a very low
pitch (tone 2 or low 6), however, the antawecana of Ki. Toyo Carito is
very high, occasionally above tone 1 (high). The style of antawecana
depends upon the mood of the character, the pathet, court influences
(Mangkunegaran or Kasunanan), the events that occur during the scene,
and the dhalang's interpretation of the character. Probohardjono (1966)
cited in Becker (1984, 492) says, the antawecana must be in accord with
the different emotions, moods, and facial features of the character.
Ki. Toyo Carito sings Suluk Pathet Nem Jugag Cekak which is a
shortened version (Video: 34. 50), to pause between the greeting dialogue
and the main dialogue which discusses the subject matter of the first
scene. Suluk Pathet Nem Jugag (example 7) is used to indicate a
transition to any situation that has a calm mood during the pathet nem
period. The shortened version of Suluk Pathet Nem Jugag is used only
in the condensed wayang kulit performances of Pakeliran Padat or
Pakeliran Ringkas and its use is frowned upon by many older dhalang.
In the dialogue (sanggit ginem ) of the first scene in Ki. Toyo Carita's
performance, Bathara Naradha tells the story about Kama Salah asking
who his father is. The language used in this scene is succinct although
artistic and beautiful. Bathara Naradha addresses Bathara Guru and the
other Gods: "[To Guru] The world, earth and sky witness that Kama Salah
is your son. [To the others] My younger brother Guru has disclosed the
way by which Kama Salah came into existence, if I tell the story, Bathara
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Guru will be ashamed and embarrassed." The spontaneity of this
dialogue has many connotations for the audience who already know a
version of Kama Salah's birth (nineteen out of twenty members of the
audience who were interviewed knew the story of how Kama Salah came
into existence). By alluding to Kama Salah's birth only, Ki. Toyo Carito
kept the performance time at a minimum and was able to refrain from
discussing sexual topics (many children were present at the performance).
In the first scene of his performance Ki. Toyo Carito was able to provide
entertainment, share his beliefs and give advice. For example, Bathara
Naradha's advice to Bathara Guru is also meant for the audience.
Translation: "My younger brother Guru, you must realise the current
situation is the result of your past actions, take a look at your past, once
yellow always yellow, once white always white, what happens today is a
result of what happened in the past. Spiritual leaders, you must be
responsible for your past, you cannot escape your past. Therefore let us
pray to God". This dialogue is followed by Suluk Ada-ada Slendro Pathet
Nem (Video: 0: 40. 14 - 0: 41. 10) accompanied by the gender barung.
Suluk Ada-ada Slendro Pathet Nem emphasises the tense mood created
by the dialogue of Bathara Naradha and is an indication for the musicians
to be ready for the next melody Srepeg Slendro Pathet Nem (Video. 0: 41.
18. 10) that accompanies Kama Salah's entrance onto the screen.
Tlle :rrlusic for tfte Ada-ada sululc is rr1ore simple tharL tl1e music of
the other two types of suluk ( sendhon, and pathetan), and the dhalang
taps continuously on the wayang box with the cempala (the speed and
loudness of the tapping varies to suit the mood of the scene). Generally
the ada-ada suluk is accompanied by a gender only, however the end of
the suluk in traditional all-night performance may be accompanied by a
kendhang ageng (big drum) and gong ageng (largest gong). Occasionally
the kempul and kenong are played during this suluk. In traditional and
contemporary all-night performances many dhalang use balungan
(demung, saran, slenthem, saran penerus), kenong, kempul and gong at
the end of some suluk ada-ada (Video. 0: 44. 47 - 0: 42. 02) to dramatise
the mood of the scene, (some contemporary dhalang use a bass drum and
cymbals).
The dialogue
dramatic as Kama
Guru then allows
Bathara Kala gives

between Kama Salah and Bathara Guru is extremely
Salah recalls how his food has made him ill. Bathara
Kama Salah to eat certain types of people (sukerta).
Kama Salah clothes (to show he is a God), a sword and
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names him Bathara Kala. This scene is accompanied by Srepegan Slendro
Pathet Nem (Video. 0: 49. 32). There are two srepegan melodies in the
first scene to create two different moods. Example 11 is Srepegan without
ngelik53 and creates a tense mood as Kama Salah rushes forward to his
father. Example 12 (Video. 0: 49. 32) creates a cheerful mood to
accompany the scene in which the Goddess Uma gives some clothes to
Bathara Kala. Bathara Kala leaves the heavens of Junggring Salaka
accompanied by Sampak Slendro Pathet Nem (Video. 0: 53. 17).
The use of Sampak emphasises that Bathara Kala is an aggressive,
strong and evil ogre. It is unusual for Sampak to be played during the
first scene of a performance as it is usually used to accompany battle
scenes. Ada-ada Pathet Nem Jugag (Video. 0: 56. 19) follows Sampak to
accompany the character of Bathara Naradha who is disappointed with
Bathara Guru's decision. Bathara Naradha complains about Bathara Kala
preying on poor unsuspecting humans. Translation: "Humans were at
peace in their world because of their vigilant Gods, if we cannot protect
them from evil they will no longer believe in their Gods". Bathara
Naradha suggests that Bathara Wisnu should be able to solve the current
problem by disguising himself as dhalang Kandhabuana and by
performing a ruwatan exorcism for all sukerta people. Ayak-ayak
Slendro Pathet Nem (Video. 1: 01. 36) is played to accompany Bathara
Guru ar1d his v;ife as tl1ey nlove througft to tfte irlner palace (this scerLe is
called Adegan Kunduran).
Ki. Toyo Carito does not perform the gate scene (Gapuran) or the
outer audience scene (Pagelaran Jawi). He performs the scene in which
the characters leave the kingdom (Budhalan) which is accompanied by
Srepegan Slendro Pathet Nem (Video. 1: 03. 38) rather than the longer
Gendhing Budhalan.. Bathara Kala leaves to hunt for sukerta people
and Bathara Naradha leaves Untara Segara. Ki. Toyo Carito sings Suluk
Pathet Kedu (Video. 1: 05. 38) which is very short in his ruwatan unlike
the Suluk Pathet Kedu of all-night performances. He sings half the
suluk, then he finishes on a note that is the same as the final note the
suluk. It is unusual for a dhalang over 60 years of age to stop a suluk
before its natural end, as the meaning and mood of the suluk may be
different if is it is not sung to completion. However, Ki. Toyo Carito
(pers. comm. 1 October 1996) explained that his version of the suluk is
enough to represent the mood and situation of the scene.
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53 The second part of a melody that starts in a high register (lik means rising voice).
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The following scene of Ki. Toyo Carita's performance is set in the
village of Medhang Kawit. Ki. Toyo Carito requests the next gendhing by
providing a hint or signal (wangsalan) in his narration. This scene is
accompanied by Ladrang Srikaton Slendro Pathet Nem (Video. 1: 07. 28),
a short melody to maintain a succinct performance. Ladrang Srikaton
Slendro Pathet Nem is perfect for the dramatisation of the characters who
appear on the screen and the mood of the scene. As Brandon (1970, 53)
says:

7
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Gendhing are instrumental melodies, and a useful way of
describing them is in term of their rhythmic structure, for puppets
are moved according to their rhythm, and the structure of a
gendhing helps determine its emotional quality and hence its
appropriateness for certain types of scenes. [my italics]
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Ki. Toyo Carito has made this scene very brief by using the short Suluk
Pathet Nem Jugag Cekak (Video. 1: 11. 17) and a gendhing.
The dialogue between Jaka Jatusmati and his mother Sumawit is
very dramatic and full of innovation. The dialogue of Jatuspati translates
as follows: "Sometimes when I meet my friends, they do not want me
with them as they may become infected by sukerta Oh .. mother I don't
have any friends any more, may I live in isolation away from others?
Every time I try to join the group they say 'lets go we might be infected by
Jaka Jatusmati's sukerta.' I am very unhappy mother, what can I do to
change this life of embarrassment?" This twist in the story has been
created by Ki. Toyo Carito. Generally, in ruwatan performances
Jatusmati's mother tells him to go and cleanse himself. In Ki. Toyo
Carita's version it is Jaka Jatusmati's initiative to protect his life and
cleanse himself of Bathara Kala. Jaka Jatusmati leaves for the lake
Sendhang Tlaga Mahdirda to cleanse himself and is accompanied by the
melody Srepegan Slendro Pathet Nem (Video. 1: 17. 02). Sampak
Slendro Pathet Nem
(Video. 1: 20. 01) is played to accompany Jaka
Jatusmati bathing in the lake. The final scene of pathet nem in Ki. Toyo
Carita's performance is the scene in which Bathara Kala meets Jaka
Jatusmati as he bathes in Telaga Mahdirda. Ki. Toyo Carito adds to the
dialogue of this scene to encourage people to conserve water and other
resources for human consumption. When Bathara Kala sees Jaka
Jatusmati splashing about and swimming in the lake without respect to
the water source and smells that Jaka Jatusmati is sukerta he pursues
him as prey for his next meal. Jaka Jatusmati escapes Bathara Kala's grasp
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and runs off, accompanied by Sampak Slendro Pathet Nem which is
repeated six times as many incidents occur (for a detailed description of
the chase see the stories of Ruwatan performances in the chapter 5.6 A).
This scene is full of very dramatic action as Jatusmati battles with Bathara
Kala and tries to escape him. The manipulation of the wayang figures is
very intricate and the audience is able to enjoy both the action and
humour. As Brandon (1970, 67) says:
Within succeeding confrontations, fighting movements become
more difficult, more interesting, and faster, building to a climax in
which one combatant is either driven off or killed. As a play
progresses, battle scenes become longer and more complex.
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Ki. Toyo Carito sings Suluk Ada-ada Pathet Nem Jugag (Video. 1: 13. 59
and 1: 15. 11) between the dialogues of this scene. The suluk is followed
by Srepeg (Video. 1: 17. 02) and Sampak (Video. 1: 12. 51) which
accompany the scuffle between Bathara Kala and Jatusmati. Pathet Nem
ends when Jaka Jatusmati arrives in the village of Brumbung Kaunderan
(the host Joyo Pawiro Pardi's village). Jaka Jatusmati's arrival is
accompanied by the melody Ayak-ayak Slendro Pathet Nem (Video. 1: 33.
52).
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3. 3 Pathet Sanga
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Ki. Toyo Carito indicates the change from Pathet Nem to Pathet
Sanga by singing Suluk Pathet Sanga Wantah (Video. 1: 34. 39). The
three types of suluk in wayang kulit performance are pathetan, ada-ada,
and sendhon54. Pathet Sanga begins with Suluk Pathet Sanga Wantah.
The words of this suluk do not describe the beautiful clear night as it
does in an all-night performance (example 26), rather a method of
meditation is described. As Probohardjono (1966) cited in Becker (1984,
499) and Brandon (1970, 55) indicate, suluk pathetan are used in
descriptive situations or to provide a feeling of contentment and
calmness. The first scene of Pathet Sanga is set in the heavens of Untara
Segara, where Bathara Wisnu and Bathara Ismaya give audience to
Bathara Naradha and Bathara Indra. This meeting is accompanied by the
5 4 A detailed discussion on the various types of suluk and their function can be found in
Probohardjono (1966) in Becker (1984, 489-491).
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melody Ladrang Gonjang-ganjing Slendro Pathet Sanga (Video. 1: 36. 25).
Ki. Toyo Carito then sings Suluk Pathet Sanga Ngelik ]ugag (Video. 1: 40.
34) which he finishes before it's natural end (he calls the shortened
version Suluk Pathet Sanga Ngelik ]ugag). Dhalang performing fulllength ruwatan plays use the entire Suluk Pathet Sanga Ngelik (example
29).

Ki. Toyo Carito is unique in introducing Bathara Ismaya55 (Semar)
into his ruwatan performance. The Javanese believe that Bathara Ismaya
is the protective spirit of Java (dhanyang tanah Jawa).. Brandon (1970, 18)
describes the fate of Bathara Ismaya as follows:
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... the historical process whereby local Javanese gods were demoted
to lesser status by new Hindu-derived gods can be seen in certain
character relationships.
Semar, the clown-servant of the
Pandhawas, was originally Ismaya, the most powerful native
Javanese god. But with arrival of Hinduism, the god Guru
(Siwah) comes to reign in Suralaya as the highest of the
manifested wayang gods. Ismaya is cursed, transformed into a
ludicrous dwarf, and sent to earth as servant to the heroes. Yet,
though a servant, his status as a god of supernatural power is
acknowledged by the Pandhawas. [my italics]
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Bathara Naradha advises Bathara Wisnu to disguise himself as dhalang
Kandhabuana and disable Bathara Kala. The dialogue between Bathara
Naradha and Bathara Wisnu is very clear, simple and realistic, the
translation is as follows: "Kala wants another meal, Bathara Guru has
allowed him to eat humans who belong to a certain criteria, for example,
one child, twins, one boy and girl, two sons, five boys, five girls, a child
born on the road and so on. It has been granted that Bathara Kala may eat
all sukerta and, therefore, will destroy the world. I suggest that Wisnu,
as the God of conservation, should attempt to stop Bathara Kala. Wisnu
should become Dhalang Kandhabuana and decrease the number of prey
Bathara Kala can take, you have the power to save the sukerta in the
world of humans." The dialogue between Bathara Naradha and Bathara
Wisnu performed by Ki Sujarno in the late 1980's in a full-length
ruwatan play is as follows: "I [Bathara Naradha] inform you, it is your
duty, your father wishes to kill your brother Bathara Kala who resides in
the world of humans, he is evil and destroys their world .... your father is

5 5 The relationship between Bathara Guru and Bathara Isrnaya may be seen in appendix
8.
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determined to kill Bathara Kala .... your father will transform into the
host of a ruwatan".
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The differences between the dialogues of Ki. Toyo Carito and Ki.
Sujarno are seen in the way Bathara Kala is prevented from destroying
humans. In Sujarno's performance Bathara Guru was required to kill
Bathara Kala. However, Ki. Toyo Carito uses the Javanese expression
'tega larane ora tega patine' (to be able to see him weak but not dead) as
he believes it is not appropriate or acceptable for Bathara Kala to be
severely punished for his father's mistakes (pers. comm. Ki. Toyo Carito,
1 October 1996). Conflict situations in wayang kulit theatre often concern
kinship relationships, for example between Bathara Guru and Bathara
Kala (father and son), and Bathara Kala and Bathara Wisnu (brothers).
Bathara Guru unintentionally created a son that he then helped to
become evil by allowing him to eat human flesh. As a result Bathara
Guru is forced to devise a plan that will prevent Kala from destroying
more humans. In the epic Mahabharata there is constant conflict
between the cousins, the Kurawa brothers and the Pandhawa brothers.
Ki. Toyo Carito then sings Suluk Ada-ada Greget Saut Jangkeb
(Video. 1: 48. 00) using his own style to emphasise the situation in the
scene by using very high tones (2, 3, and5). Generally, older dhalang do
not sing above the high tone 2 if their voices have become weaker. Ki.
Toyo Carito then jokes with the musicians about their playing ability as
the end of the suluk requires the playing of the balungan which may be
difficult for the musicians. The following is a translation of Naradha's
speech: "Ha ... ha ... ha ... ha that is it, is he confused? He has been looking
for a female singer, he was unsuccessful, then returned home and now
cannot play the music following the suluk , it is likely to be Suyut, oh ..
Yut-yut."
This gentle goading from the dhalang lightened the
performance and some musicians became visibly less tense. During this
scene Ki. Toyo Carito uses the two wayang figures of the clown characters
Petruk and Gareng to characterise Wisnu's servants Empu Tuwa
(Gareng), and Empu Dukut (Petruk). The wayang figure of Arjuna is
used to characterise Dhalang Kandhabuana. Ki. Toyo Carito uses the
figures of popular characters in Murwakala as the audience is familiar
with them. Arjuna is a great warrior and the incarnation of Bathara
Wisnu, Gareng and Petruk discuss the offerings, add humour to the
performance and occasionally give advice to the audience. To introduce
the two clown characters, Ki. Toyo Carito uses his own tembang which is
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accompanied by a gamelan improvisation (Video. 1: 50. 26) the tembang is
about people who fear death. The conversation between Dhalang
Kandhabuana and his clown servants in this scene is very funny and
discusses the unfinished costumes of Ki. Toyo Carito's gamelan group as
the hot dry season is almost upon them (a time when wayang kulit plays
are performed often). The conversation implicates the present world
beyond the world of the performance itself.
Kandhabuana: Kowe nganggowa busana cara Kejawen.
(Could you wear a Javanese costume)
Empu Tuwa: Durung dadi kok dhinese kok.
(The jacket is not finished yet)
Empu Dhukut: Lha ya nyilih no.
(You could borrow)
Empu Tuwa: Nyewa ?, sak setel limang ewu ki.
(Rent?, a complete costume costs five thousand [rupiah])
Empu Dhukut: Inggih ndara.
(yes sir)
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Srepeg Slendro Pathet Sanga (Video. 1: 53. 27) is then played to
accompany Bathara Naradha leaving Untara Segara. The dhalang
Kandhabuana and his group leave for earth while Jaya Pawira Pardi
leaves to look for a dhalang to perform a ruwatan for his two sons
Widodo and Sumanto (the wayang figure represents the host of the
ruwatan). Jaya Pawira Pardi stops at the village where Kandhabuana
lives and Ki. Toyo Carito sings Suluk Ada-ada Jugag Slendro Pathet Sanga
beginning with high torte 2 (Video. 1: 56. 22) followed by a monologue.
Jaya Pawira Pardi meets the group of musicians and dhalang
Kandhabuana, then Ki. Toyo Carito sings Suluk Ada-ada Jugag Slendro
Pathet Sanga (Video. 2: 01. 32) beginning on tone 5. The dialogue
between dhalang Kandhabuana and Jaya Pawira Pardi is more relaxed and
informal than the dialogue in the previous scene. Everyday Javanese is
used and the dialogue is more like a conversation between the host and
Ki. Toyo Carito than between two wayang characters (pers. comm. Ki.
Toyo Carito, 1 October 1996). The dialogue of this scene is easier for the
audience to understand, Jaya Pawira Pardi discusses his two sukerta sons,
Empu Tuwa explains the offerings for the performance and Jaya Pawira
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Pardi agrees to prepare the offerings. This is followed by Suluk Ada-ada
Pathet Sanga Jugag (Video. 2: 06. 07) beginning on tone 1.
By using the two clown characters to discuss the offerings rather than
dhalang Kandhabuana, Ki. Toyo Carito is free to use the low, middle or
high level of Javanese language. To accompany the two clowns Ki. Toyo
Carito sings Suluk Ada-ada Pathet Sanga Jugag (Video 2: 07. 01)
beginning on tone 1. The translation of the dialogue between Empu
Tuwa and Empu Dukut is as follows:
Empu Dhukut: "Yes sir, we wear a Javanese cap, black jacket, belt, keris,
sarong. I'm talking about clothes".
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Empu Tuwa: "Yes, the clothes, it is important that one has knowledge of
Javanese culture and be in harmony with the costume".
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Empu Dhukut: "One gains inner knowledge little by little. Although
knowledge and harmony begin on the outside and move inwards, the
physical influences the non-physical".
Empu Tuwa: "That is the truth".
Kandhabuana: "Lets prepare the instruments gender, rehab, kendhang,
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gong, kenong, saran and slenthem."
The dialogue between the clown servants Empu Tuwa and Empu Dukut
is not like the gara-gara clown scene of an all-night performance. In the
ruwatan performance the dhalang uses light humour to joke about the
instruments and musicians although the language remains clean. In an
all-night performance the humour involves crude language and figures.
Jaya Pawira Pardi leaves to inform his family and accompanied by the
melody Srepegan slendro pathet sanga (Video. 2: 10. 15).
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3. 4. Pathet Manyura.

The final scene of Pathet Sanga ends when Ki. Toyo Carito sings Suluk
Ada-ada Pathet Manyura fangkep (Video. 2: 12. 45) followed by Srepeg
Slendro Pathet Manyura. Ki. Toyo Carito signals the beginning of Pathet
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Manyura by singing the ada-ada suluk rather than Suluk Pathet Manyura
Wantah which is generally sung in full-length ruwatan performances.
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An ada-ada suluk may be followed by a loud, fast melody or a gendhing
that ends suddenly such as Srepeg Slendro Pathet Manyura. However,
Suluk Pathet Manyura Wantah must be followed by a softly played
melody. This suluk changes the mood of the performance to a more
tense and serious climax that unfolds during Pathet Manyura. Ki. Toyo
Carito sings this suluk in a firm strong voice. He sings the mbalung
(balung means skeleton) tune to make the suluk simple and powerful
and does not use musical ornamentation to create a sweet and beautiful
sound.
The last line of the suluk is:
11 1 9 Q
1
Maweka tumempuh
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The original one is:
3 3 3 3 32-1 1
Maweka tumem - puh
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The suluk is followed by Srepeg Manyura (Video: 2. 13. 12) which
accompanies dhalang Kandhabuana and his faithful servants Empu
Tuwa and Empu Dukut as they leave for the village of Brumbung
Kaunderan.
The following scene of Ki. Toyo Carita's ruwatan performance is set
in the village of Brumbung Kaunderan where Jaya Pawira Pardi, his wife
and two sons hire dhalang Kandhabuana. This scene is accompanied by
Ayak-ayak Slendro Pathet Manyura (Video. 2: 13. 56). The character of
Joko Pawira Pardi's wife explains that all the ruwatan offerings have been
carefully prepared and that they will pray together before the dhalang
arrives. The musicians and dhalang Kandhabuana enter onto the screen
accompanied by Ayak-ayak Slendro Pathet Manyura (Video 2: 18. 26).
This scene is very short, everyday Javanese language and etiquette are
used as if it is Ki. Toyo Carito and Joyo Pawira Pardi arranging a ruwatan.
Empu Dukut examines the offerings and informs the audience that they
may select portions of the offerings, he explains the function and benefit
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of certain offerings for certain people, (for example, ropes for farmers or
whips for cattle farmers). It is unusual for a dhalang ruwat to volunteer
the offerings during the performance. In the past, offerings were
considered part of the payment for the performance and some dhalang
ruwat continue to take the offerings home. The character of Jaya Pawira
Pardi then asks dhalang Kandhabuana to perform a ruwatan for his two
sons Widodo and Sumanto and Ki. Kandhabuana agrees (at the
beginning of the performance the host Jaya Pawira Pardi asks Ki. Toyo
Carita to perform a ruwatan in a similar manner). The climax of the
story is about to begin and Ki. Toyo Carita performs a narration that
describes Kandhabuana's performance. The translation is as follows:
"Dhalang Kandhabuana begins his performance with the story of the
birth of Bathara Kala which continues until Bathara Kala leaves for
Kayangan to search for his father. There are many people in Medhang
Kamulan (host's village) or Brumbung Kaunderan (village in the story)
watching the performance, both male and female, old and young, and
many wishing to be cleansed of ill-fortune. The performance of dhalang
Kandhabuana is very good and by mid-day the arena is full. Bambang
Jatusmati runs into the arena and onto the stage with the musicians." As
Ki. Toyo Carita performs this narration, his wife Kartini increases the
incense flame behind the screen, the strong aroma fills the arena creating
1
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dialogue between Empu Dukut and Jatusmati. Jatusmati explains that
Bathara Kala is pursuing him, Empu Dukut agrees to help him and gives
Jatusmati an instrument to play (the kethuk). Empu Dukut teaches
Jatusmati to play by practising the Sampak melody which is very
humorous (Video 2: 27.19). The situation becomes tense when Bathara
Kala enters the performance arena. Kandhabuana ends his performance
(as the story is finished) just as Bathara Kala arrives. Bathara Kala is
disappointed and wishes to continue watching the performance. The
translation of the dialogue between Bathara Kala and Dhalang
Kandhabuana is as follows:
Kala: What will it take for you to continue the performance.
Kandhabuana: I do not want money.
Kala: You don't want money for the performance ?
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Kandhabuana: I wish to make an exchange, I will perform again in
exchange for your weapon.

J

Empu Dhukut: But then the musicians will receive no money.
Kala: You do not want payment but wish for an exchange, you will
perform and I will give you my Mentawa sword, my weapon from
Kayangan.
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Kandhabuana: Ok, I shall perform again.
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Kala: Okay you got it
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Dhalang Kandhabuana uses this strategy to prevent Bathara Kala from
eating humans as he must shave the foreheads of his prey with the sword
Mentawa prior to eating them. Bathara Kala wants the performance to
continue as he can smell the sukerta people in the immediate area and
intends to look for them while the members of the audience are busy
watching the performance. The performance becomes extremely exciting
when Bathara Kala catches Jatusmati, the translation of the dramatic
narration is as follows:
"Dhalang Kandhabuana begins his performance in exchange for the
sword Mentawa. Bathara Wisnu (Kandhabuana) realises that by
disarming Bathara Kala, he is preventing him from claiming the sukerta,
thus, Widodo and Sumanto will be cleansed. Meanwhile Bathara Kala is
hunting for his prey from Medhang Sumawit. The scent is strong to
Bathara Kala's nostrils. His saliva fills with poison, his eyes become
bright, he plays with his fangs which grow and he falls upon Jaka
Jatusmati".
To establish the climax of the story Ki. Toyo Carito performs the
above narration followed by an argument between Kandhabuana and
Bathara Kala (Video 2: 34. 17). Kandhabuana takes Jatusmati from
Bathara Kala (Video 2: 35. 47) and they argue about who is the eldest
(Video 2: 37. 46), the argument is followed a battle (Video 2: 40. 06). The
battle is followed by the most important scene in the Murwakala story.
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Kandhabuana reads the chants on Bathara Kala's body, then removes his
fangs and magical powers. The physical contact between dhalang
Kandhabuana and Bathara Kala begins when he asks to borrow the sword
from dhalang Kandhabuana, although the sword has been exchanged for
the wayang kulit performance. When dhalang Kandhabuana refuses to
allow the return of Bathara Kala's sword the argument about who is the
eldest ensues. Dhalang Kandhabuana explains that all Gods are
descendants of the humans Adam and Kawa, therefore humans are older
than Gods. Bathara Kala becomes angered and they begin to fight again.
Dhalang Kandhabuana is able to overcome Bathara Kala by reading the
chants Purwaning Dumadi and Santi Parwa. Dhalang Kandhabuana then
removes Bathara Kala's fangs while he suffocates (as a result the chant
Santi Parwa). Ki. Toyo Carito trims some of his own hair and nails prior
to trimming the sukertas' hair and nails then wraps them in the mori
(Video. 2: 48. 16). This part of the ritual will be discussed in greater detail
in chapter 3. 5. Bathara Kala realises that Dhalang Kandhabuana is
Bathara Wisnu and is told that both he and his followers must refrain
from annoying, hurting or eating all sukerta who have had a ruwatan
play performed in their honour by dhalang Kandhabuana. Jatusmati
informs dhalang Kandhabuana that his mother is very poor and may not
be able to hire him. Dhalang Kandhabuana reads the chant Rajah
Kalacakra to cleanse Jatusmati of sengkala (the influence of Bathara Kala
and his followers). The ruwatan ends when Ayak-ayak Pamungkas is
played (Video. 2: 59. 08). Ki. Toyo Carito informs the audience of the
ritual to follow.
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3. 5. The Ritual that Follows the Murwakala Performance.
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The ritual ceremony that follows the ruwatan play is performed in
the bathroom where the sukerta people are cleansed. It was not possible
to gather an audio visual recording as the ritual was performed in a
private place. Ki. Toyo Carito and the sukerta brothers were the only
people involved in the ritual. The bathroom ritual is not performed in
close proximity to the wayang kulit play arena and the focus of the ritual
is on the sukerta. Ki. Toyo Carito performs the final ritual away from the
arena to ensure that guests and members of the audience are not bothered
by super-natural influences. Ki. Toyo Carito draws on his knowledge of
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Kebatinan to perform the cleansing ritual for this ceremony. This ritual

uses the seven powers of pure water combined with the perfume of
flowers.56 Ki. Toyo Carito then recites Kebatinan chants to protect the
sukerta from evil. Ki. Toyo Carito (pers. comm. 1 October 1996)
explained that to perform this ritual he had to ngesti tunggal (ngesti
means concentrate with all his inner energy, tunggal means one) and
nuwun (ask for help from God) to cleanse the sukerta from super-natural
influences. Geertz (1960, 322) describes the terms ngesti and nuwun as
the following:
)'

Often ngesti is phrased in slightly different terms as nuwun which
means to ask or beg for something. The notion here is that one
must ask God for insight with such a concentration of energy, beg
with such a single-minded intensity, that one will reach Him
despite the deterring elements of mundane feeling and sensation
which obscure Him from one's view or one from His.
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Prior to the ritual ceremony in the bathroom, Ki. Toyo Carito burns
incense in order to make contact with the spirits Bajang Wurung and
Kama Wurung to help him to overcome evil. Ki. Toyo Carito pours the
kembang setaman over the sukerta brothers' heads and faces three times
to symbolise birth, life, and death while reciting the chants (see chapter
2.7).
After bathing the sukerta brothers, Ki. Toyo Carito informs Jaya
Pawira Pardi and his wife that the live offerings such as the chickens,
ducks, pigeons, and fish are to be released as all offerings belong to
Bathara Kala following the ruwatan, in exchange for the sukerta. Jaya
Pawira Pardi and his wife free all the animals except the fish which are
released before dark, as they must travel twenty minutes to reach the
nver. The fish are exchanged for the ill-fortune that may have
influenced the sukerta brothers from the evil spirits who dwell in the
water. The pigeons are exchanged to appease the spirits who dwell in the
air. The chickens and ducks are exchanged to appease the evil spirits of
the land. The children enjoy this part of the ceremony and try to catch
the released land animals. A slametan is then held at the home of the
host following the ruwatan. The slametan involves more than fifty

5 6 Super -natural spirits such as Setan, Demit, Dhanyang, Gendruwo, and Thuyul use the
perfume of flowers and incense as a source of food, therefore all offerings for super
natural spirits are accompanied by flower petals and the burning of incense (pers.
comm. Ki. Toyo Carito, 1 October 1996).
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people (family and neighbours) who receive thanks for all their help with
the preparation of the ruwatan ceremony.
After the ruwatan performance, the audience, musicians and guests
are given lunch. The gamelan musicians pack the instruments and
wayang into the truck then return to the house of Ki. Toyo Carito. Beside
the well in the large kitchen area of Ki. Toyo Carito's house, the ritual
ceremony Padusan dhalang (bath for the puppeteer) and Padusan panjak
(bath for the musicians) are performed. The rituals begin when Ki. Toyo
Carito meditates (semedi) beside the kembang setaman , he then washes
his hands, feet, and face. This ritual bathing is performed to cleanse the
dhalang and musicians from the ill-effects of any lingering followers of
Bathara Kala (pers. comm. Ki. Toyo Carito, 1 October 1996). Ki. Toyo
Carito considers the cleansing ritual as extremely important for the
dhalang ruwat and his musicians as they have been communicating with
supernatural spirits, a dangerous practice if it is not done correctly. One
by one the female singers and the musicians wash their hands, feet, and
faces three times (pers. comm. Ki. Toyo Carito, 1 October 1996). Ki. Toyo
Carito then asks the researcher to perform the same ritual. The
musicians, female singers, and Ki. Toyo Carito then sit in the front room
sipping tea and Ki. Toyo Carito thanks the group for their contribution,
performs a blessing, and pays everyone .
Ki. Toyo Carito therl perfornls the larungan ceremony irL villich tl1e
hair and nails of the sukerta brothers and himself are thrown into the
river Bengawan Solo. This final part of the ruwatan ritual may be
performed several days following the wayang kulit performance
depending upon the most appropriate and auspicious day (which is
chosen using petungan fawa).
Ki. Toyo Carito travels to the river
accompanied by a driver only. He does not talk (mbisu) from the
moment he leaves his house until he reaches the river (a one hour
drive) he meditates focusing on the sukerta brothers to ensure their
continued safety. Ki. Toyo Carito explained that the toe-nails, fingernails and hair represent the human spirit, when a person is dead and
buried, the hair and nails take longer than the skin and muscles to rot
into the earth (pers. comm. Ki. Toyo Carito, 1 October 1996).
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3. 6. The music of the Ruwatan performance by Ki. Toyo Carito.
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The ruwatan wayang kulit performance is a unique art form, both a
sacred ritual and entertainment. Ki. Toyo Carito endeavours to create a
serious mood in his sacred ruwatan plays, although he believes the
performance should also be entertaining. The dramatic structure of the
story, suluk, melodies, structure of pathet, manipulation of wayang and
ginem51 are important elements of the performance. Ki. Toyo Carito
used the performance guides (pakem) hand written by his father and
grandfather, as well as the Kasunanan Palace pakem as literary sources
when establishing the basic plot (balungan lakon)
of the story
'Murwakala'.
Ki. Toyo Carito believes that his own performance style is similar to
the performance styles of his father and grandfather (pers. comm. Ki.
Toyo Carito, 1 October 1996). Soetarno (1992, 55) says that the style of Ki.
Toyo Carito's cengkok of suluk is similar to Padhasuka (Pasinaon
Dhalang Surakarta) Kasunanan style.58 Ki. Toyo Carito has made a few
minor changes to the cengkok of his suluk. Ki. Toyo Carito chooses
gendhing that emphasise the dramatic mood and scene function. The
gendhing used by Ki. Toyo Carito in his ruwatan performance are as
follows.

\

5. 6. 1. Gendhing Patalon (Video. 0: 18.19 - 0: 22.45).

t

[1.
y

!

i'I

Example 1. Ayak-ayak Talu Slendro Pathet Manyura
(2)
- 3 - (2) - 3 - (2)
- 2 - (1)
- 5 - (3)
2 3 2 (1) 2 3 2 (1)
3 5 3 (2)
3 5 3 (2)
5 3 5 (6) 5 3 5 (6)
5 3 5 (6)
5 3 2 (1)
2 3 2 (1) 3 5 3 (2)
5 3 5 (6)
5 3 5 (6)
5 3 5 (6) 5 3 2 (1)
2 3 2 (1)
3 5 3 (2)
5 3 5 (6) 5 3 5 (6)
5 3 5 (6)
5 3 2 (1) -3- (2) Srepeg manyura
'J

....,

3 2 3 2
.......
3 2 3 2

o,J

.....

~

5 3 5 3
'-"'
5 6 1 (6)

._,

2 1 2 (1)
1 61 6

._,

._..

2 1 2 1
.....,
._,
5 3 5 3

._,

6 5 3 (2) seseg

57 The spoken dialogue of the play, the words each puppet character speaks in the first
person to some other puppet character.
5 8 More information on Kasunanan style suluk can be found in Becker (1984, 449 - 489).
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3 2 3 2
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3 2 3 2
'-J

6666
._,

._,
...., '-"
....,
'-"
2 3 2 (1)
5 3 5 3
2 1 2 1
....,.
5 6 1 (6) sampak manyura
""'....., v"""'

[[3333
.._,...., .__,....,
'-"
1 1 1 (1)
1 1 1 1

~

._,

V'

..,

2 2 2 (2)
....,. """".._, ._,.
2 2 2 2

.....,.

~

'-' '-'

2 2 2 2
.....,...., ._,
6 6 6 (6)

.........

.....,;

'-"

.....,

3 3 3 3
6 6 6 6 ]]
~~"-'v

·t
....

Suwuk:
6 5 3 2

'-"

......,

'-' '-"

6 6 6 6

._, .....,.. .._,

'-'

6 6 6 6

'-'

V'

6 6 6 (6)
"-"' """""' ..............
6 6 6 6

'I,.J

'"""

v

\,;

3 3 3 3
6 5 3 (2)

'\.

""
(

.

~

i
~

The introduction gendhing of Ki. Toyo Carito's ruwatan
performances are generally used in pakeliran padat or pakeliran ringkas
performances (see chapter 1.5). In traditional all-night wayang kulit
performances seven introduction pieces are generally played, these are:
Gendhing Cucur Bawuk, Inggah Pareanom, Ladrang Srikaton, Ketawang
Suksma liang, Ayak-ayakan, Srepegan and Sampak. These pieces
symbolise the various stages of human existence. In contemporary
performances the unique beauty of the music is important. The
introduction pieces are selected from klenengan or from the dhalang's
own repertoire of musical pieces. These pieces generally involve male
and female singing. Musical pieces from other areas of Java and dance
pieces are also selected for the Introduction (Susilo 1996, 48). Ki. Toyo
Carito's introduction pieces represent the process of human existence:
Ayak-ayak represents birth, Srepegan represents life, and Sampak
represents death (pers. comm. Ki. Toyo Carito, 1 October 1996). Ki. Toyo
Carito prepares the wayang for the first scene, focuses his concentration,
and prepares the microphone during the introduction.

5. 6. 2. Pathet Nem.
·,_

Ki. Toyo Carito knocks the cempala against the wayang box on his
left . .. dhog dhog
dhog dhog dhog drodhog which signals the
musicians to prepare, this is followed by another five knocks on the box
to cue the musicians to play Ayak-ayakan. On the third knock the
kendhang begins beating in time with the cempala beat until the sound of
the gong, then the music begins (see example 2).
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Adegan Kayangan Junggring Salaka.
Example 2. Ayak-ayakan Slendro Pathet Manyura (Video. 0: 20. 20 - 0:
22.45)
,...

+

~

+

+

+

b

b

(+)
(b)
(2)

- 3 - (2)

- 3 - (2)

- 5 - (3)

- 2 - (1)

2 3 2 (1)

2 3 2 (1)

I I 3 5 3 (2)

3 5 3 (2)

5 3 5 (6)

5 3 5 (6)

5 3 5 (6)

5 3 2 (3)

6 5 3 (2)

3 5 3 (2)

3 5 3 (2)

5 3 2 (3)

2 1 2 (1)

2 3 2 (1)

2 3 2 (1) I I

1 1 2 (1)

3 2 1 (6)

-,!

'lr

Suwuk:

Example 3. Gendhing Kawit, Ketuk 2 Minggah Ladrang, Laras Slendro
~

Pathet Nem (Video. 0: 22. 46- 0: 29.46):
....

II - - - 3

- 1 2 3

- 1 2 "3

- 1 2 3)

1
0 .. .. 'k
\ omoangan
J\

.,

"

+
)(.

'2 2 1 (')\
3 5 65
V-J
++++++++++++++++
+ + +
2 2 3 2
3 2 1 2)
3 5 65
++++++++++++++++++++++++++
++ +
(sireb)

2 2

2 2 3 2

'-'

.L

')<.

l<.

""
-\-

3 3 - ~

It

3 3 5 3

- 6 - 1

2 3 5 (3) I I

Inggah:
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0

"

0

0

53 5 6
>

X

•

0
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I
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y

0

X

0
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a

0

1 6 5 3)
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2 2 3 2)
"

"

0

"

0

6 5 3 2)
0

3 3 5 3)

x

o

P

5 3 5 6
.Q.

'l(

0

3 5 6 5
0

><

0

3 2 3 5
0

"

0

5 6 1 6

X

0

1 6 5 3)
0

h

"

"

..

4

0

..

0

3 2 1 (2)
6 5 3 2)
5 3 2 (3)

;\
_(·

Aya-ayak Slendro Pathet Manyura is played while Ki. Toyo Carito moves
the two kayon out of the banana log and places them on either side of the
screen. When the characters are seated or positioned, Ki. Toyo Carito
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cues the gamelan to stop by knocking the cempala against the wayang
box. The music then changes to Gendhing Kawit when Ki. Toyo Carita
sings the kombangan59 beginning on tone 3, as shown in example 3.
To increase the tempo of the music (seseg), Ki. Toyo Carita knocks
on the box once on the second beat of the kenong and continues with a
fast-knocking (ngganter) until the last wayang character enters on the
stroke of the gong ageng (see example 3). The music changes to sireb
(smooth and soft with female singing) following a certain structural point
in the music (the first konong) and the rebab, gender, kendhang,
slenthem, kethuk, kenong, and gong continue to play. The sireb music
accompanies the narration of Ki. Toyo Carita which describes the
kingdom, the characters and introduces the plot. When the narration is
at an end Ki. Toyo Carita cues the gamelan to return to normal using all
of the instruments with one knock on the wayang box. Gendhing Kawit
then changes to Ladrang Kawit without pause and Ki. Toyo Carita sings
the kombangan during Ladrang Kawit. He cues the musicians to play
Suwuk Alus ending with one knock on the wayang box on the second
beat of the kenong following the stroke of the gong ageng. When the
gamelan stops playing, Ki. Toyo Carita sings Suluk Pathet Nem Wantah
(see example 4).
Gendhing Kawit is generally performed during the opening scene
set in the kingdom of Amarta or Kayangan in traditional all-night
performance and may be played for over an hour. This gendhing is
played for approximately 9 minutes during Ki Toyo Carito's ruwatan
performance. Ki. Toyo Carita chose Gendhing Kawit to accompany the
first scene on account of its appropriateness to the mood and characters of
the scene. Both the musicians and audience are familiar with this
gendhing and Ki. Toyo Carito believes familiarity relieves tension (pers.
comm. Ki. Toyo Carita, 1 October 1996). Ki. Toyo Carita shortened the
narration of the first scene by using no repetition. The kombangan of
Ladrang Kawit continues for only one gongan.
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59 Kombangan is a suluk song that is accompanied by the gamelan.
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Example 4. Suluk Pathet Nem Wantah
Toyo Carito's performance is:

·>

,_

(Video. 0: 29. 47- 0: 32.23) of Ki.

3 3
3 3
3 -.6123
sembah nireng ulun
( Homage of mine)
3
Dhan

235 5 5 5 5
5 5
5 5 5 6 5 35
6- 53 532
Ka purba risang murbengrat sahananingkang, 0
0
(For who made this world and everything in it)
6 6 6
66
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 65165 5
Ni kanang sihing dasih maweh boga sawe
gung,
(Gives love, food for all)

65356
0

2 2

~

112 2 2
3 53 3 3 353 2
3
Nihing ring delahan, dhan kanang mamujwengwang
(For who in the heavens, my homage and prayers)
235 235 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -21 .---.65
Ri - sang nayakaningrat dutengrat u - ta - rna
(Your holy delegates)
6 1 2 3 2 12 21
Len siswa suga - ta, 0 ,
(And pupils)

6

0

..-.

-21653

0

~~

(The Kasunanan cengkok of the second line is 5 instead of 6)
')-

Example 5. Suluk Pathet Nem Wantah The Kasunanan cengkok is:
r

\'i
\
\•.I,

3 3 3
2.3
3
3
Leng-leng ramyaningkang

:~

r'

f;

'l'
\

235 5 5 5 5 35
sa - sangka kumenyar

653 532
0
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6 6
6 6 6
mangrengga ruming

";>

3532 2
mang- kin

,J,

616 5
pu - ri

2i2i6
0

2 2 2 12 3 56 3 5
tanpa si - ring halep nikang

32 2
u - mah

235 235 2 2
216 919? 9
mas lir murbeng la - ngit
0
\.

/

12 2
tek wan

/

•
!>'-

>
)

~

~

2 2 2 12
sarwa manik

1 21653
...
0

Suluk Pathet Nem Wantah provides a gradual transition from the end
of the gendhing to the beginning of the dialogue. The dialogue of the
characters in this scene is accompanied by grimingan gender. 60 Ki. Toyo
Carito knocks the cempala against the wayang box between the dialogues
of the characters. The function of the cakepan (words) for Suluk Pathet
Nem Wantah is both to emphasise the mood of the scene and serve as a
prayer, unlike in traditional performance where the cakepan simply
describes the king and his kingdom. 61
---1~ c.
Ex d.l.llp.n::
v •

v~-~-n' e.,.
~Te""n
T••g~~ ~'"'e'~~~~
1- 1"\1•
~~~ JU u
0 ~ 1\.UI\.

.1 Ul- ~

''ndeo
\ v

66
66
. . 666
.. . . 66
.. .
. . 6. 6.
Hatap para hapsari
tumonton sang

r"

.L

•

n.
'l.A r:n\.
v. '-'""-"'JVf•

66.
dwija
,;

(All the goddesses look at the priest)

,'r

Q 1 2

2 212
1
0,
Kadya nggiwor jiwa

21653
. 1612
..
0
\.

(As one soul)

'7

i

To indicate a change from the introduction dialogue bage-binage
(greetings) to the main dialogue (ginem baku) Ki. Toyo Carito sings Suluk
Pathet Nem Jugag Cekak (example 6). This shortened suluk (half of the

6 0 The gender music that supports the mood of the scene and provides tone references to
the dhalang.

\,
'

\,1

\

l

6 1 More detail about cakepan suluk can be found in Becker (1984, 449-489).
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Suluk Pathet Nem Jugag) is only found in pakeliran padat performances
(see example 7).
Example 7. Pathet Nem Jugag.
j

,l

6 6 6 6
!) ~ 9 !) !?~·
Hanjrah ingkang puspita a - rum,
(Flower petals fall)

·)"

12 2 2 2
2 2 2 2 1.2.
ka - siliring samirana mrik,
(Blown in the light breeze)

6.165.

0

,._

1...

,..

2.
2. 35.
2. 235. 2 --.-.
21 6.5. 6- .....
3532
3 5356
Se - kar
ga - dhung, ko
- ngas
gandanya 0
(The Gadhung flower, with it's strong perfume)

~{

12 2
2 2
maweh raras
(Brings joy)
~

·,~

i,

IIl

~{
>.

y

2 2 2
renaning

2 LL
driya,

1. 219 . ?~
0

.

As Probohardjono (1966) in Becker (1984, 453) says, Suluk Pathet
Nem Jugag is used to indicate a transition to any situation that has a
calm mood during Pathet Nem. In traditional performances this suluk
may be performed many times during the first part of the performance.
To emphasise intense emotions Ki. Toyo Carito then sings Suluk Adaada Greget Saut which also cues the musicians to play Srepegan or
Sampak. Suluk Ada-ada Pathet Nem begins with pitch nem (6) if the
complete version is to be sung (jangkep -complete) and begins with pitch
siji (1) if the short version is to be sung (jugag- short) see examples (9 and
10). However, in the ruwatan performance of Ki. Toyo Carito, the first
Suluk Ada-ada begins with pitch lora (2) (see example 8). Ki. Toyo Carito
explained that he chose to begin the first line on pitch 2 and end the line
with pitch 1 as this creates a mood that is perfect for the introduction of
the evil character Kama Salah (pers. comm. Ki. Toyo Carito, 1 October
1996).
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Example 8. Ada-ada Slendro Pathet Nem ( Video. 0: 40.14 - 0: 41.10)
beginning with pitch lora (2):

'r

235

)

555

Niyata

laruta

5 5

55

saking

godha

1

1 1 1 1

sang

Kuru kula

(To cleanse away the sin of Kuru kula)
;.

2

+

2

2 2 2 2 -21

6.

2

yen tan amutusa sang sri
0
(If one cannot stop him/Bhisma)

!

I~

,''

2 2

21 6

Saking

godha

1216

0

(From the sin)

';

'

..

,.
I

2

2 3

Sang Wuru

212 2

Bhisma,

(The priest Bhisma)

•

I

·\

35

2

2

Sang vVuru

21

9

3

Bhisma

0

(The priest Bhisma)

\.

Example 9. Ada-ada Pathet Nem beginning with pitch nem (6):

,,

\,

,,

x

i\I

666

6

66

6

6 6 56

Ridu mawor mangawur wurahan,
(Great noise)

r
[r'

~

2 2 2 2

I

2 21

1

Tengaraning a - ju - rid,
(The signal for the warriors)
}

1

i i i

i6

5

2

11

1 1 1

16 5

Gong maguru gangsa, 0
teteg kadya bu - tu - la
(The gong is beaten loudly, the drum is beaten enough to burst)
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1111111

War panjriting turanggesthi,
(The horses and elephants cry out)

2 2
2 2 2 2 2 21 Q
2 2 2
Rekatak engkang dwaja lelayu se - bit
(Tearing, grating noise, a torn battle flag)

3
0

Example 10. Ada-ada Pathet Nem beginning with pitch siji (1):

y

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11
Ridu
mawor mangawur wurahan,
(Great noise)
)-

¥

2 2 2 2
2 21 Q 3
Tengaraning a - ju - rid,
0
(The signal for the warriors)

i

The suluk is followed by a short narration and music (example 11) to
accompany Kama Salah onto the screen.
~

Example 11. Srepegan Slendro Pathet Nem (Video. 0:41.18- 0; 41. 10):

i(

r
. r>-

-"

·,.

\'

I

i

I

l\

I

116 56 5
.., '-'
1 65 3

.....,

.....

2 3 5 (3)

6

53

(2)

......

5 3 5 3
3232

(5)
'-'

'-"

5 2 3 5
3 5 6 (5) I I
'J

Srepegan is not played in its complete form during this scene.
However, in traditional performance Srepegan must be played in its
complete form including the ngelik part (example 12) as it is believed to
create a mood full of passion (sareh) (pers. comm. Ki. Toyo Carito, 4
October 1996). Srepegan is generally played in its incomplete form in
pakeliran padat and pakeliran ringkas performances enabling musicians
to increase the tempo or stop at any time depending upon the mood of
the scene. Ki. Toyo Carito (pers. comm. 4 October 1996) says that Srepegan
is played to represent the emotions of Kama Salah who is hungry, angry,
and in a hurry. Ki. Toyo Carito cues the music to begin fast (seseg)and
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stop when Kama Salah enters onto the screen, the ngelik part of the piece
is not played.
Example 12. Srepegan Slendro Pathet Nem.
~

,_;'

2 3 5 (3)
...,.
6 5 3 (2)
.._,
3 2 3 2
'-'
'-"
. 3 2 6 5

I 16 5 6 5
......

......

1 6 5 3
.....
'-'
2 1 2 ._,
1
2 3 2 1

-./

~

y

(5)

.....

v

'-'

,_..

5 3 5 3
V'

v

3 2 3 2
....,
5 .._,
6 1 (6)
3 2 3 (5)

.._,

'-J

5 2 3 5
....,

3 5 6 (5) I I ngelik
'-

......

5 3 5 3

To represent the mood of the character Bathara Guru, Ki. Toyo
Carito sings Ada-ada Pathet Nem Jugag (see example 13) beginning with
pitch loro (2) rather than siji (1) or nem (6) as the Ada-ada Jugag form
beginning with pitch 1 is too short and the form beginning with pitch 6 is
too short to represent the mood of the king of the Gods in this situation.
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Example 13. Ada-ada Pathet Nem Jugag (Video. 0: 44. 47- 0: 45.02)
beginning with pitch loro (2):
22

•

1

2

2

232

Ridhu mangawur wu - ra - han
(Great noise)
1

Gong
i

22

1

1 1 1

1

maguru gangsa

(The gong is beaten loudly)
2 2

;>-

2 2

2

21 .6
-

3
Teteg kaya bu- tu- la
0
(The drum is beaten loud enough to burst)

Srepegan Slendro Pathet Nem in its complete form (Video 0: 49. 32, see
~

'i
\

\

\
I,

r

example 12) is played to accompany the characters of Umayi and Kama
Salah as they enter the inner palace to get Kama Salah's new clothes (the
regalia of the Gods). The complete Srepegan piece emphasises Kama
Salah's joy as he is recognised as a God. Sampak Slendro Pathet Nem
(example 14) follows Srepegan, to accompany Bathara Kala as he leaves to
hunt for his next meal in the world of humans. Sampak is rarely
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performed during the first scene of traditional performances although, is
played during pakeliran padat or pakeliran ringkas performances. Ki.
Toyo Carito chooses to play Sampak during his ruwatan performance as
it represents the elated mood of the character Bathara Kala as he receives
permission to eat humans. Sampak then emphasises the angry mood of
Bathara Naradha who disagrees with Bathara Guru's decision (pers.
comm. Ki. Toyo Carito, 1 October 1996).
Example 14. Sampak Slendro Pathet Nem (Video. 0: 53.17):

-'(

(5)

II

S SSS
v

'-' ......

2 2 2 (2)

I~

...... """'

3 3 3 (3)

3333

6666

S S S(5)

\....'

5555
II

I

I
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}
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Sampak is also played to accompany the angry movements of the
character Bathara Naradha, although, is not followed by a suluk (suwuk
tanpa pathet -stops without singing). In traditional performances
gendhing are generally followed by a suluk and a dialogue. However,
Ki. Toyo Carito performs the dialogue between Bathara Guru and Bathara
Naradha immediately following Sampak. Suluk Ada-ada Jugag then
follows, beginning on pitch 2 (example 15). This suluk accompanies the
nwvements of Bathara Guru and emphasises his feelings of guilt and
regret at allowing Bathara Kala to prey on humans.
Example 15. Ada-ada Pathet Nem Jugag (Video. 0: 56.19) beginning with
pitch lora (2):

222222 22
23 2 1
1 1 1 1
Niyata laruta sakeng do sa sang kurukula
(To cleanse away the sins of Kuru Kula)
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sang kuruku la
0
(of Kuru Kula)
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Ayak-ayak Slendro Pathet Nem is played for the scene Adegan Kunduran
to accompany the character of Bathara Guru as he descends from his
throne and enters the queen's chambers (Example 16). Ayak-ayak
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Slendro Pathet Nem is played rather than Ayak-ayak Panjang Mas. Ayakayak Panjang Mas would be followed by a 15 minute narration for the
Gapuran (gate scene) in traditional or ladrang form in a contemporary
performance to accompany the dance movements of the characters
leaving the chambers. Ki. Toyo Carito argues that Ayak-ayak Slendro
Pathet Nem is an appropriately simple melody to accompany Bathara
Guru and his wife as they enter her chambers and the dance movements
of Bathara Naradha as he leaves the chambers.
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Example 16. Ayak-ayak Slendro Pathet Nem (Video. 1. 01. 36):
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There is a short narration that describes the situation as Bathara Naradha
and the other Gods leave Kayangan. Srepegan Slendro Pathet Nem
(Video. 1. 03. 38, see example 12) is then played to accompany the journey
of the Gods to Untara Segara, led by Bathara Naradha. Ki. Toyo Carito
does not perform Paseban Jawi (the outer audience scene) as it merely
repeats the first scene. He then sings Suluk Pathet Kedu (as in traditional
performance, example 17) to induce a calmer mood following the erratic
movements of the many characters as they have danced across the screen.
Ki. Toyo Carito shortens the suluk by finishing in the middle and the
mood of the first half is enough to represent the calm situation (pers.
comm. Ki. Toyo Carito, 1 October 1996).
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Example 17. Suluk Pathet Kedu (Video. 1. 05. 40):
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langening kang kalangyan
(Look at the beautiful panorama)
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AgZar pandam muncar
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(There are lamps everywhere)
7
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Tinon Zir kekonang
(That look like 'konang')
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(The lights are not bright)
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(The brightness is lost)
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Kasor Zan pajaring 0 , 0
(The brightness is lost)
Example 18. Pathet Kedu (complete):
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21653
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(The moon is in the sky)
purnameng gegana
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dasaring mangsa ke - ti - ga
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(In the dry season, the sky is cloudy)
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(At the tip of the sky)
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A short narration follows the suluk to introduce the second major
audience scene during Pathet Nem, However, in traditional ruwatan
performances the narration provides a detailed description of the
departure of the soldiers and noblemen, including a description of their
attire, weapons, flags, modes of transport (such as horses and elephants)
and the soldiers' camp beyond the kingdom. Ladrang Srikaton (example
19) is played to accompany the wayang figures of Widow Sumawit, her
son Jatuspati, the emban (female servants) and the narration of the
second major audience scene (Adegan Sabrangan). This piece is very
simple and is generally used as an introduction gendhing in traditional
performances. Ki. Toyo Carito chose Gendhing Ladrang Srikaton as it
involves male and female singing and represents the situation of a
village family as shown on the screen. In a traditional r u w at an
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performance gendhing are chosen according to the characters on the
screen (see Susilo 1996, 11 - 25).
Example 19. Ladrang Srikaton (Video. 1. 07. 28):
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Ladrang Srikaton ends (suwuk) followed by Suluk Pathet Nem Jugag
Cekak as shown in example 6 (Video. 0: 34.50), although different words
are used (see Example 20). The words of the suluk support the characters
currently on screen or the mood of the scene, for example when the
character Gatutkaca appears, dhalang generally sing the words "irikata
sang Gathutkaca ....... " (here is Gatutkaca) although dhalang are free to use
any suluk ada-ada.
Example 20. Suluk Pathet Nem Jugag Cekak (Video. 1. 1117):
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The suluk above serves as a bridge between the narration and dialogue
and as a guide to the dhalang for the antawecana (the tuning of the
dialogue). For example, the pitch of voice for the character of Jatusmati is
lora (2). As the suluk finishes on pitch telu (3) the dhalang then simply
moves down one note to lora (2) for the voice of Jatusmati during Pathet
Nem. During Pathet Sanga the voice of Jatusmati would then begin on
pitch siji (1), choosing the pitch for the dialogue then depends upon the
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pathet, wanda62 and mood of the scene. Suluk Ada-ada Pathet Nem
Jugag (example 21) is another variation of a mood song which begins
with the three notes 3, 5, 6 rather than 6 and emphasises the strength of
character of Jatusmati. The voice of the dhalang follows the balungan
(skeletal melody) in the first and second line of example 21 which creates
a strong confident mood. This differs from the first and second lines of

r
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example 9 in which the voice of the dhalang moves one pitch above or
below the notation prior to the final note creating a sweeter sound.
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Example 21. Ada-ada Pathet Nem Jugag (Video. 1. 13. 59):
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Tansamar pamoring suksma
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5 6
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(The soul is bright and strong)
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Sinuksmaya winahyohing
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a - sepi

(Enter deep within the soul)
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Sinimpen telenging kal - bu
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3

0

(Stay in the depths of the heart)
Widow Sumawit supports her son Jatusmati and holds him close,
accompanied by Ada-ada Pathet Nem Jugag (example 22). The words and
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notation of the second line of this mood song differ from Ada-ada Pathet
Nem Jugag (example 21).
Example 21, the second line is:
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Sinuksmaya winahyohing
a - sepi
(Enter deep within the soul)
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6 2 Wanda: Emotion or mood of a character; a major character will be carved in several
different wanda.
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The mood created by the suluk below is sweeter than example 21 as it
accompanies the female character of Widow Sumawit:
2 2 2 2 2 2 2321 1
tan tulusa anyakra
ring
(The arrow is not sent)
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Example 22. Ada-ada Pathet Nem Jugag (Video. 1. 15. 11):
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Tatkala Narpa Kresna
(When Kresna)
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Tantulusa anya - kra
ring
(Cancelled the arrow shot )
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Risang Jahnawi su - ta
(The son of Jahnawi)
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Srepegan Slendro Pathet Nem (Video. 1. 17. 02 and see example 12)
accompanies the character of Jatusmati as he goes to Lake Mahdirda to
bathe. Srepegan is played at medium speed creating a dramatic mood,
when Jatusmati leaves the scene the tempo increases (seseg) the tension
of the scene increases. The music is played quietly (sireb) to accompany
the character of the Widow Sumawit (to emphasise her emotion as she
walks slowly following Jatusmati's shadow). The music returns to
medium speed as the Widow Sumawit exits. Sampak Slendro Pathet
Nem (Video. 1. 20. 01 and see example 14) is played to accompany
Jatusmati as he leaps into the Mahdirda lake. Sampak is appropriate for
this scene as it anticipates the excitement that is about to begin. Behind
the screen Ki. Toyo Carita's wife Kartini places more incense in the
burner to create a stronger scent as Bathara Kala is about to enter onto the
screen.
A narration follows Sampak which ends without a suluk (suwuk
tanpa pathet ). Ki. Toyo Carito explains in his narration that Jatusmati
does not respect the Mahdirda lake because he swims and plays, whereas
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the village people use the lake for every day needs. Sampak Slendro
Pathet Nem (Video 1: 20. 51 and example 14) is played to accompany
Bathara Kala as he attempts to catch Jatusmati. Sampak Slendro Pathet
Nem (Video 1: 20. 37 and example 14) is played during the opening battle
scene (Adegan Perang Gagal) as Bathara Kala pursues Jatusmati. Sampak
Slendro Pathet Nem is repeated six times (Video 1: 24. 04, 1: 25. 56, 1: 27.
43, 1: 29. 21, 1: 31. 34, 1: 33. 22) which is followed by Ayak-ayak Slendro
Pathet Nem (Video 1: 33. 52). Unlike in traditional or contemporary allnight performances the Sampak piece rather than Srepegan is used as
repetition music for this scene. Sampak is usually played for the climax
battle of perang gagal. Ki. Toyo Carito chooses to repeat the Sampak
piece as the performance is only 3 hours in duration and the battle
(perang gagal) often pauses for the brief monologues of Jatusmati and
Bathara Kala. The Sampak piece is easier to stop and start again as the
melody is simple. Ki. Toyo Carita sings Suluk Ada-ada three times
during the six repetitions of Sampak (prior to the important dialogues):
Example 23. Ada-ada Jugag Slendro Pathet Nem (Video. 1: 26. 34)
beginning with pitch siji (1):
111111111111
Buta pandhawa tata gatiwisaya
(The ogre, the Pandhawa, the wind)
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2 2 2 2 2 2 2 21 6 3
Lindriyaksa sara maru - ta
0
(The wind, the ogre, the wind)
Example 24. Ada-ada Jugag Slendro Pathet Nem (Video. 1: 30. 01)
beginning with pitch nem (6):
666666 6
Tatkala narpa Kresna
(When Kresna)
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2 222 22 1 1
Tantulusa
anyakraring
(cancelled the arrow shot)
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Risang Jahnawi
su - ta
(The son of Jahnawi)
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The function of Ayak- ayak Slendro Pathet Nem (Video 1: 33. 52) is to
create a calm atmosphere and serve as a bridge from Pathet Nem to
Pathet Sanga. Ayak-ayak Slendro Pathet Nem ends on tone 6 to guide the
dhalang who begins Suluk Pathet Sanga Wantah on pitch lora (2).
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5. 6. 3. Pathet Sanga.

Example 25. Suluk Pathet Sanga Wantah (Video. 1: 34. 39):
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(To open the door of the mind in meditation)
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Example 26. Suluk Pathet Sanga Wantah:
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Sang sa-ya da-lu a - ra-ras a - byor kang lintang kumedhap
(Late at night the stars shine brightly)
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(At mid-night the scent of flowers is strong)
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235 5
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5 5 55
ka - rengyaning budyanira
(Creating a joyous mood)
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sang dwijawara mbrenge - ngeng lir
swaraning madu brang-ta
(The priest's prayer sounds like bees looking for honey)
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manungsung sarznzng kem- bang
(In the nucleus of flowers)
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Suluk Pathet Sanga Wantah is a traditional mood song, only the words
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of the song are ever changed. In traditional performances the words of
the suluk describe the beauty of the stars at mid-night. In the
performance of Ki. Toyo Carito a narration introducing the next scene
follows the suluk. This differs from an all-night performance where the
narration describes the beauty of the night. At the end of the narration
Ki. Toyo Carito signals for the next musical piece by using word code
(sasmito): ... "Kalamun cinandra saengga nggonjangake bawana" (moves
the world) for the musical piece Gendhing Gonjang-ganjing (rocking,
moving) Slendro Pathet Sanga.
Example 27.

Ladrang Gonjang Ganjing Laras Slendro Pathet Sanga

(Video. 1: 36, 25):
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This gendhing accompanies the movements of Bathara Wisnu and
Bathara Ismaya as they enter onto the screen. A narration follows and
Bathara Naradha arrives. This is a cheerful gendhing that describes the
events of the scene and involves male and female singing. In Pathet
Sanga, the dhalang will sing Suluk Pathet Sanga Ngelik or Suluk Pathet
Sanga Jugag. if the musical piece ends softly (suwuk alus). If the music
ends suddenly (suwuk gropak) the dhalang will sing Suluk Ada-ada
Greget Saut Pathet Sanga. Suluk Pathet Sanga Ngelik (example 28)
follows Ladrang Gonjang -ganjing which describes the mood of the
characters on screen and serves as a bridge between the music and
dialogue. Ki. Toyo Carito sings Suluk Pathet Sanga Ngelik for this scene,
he ends the suluk half way through although Ki. Toyo Carito believes
the mood of the shortened suluk accurately represents the characters of
the scene (pers. comm. Ki. Toyo Carito, 1 October 1996).
Example 28. Suluk Pathet Sanga Ngelik Jugag (Video. 1: 40. 34):
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56i 2i6 i565 i i
Nihan
0.
0
(The student is talking)
c..

6 6
6 6 6 56
Marang risang Maha Yogi
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1 1 1 1 65
siswa umatur
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653 2321
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165 3532
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(To the priest teacher)
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235 55
5 6 5 35
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Kar - saning Hyang Hodipa-ti
(The God wishes)
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2
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Y ogya sal iring warna 0,
(The God of nature)
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The Kasunanan style Suluk Pathet Sanga Ngelik (example 29) is longer
than the suluk of Ki. Toyo Carito as there are two repetitions of the
fourth line of notation. The fourth line of notation is the final line of Ki.
Toyo Carito's Suluk Pathet Sanga Ngelik, thus, he uses only the first half
of the suluk, and sings the very last line of (example 29): 2 .. 1?.16?. to
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end the suluk.
The basic notation of Ki. Toyo Carito's suluk is in
Kasunanan style, although he has adapted this version to make it more
beautiful by moving up to the final note from a few notes below
(rambatan).
Example 29. Suluk Pathet Sanga Ngelik Kasunanan style:
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2 2
2 i
2 2.i.6 6
Nihan siswa u - ma - tur,
0 0
(The student is talking)
1.. 2.i6. i65

1.65.3532.
6 6
6 6
6 6 6 5.6 1.65. 3532.
0
marang risang maha yo - gi, 0
(To the priest teacher)
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1 1 1
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1 1 1 1.
Karsaning Hyang Hutipati,

2.35 5 5 5 5 5 3.5.
Sang wipra kadiparan,
( The will of God)
1 1 1 1 1 1 ~.1.
yoga salwiring warna,
(The God of nature)
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2 2 2 2 2
Kang gumelar aneng
(Who lives on earth)
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2 2 2 2 2 2. 32 1.6. 2. 321 1 1
1 1 1 1 6.1.
Mugi u - lun tedah - na, tan dya sang Wiku anjarwi,
(Please show me, the priest teacher explains)

2 .. 16.165.
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0

To represent the mood of the character Wisnu, Ki. Toyo Carito uses his
own style of suluk (passed on from his grandfather) which uses very
high notation (example 30). This encourages the musicians and audience
to anticipate the appearance of the next characters on screen (the clown
characters). Ki. Toyo Carito then jokes with the gamelan players about
the suluk.
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Example 30. Ada-ada Greged Saut Sanga Jangkeb village style (Video. 1:
48. 00):
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Tan samar pamoring suksma
(The soul is bright and strong)
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Si - nuksmaya winahyohing a - se
(Enter deep within the soul)
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Sinimpen telenging kal - bu
(Stay in the depths of the heart)
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Pambukaning wa - ra - na
(To open the door)
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-12 6 3 3
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Tarlen saking layap li-yeping nga - lu - yub
(Of the mind in meditation)
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When the clown characters Empu Tuwa and Empu Dukut appear onto
the screen the gendhing "Ana Tangis" is played. Ki. Toyo Carita has
known this melody since he was a child, his mother would sing it to him
before he went to sleep at night (pers. comm. by telephone, Ki. Toyo
Carito, 20 August 1998). The words of the song are unlike any other
gendhing dolanan of traditional or contemporary performance.
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Example 31. Gendhing Dolanan Ana Tangis (Video. 1: 50. 26):
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61 L
616
L
A-na
ta - ngis
(Desperate weeping)

13 2
la - yung

616
5 ..
la - yung
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61 2..
13
2 .,---;616
5
616
~
'
Ta - ngi - se
wong we - di ma - ti
(The weeping of one who is frightened of death)
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2.. 616 .. 5 .. 2 .b.
325
2 23
~ 61
na
Gedhong a - na, kuncen a
(Despite being hidden behind a locked door death is certain )
'i
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616
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-. 5..
Wong ma - ti
mang- sawu - ru - nga
(People will die)
6
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6 61 6 1 6 61 5 ..
Ri pa - da pada bi - yung
(You are a child of mother)
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Bok - ne ra - ra
(The mother of a daughter)

6 1 6
Cepaka
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6 1 6 61
5..
cepaka tan - ;ung
(The best of the flowers)
13
2.
616
-.
-. 5 ..
Bok - ne ra - ra
(The mother of a daughter)

,
.
. .
2
2. 3 35
5
61 - 2 616. 52
2..
A - na
tan - jung, de
ne kem
bang
(There are the flowers, and there are flowers)

616. .5
6 6 165 2
?2 1
-.Asri ka - ton
bokne
ra
ra
(Beautiful looking, for the mother of a daughter)
This gendhing dolanan accompanies the faithful clown servants Empu
Tuwa (the wayang figure of Gareng) and Empu Dukut (the wayang figure
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of Petruk) as they enter onto the screen. The words of the melody are to
remind the sukerta people and their family about life and death.
Srepegan Slendro Pathet Sanga (example 32) accompanies the characters
of Kandhabuana and the musicians as they journey to the world of
humans.
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Example 32. Srepegan Slendro Pathet Sanga (Video. 1: 53. 27):
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The function of Ada-ada Slendro Pathet Sanga (example 33) is to serve as
a bridge between the music and monologue of the character Jaya Pawira
Pardi as he looks for a dhalang ruwat to perform for his two sukerta sons.
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Example 33. Ada-ada Sledro Pathet Sanga (Video. 1: 56. 22):
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Bumi
gonjang-ganjing
la - ngit kelap-kelap ka-ton
(The earth is rocking, the sky is flashing)
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1 1 16
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Lir kin- ca - ngzng
(Rocking)
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1 1
15 2 1 65
Risang Maweh gandrung
(He makes love)
1 1 1
3 21
Sabarang kadulu
(One can see everything)
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2 2 2 2
-21 6
Wukir moyag - ma - yig

1
0
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(Mountains are dancing)
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Srepegan Slendro Pathet Sanga (Video. 1: 56.26 and example 32) is played
to accompany the character of Jaya Pawira Pardi as he continues on his
journey looking for a dhalang ruwat. Ada-ada Pathet sanga Jugag
(example 33) follows Srepegan Slendro Pathet Sanga to emphasise the
delight of Jaya Pawira Pardi when he meets the group of gamelan
musicians and dhalang. Srepegan Slendro Pathet Sanga also serves as a
bridge between the music and dialogue.
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Example 34. Ada-ada Pathet Sanga Jugag (Video. 2: 01. 32):

55 1
5 55 555 55 5
Niyata laruta sakehing dosa sang
(Cleansed from the sin of Kuru Kula)

1 1 1 1
Kurukula

22222
2 991
Amutusa sang sri wara 0
(If he cannot be stopped (Bhisma))

Ada-ada Pathet Sanga Jugag is sung to represent the mood of the
character Kandhabuana who agrees to perform the ruwatan. Suluk Adaada Jugag in Pathet Sanga may begin with pitch 5 or 1 depending upon
the mood of the suluk, the shorter suluk is sung to represent stronger
emotions than the longer version.
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Example 35. Ada-ada Pathet Sanga Jugag (Video. 2: 06. 07):

111111 1
Tatkala narpa Kresna
(When Kresna)
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21 6
2 2 2 2 2 2
Tantulusa anya - kra- ring
(Cancelled his arrow shot)

1
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SulukAda-ada Pathet Sanga Jugag (example 36) is sung to accompany the
characters of Empu Tuwa and Empu Dukut as they describe and explain
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the offerings for the ruwatan. Thus, Ki. Toyo Carito sings Ada-ada Pathet
Sanga Jugag three times in three short scenes to describe three different
characters.
r'

Example 36. Ada-ada Pathet Sanga Jugag (Video. 2: 07. 01):
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Ridu mangawur awur wurahan
(Great noise)
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(The gong is beaten loudly)
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Srepegan Slendro Pathet Sanga (Video. 2: 10. 15 and example 32) is played
to accompany the character of Jaya Pawira Pardi as he returns to his
family to inform them that dhalang Kandhabuana will perform a
ruwatan and that they should prepare the offerings. Srepegan ends
without a suluk (suwuk tanpa pathet ) and is followed by the dialogue of
dhalang Kandhabuana and his musicians. Pathet Sanga changes to
Pathet Manyura during this scene when Ki. Toyo Carito sings Suluk Adaada Pathet lv1anyura fangkeb (example 37, Video. 2: 12. 45). This is
followed by Srepegan Slendro Pathet Manyura (example 38, Video. 2: 13.
12) which is played to accompany dhalang Kandhabuana and his group as
they journey to the village of Brumbung Kaunderan. The music then
changes to Ayak-ayak Slendro Pathet Manyura (example 39, Video. 2:13.
56). There is no pause between the three pieces Suluk, Srepegan, and
Ayak ayak. In traditional ruwatan performances the dhalang sings
Suluk Pathet Manyura Wantah to change from Pathet Sanga to Pathet
Manyura. In contemporary all-night performances the dhalang may
choose either Suluk Pathet Manyura Wantah or Suluk Ada-ada Pathet
Manyura Jangkeb depending upon the time at which Pathet Manyura
begins. If Pathet Manyura begins at 4 o'clock in the morning the dhalang
will sing Suluk Ada-ada Pathet Manyura Jangkeb and the performance
will finish approximately an hour later.
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5. 6. 4. Pathet Manyura.
Example 37. Ada-ada Pathet Manyura Jangkeb (Video. 2:12. 45):
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Tandya trusdada mawang wang
(Great anger)
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(Sudden disappearance)
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Sang a - pa - ti Singgih Bhisma
(The priest warrior Bhisma)
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Maweka

tumempuh

(Through the danger)

1 1 1 1 ~
<?
Maweka tumempuh
(To enter danger)
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2 --> Srepeg Slendro Pathet lVlanyura
(Video.2:13.12)
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Example 38. Srepeg Slendro Pathet manyura (Video. 2: 13. 12):
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56)
Example 39. Ayak-ayak Slendro Pathet Manyura (Video. 2: 13. 56):

- 3 - (2)

- 3 - (2)

- 5 - (3)

(2)
- 2 - (1)

2 3 2 (1)

2 3 2 (1)

I I 3 5 3 (2)

3 5 3 (2)
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5 3 5 (6)
6 5 3 (2)
2 1 2 (1)

5 3 5 (6)
3 5 3 (2)
2 3 2 (1)
1 1 2 (1)

5 3 5 (6)
5 3 2 (3)
3 5 3 (2)
5 3 2 (3)
2 3 2 (1) I I
3 2 1 (6)
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Suwuk:
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Suluk Pathet Manyura Jugag (example 40) follows Ayak -ayak Slendro
Pathet Manyura which represents the mood of the family of Jaya Pawira
Pardi and serves as a bridge between the music and dialogue. Suluk
Pathet Manyura Jugag is popular in Java and is generally sung in both
traditional and contemporary all-night performances during Pathet
Manyura.
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Example 40. Pathet Manyura Jugag (Video. 2: 15. 15):
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Jahning yangning talaga kadi la - ngit
(The clear water of the lake reflects the sky)
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Mambang t angpas wulan upamaneka
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(The turtle on the water is like the moon)
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(The surrounding stars are men)
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To accompany the arrival of dhalang Kandhabuana and his group, Ayakayak Slendro Pathet Manyura (Video. 2: 18. 26 and see example 39) is
played. The music ends without a suluk, the dhalang then signals (using
the cempala)63 and the dialogue begins. Ki. Toyo Carito sings Suluk Adaada Pathet Manyura Jugag (example 41) to anticipate the climax of the
story and emphasise the mood of dhalang Kandhabuana during his
performance.

7

f

6 3 There are threecempala signals that follow music, they are: a single knock (dhog) to
signal suluk patetan (either jugag/short or jangkeb/ complete). Singgetan (dhog, dhog,
dhog, dhog, dhrodhog) signals no suluk following the music, and ngganter (loud and
steady sound) signals suluk ada-ada is to follow . Detailed information about the
signals of dhalang can be found in Probohardjono (1966) in Becker (1984, 496 - 502).
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Example 41. Ada-ada Pathet Manyura Jugag (Video. 2: 25. 19):
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Anut lakuning Kurawa ing nguni
(What the Kurawa brothers did in the past)
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(When Abimanyu was murdered)
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Sampak Slendro Pathet Manyura (example 42) is played to accompany
Jatusmati as he escapes from Bathara Kala's pursuit and enters the
performance area. The dialogue between Empu Dhukut and Jatusmati is
followed the music.
Example 42. Sampak Slendro Pathet Manyura (Video. 2: 26. 54):
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Empu Dhukut suggests Jatusmati disguise himself as a gamelan player
and asks the gamelan players to play Sampak (Video. 2: 27. 19) to teach
Jatusmati how to play the kethuk.
Sampak Slendro Pathet Manyura is
played to accompany the arrival of Bathara Kala on screen (Video. 2: 28.
32), although the wayang kulit performance in the story is finished. Adaada Pathet Manyura Jugag (example 43) is sung to emphasise the
disappointment of Bathara Kala.
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Example 43 Ada-ada Pathet Manyura Jugag (Video. 2: 30. 17):

2 22222 2
Tat kala narpa Kresna
(When Kresna)
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3332211
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Tan tulusa anyakraring
0
(Cancelled his arrow shot)
The function of Ada-ada Pathet Manyura Jugag (example 44) is to
accompany Bathara Kala as he gives his sword to dhalang Kandhabuana
in exchange for another performance.
Example 44. Ada-ada Pathet Manyura Jugag (Video. 2: 31. 44):
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(Great noise)
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Sampak Slendro Pathet Manyura (Video. 3. 32. 10) is played to accompany
dhalang Kandhabuana as he begins another wayang kulit performance.
Sampak is then played softly to accompany the narration (pocapan) that
describes the performance. The tempo of the music then increases as
Bathara Kala catches Jatusmati (Video. 2: 33. 58). Ada-ada Pathet A1anyura
Jugag (Video. 2: 34. 17) follows Sampak Suwuk to emphasise the
desperation of Jatuspati and serves as a bridge between the music and
dialogue. Sampak Slendro Pathet Manyura (Video. 2: 35. 47) is played as
dhalang Kandhabuana reclaims Jatusmati. Suluk Ada-ada Slendro Pathet
Manyura follows to emphasise the anger of Bathara Kala.
Sampak Slendro Pathet Manyura (Video. 2: 37. 46) is played to
accompany Bathara Kala as he tries to retrieve his sword and Jatusmati
from dhalang Kandhabuana. Sampak Slendro Pathet Manyura (Video. 2:
40. 06) is played to accompany the battle between Bathara Kala and
dhalang Kandhabuana following their argument over who is the eldest.
Sampak is played softly four times to accompany Ki. Toyo Carito as he
recites the chants (Video. 2: 42. 34, 2: 44. 25, 2: 46. 54, and 2: 48. 16). The
final repetition of Sampak (Video. 2: 50. 07) is played during the climax
scene and emphasises the feelings of anguish and confusion that Bathara
Kala experiences when he realises that dhalang Kandhabuana is Bathara
Wisnu his older brother. Bathara Kala and his followers promise to
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avoid humans who have been cleansed by a dhalang ruwat. Sampak
Slendro Pathet Manyura (Video. 2: 51. 45) is then played as Bathara Kala
leaves and Jatusmati tells Kandhabuana that his mother would be unable
to afford his services. The last suluk of the performance is Ada-ada
Pathet Manyura Jugag (Video. 2. 52. 22) which is followed by a narration.
Sampak Slendro Pathet Manyura is then played as Jatusmati confronts

I -~

the spirits and cleanses the village of Brumbung Kaunderan from any
evil spirits left by Bathara Kala. The story ends with the victory dance

>

(tayungan) performed by Jatusmati (accompanied by Gangsaran, Video. 2:
55. 35). Ayak-ayak Pamungkas Slendro Pathet Manyura (example 45 or
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Video. 2: 59. 08) is then played as the final melody of the performance.
Example 45. Ayak-ayak Pamungkas (Video. 2: 59. 08):
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3 3 35 3 5 6 3532 1
Mugi Bangsa Indone - sia
(In hope for the Indonesian people)
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Ki. Toyo Carito is a wong tuwa and dhalang ruwat. Throughout his
life he has studied ilmu Kebatinan (spiritual knowledge) and carried out
his spiritual training as a dhalang by practising asceticism, meditation,
learning many chants and eating certain foods for more than three years.
Today he continues to act as a spiritual adviser to members of his
community and rnany people from other areas of Java who come to seek
his advice. Ki. Toyo Carito believes he is responsible for the future of the
sukerta and prepares for the ruwatan performance with an utmost
sincerity. He is a creative and dramatic performer who has revitalised his
ruwatan performances to serve a need in the community. Although his
performance structure is similar to an all-night performance it continues
for only three hours during the day. Ki. Toyo Carito has adjusted his
performance style to be similar to that of pakeliran ringkas to ensure his
performance has relevance in contemporary times.
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Table 4. Ruwatan Performance Gendhing of Ki. Toyo Carito
PATHET NEM
GENDHING

FUNCTION

1. a. Ayak-ayak Manyura
b. Srepeg Manyura
c. Sampak Manyura

1. Gendhing Patalon

2. a. Ayak-ayak Manyura

2. Accompany the narration about
Bathara Guru in the heavens
Suralaya.

b. Kawit
c. Ladrang Kawit
3. Srepegan

3. Accompanies the entrance of
Kama Salah.

4. Srepegan

4. Accompanies Kama Salah as he
receives clothes from Dewi Uma.

5. Sampak

5. Accompanies the exit of Bathara
Kala

6. Ayak-ayak

6. Accompanies the exit of Bathara
Guru and his wife Uma

7. Srepegan

7. Accompanies Adegan Budhalan

8. Srikaton

8. Accompanies the narration about
the widow Sumawit in the village
Medhang Kawit.

9. Srepegan

9. Accompanies the movement of
Jatusmati.

10. Sampak

10. Accompanies Jatusmati bathing
in the lake Tlaga Mahdirda

. 11. Sampak

11. Accompanies Bathara Kala as he
tries to catch Jatusmati at Tlaga
Mahdirda
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I12. Sampak

12. Accompanies Bathara Kala as he
pursues Jatusmati and is blocked by
the bamboo rubbish.
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13. Sampak

14. Sampak
"'

'

I
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113. Accompanies Bathara Kala as he
pursues Jatusmati through the
bamboo.
14. Accompanies Bathara Kala as he
chases Jatusmati through a kitchen.
15. Accompanies Bathara Kala as
he chases Jatusmati through an
unfinished house.

I
15. Sampak
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116. Accompanies Bathara Kala as
1 he chases Jatusmati into Brumbung
. Kaunderan village.
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116. Sampak
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17. Sampak

117. Accompanies Bathara Kala as he
chases Jatusmati through
Brumbung Kaunderan village.
18. Accompanies the movement of
the Kayon.

18. Ayak-ayakan
19. Accompanies the narration
about Bathara Wisnu and Bathara
Ismaya.

PATHET SANGA

I

19. Gonjang-ganjing

120. Accompanies dhalang

Kandhabuana, Empu Tuwa, Empu
Dhukut and Bathara Ismaya as they
. journey to earth.
20. Srepegan
21. Accompanies Joyo Pawiro Pardi
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I21. Srepegan

I22. Srepegan

as he looks for dhalang
. Kandhabuana.
22. Accompanies Joyo Pawiro Pardi

as he returns to his village.
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PATHET MANYURA
23. Srepegan

~v

23. Accompanies dhalang
Kandhabuana and his group as they
go to Brumbung Kaunderan
village.

24. Ayak-ayakan
24. Accompanies Joyo Pawiro Pardi,
his wife and the sukerta as they
enter onto the screen.
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25. Ayak-ayakan
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26. Sampak
26. Accompanies Jatusmati as he
enters the gamelan area.
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27. Sampak
27. Accompanies Jatusmati as he
practises played kethuk.
28. Sampak
28. Accompanies Bathara Kala
comes in the performance area
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25. Accompanies dhalang
Kandhabuana and his group as they
arrive at the village of Joyo Pawiro
Pardi.

29. Sampak
29. Accompanies dhalang
Kandhabuana as he continues his
performance.
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30. Sampak
30. Accompanies Bathara Kala as he
catches Ja tusma ti.
31. Sampak
31. Accompanies dhalang
Kandhabuana retrieves Jatusmati
Bathara Kala.
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32. Sampak
32. Accompanies Bathara Kala
fights to get Jatusmati back.
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33. Sampak
33. Accompanies the fight between
Bathara Kala and dhalang
Kandhabuana
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34. a. Sampak
b. Srepegan

34. Accompany dhalang
Kandhabuana reads chant.
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35. a. Sampak
b. Srepegan

35. Accompany dhalang
Kandhabuana as he reads a chant.

36. a. Sampak

36 .. Accompany dhalang

b. Srepegan
37. a. Sampak

b. Srepegan
38. a. Sampak

b. Srepegan
39. a. Sampak
)

b. Srepegan

37. Accompany dhalang

Kandhabuana as he reads a chant.
38. Accompany dhalang

Kandhabuana as he reads a chant.
39. Accompany Ki. Toyo Carito as

he trims the hair and nails of the
Sukerta people.

40. Sampak

40. Accompanies Bathara Kala as he
returns to his palace.

41. Sampak

41. Accompanies Jatusmati as he
cleanses the village of Brumbung
Kaunderan.

42. Gangsaran

42. Accompanies the victory dance

of Jatusmati.
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43. Ayak-ayakan

j

44. Ayak-ayak Pamungkas
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43. Accompanies Joyo Pawiro Pardi,

his family, dhalang Kandhabuana,
and his musicians as they enter
onto the screen.

\

\

Kandhabuana as he reads a chant.

44. Accompanies Ki. Toyo Carito as
he describes next ritual ceremony.

